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1 Introduction

Origin of the Project

my son mykhailo jokingly said to me while I was researching this book: 
‘tato, your book is going to revolutionise the way people think about 
carpathian Last Judgment icons.’ the joke, of course, is that no one 
really thinks about this topic anyway. and he knew too that I had set my 
sights rather higher. What I was trying to do was to find a new way to write 
history. 

It might be helpful if I explain the train of thought that set this project 
off. I was struck by ernest gellner’s observation that nationalist intellectuals 
in the nineteenth century created a modern culture based on elements of 
traditional culture. they believed that they were merely preserving the 
heritage of the common people, but in fact they were replacing the old low 
cultures with an amalgamated high culture that shared the same epistemo-
logical base as other, more developed nations. In gellner’s own words:

generally speaking, nationalist ideology suffers from pervasive false con-
sciousness. Its myths invert reality: it claims to defend folk culture while in 
fact it is forging a high culture … It preaches and defends continuity, but 
owes everything to a decisive and unutterably profound break in human 
history. It preaches and defends cultural diversity, when in fact it imposes 
homogeneity … Its self-image and its true nature are inversely related, with 
an ironic neatness seldom equalled even by other successful ideologies.1

It followed from this, from the inverse relation between ‘its self-image 
and its true nature,’ that the national culture can easily give the funda-
mentally misleading impression that the pre-existing traditional culture 
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of a certain group is already known within the national culture. But the 
reality is different: the national culture routinely disguises the nature of 
the suppressed culture.

I wanted to make an end run around the national historical perspec-
tive and see if I could engage the cultural past of ukraine more on its 
own terms. I came up with a procedure which I called ‘mental archaeol-
ogy.’ I would explore some large complex of the past culture that had 
nothing to do with the nation and its objectives, something that had not 
been assimilated into the national narrative. I would explore it like a lost 
city, trying to deduce from its surviving artefacts what the culture was like 
that had produced it. I came up with the idea of exploring the culture of 
the Last Judgment. there is no Last Judgment in national culture, but it 
used to be quite important in the past.2

this was the first time I had ever formulated a research project so ab-
stractly, so conceptually. much of my original conception was plagued 
with false assumptions, and I will discuss some of them in the conclusions 
to this book, because part of the result of the confrontation with sources 
was to abandon baggage that was not merely useless but detrimental. 
When I undertook the project, I knew that it would be difficult and that 
I would have to expand my skill set. I did not foresee, however, just how 
difficult it would prove to make sense of all the cultural fragments I col-
lected. the reader has before him or her a book in which the arguments 
are, I hope, clearly laid out. But it took me years to make some order out 
of the chaos of concrete facts and suppositions that swirled before me. 
pieces of evidence do not come marked ‘important,’ ‘less important,’ 
and ‘red herring.’ the researcher has no choice but to keep as much 
evidence in his or her head as it can hold and ruminate over the material 
until some kind of solutions begin to take shape. there is no systematic 
process for solving complex riddles, and the time it can take is unpredict-
able. shedding assumptions, it turned out, was about as important as 
discovering the facts.

I also had no idea when I came up with this project that it would in-
volve so much arduous work and travel. over a period of nine years I 
spent several months most summers on expeditions to gather source ma-
terial; often I spent a few weeks during the winter in the same way. of all 
the research I have conducted in the course of my scholarly career, the 
research for this book has been the most enjoyable. much of it involved 
riding in a car through the carpathians, searching out the churches with 
Last Judgment icons or murals. some of the ideas came from just hiking 
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in the mountains. there was always pleasant company on these exped-
itions, memorable encounters with villagers, tasty meals, and stimulating 
scenery. I never missed the archives.

Nature of the Project

this is an investigation of iconographic development, the comparison of 
discrete elements that constitute a Last Judgment icon or mural. It seeks 
to do with this material what historians are supposed to do, to pay ‘atten-
tion to comparison among detailed particulars, all different,’ because 
‘their co-ordination and comparison permits us, by consilience of induc-
tion, to explain the past.’3 although this is a quotation from an evolu-
tionary biologist, it certainly fits this project.

another ‘found’ explanation of what is happening in this monograph 
comes from religious studies, and it calls the kind of procedure I am fol-
lowing ‘cultural sociology’: 

the new cultural sociology regards culture as something tangible, explicit, 
and overtly produced. It consists of texts, discourse, language, music, and 
the symbolic-expressive dimensions of interpersonal behaviour, organisa-
tions, transactions, and so on. proponents of the view hold that any specific 
cultural artefact should be examined in terms of questions about its pro-
duction, its relations with other cultural elements, its internal structure, 
and the resources that determine how well it becomes institutionalised … 
We regard symbolism as a reality, important in its own right, worthy of sys-
tematic investigation. consequently, we attempt to look directly at symbol-
ism – in the case of religion, at the symbolism of meaning – rather than 
looking through it to see how it functions for the individual or even to give 
an interpretation of what sort of meaning it conveys. to be sure, we still 
engage in a hermeneutic process when we attempt this kind of analysis: we 
ultimately give our own interpretations of how symbols are put together … 
What is interesting about this kind of analysis is that it focuses on observable 
cultural materials: texts, sermons, discourse. It seldom strays into the sub-
jective consciousness of the individual … or into the collective unconscious 
of … a group … the focus is on patterns among discursive elements, struc-
tural relations among these elements – their arrangement, the boundaries 
that separate them, the connections drawn between them, their variety, the 
degree of repetition evident, formal properties, the structure that gives 
them internal coherence.4
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But what I am writing is not religious studies or cultural sociology, but 
history. It is a type of history that is necessarily a little complicated and 
microhistorical, yet which demonstrates, I believe, possibilities that have 
not been fully realized by the historical profession.

the book examines over a hundred images of the Last Judgment – 
frescoes, icons on wood and canvas, and murals on the walls of wooden 
churches – to reconstruct the societies and cultures that fashioned them.5 
the chronological emphasis is on the fifteenth through eighteenth cen-
turies, but I also use comparative material from the twelfth through four-
teenth centuries and from the nineteenth century almost to the present. 
Last Judgments were monumental works. the icons, traditionally pain-
ted on linden boards, were as tall as a man, and the frescoes could take 
up the entire interior of a narthex or, in the case of moldavian frescoes, 
an entire exterior wall. Last Judgment iconography was the most com-
plex iconography in the Byzantine and post-Byzantine cultural sphere. 
an icon or mural of the Last Judgment was composed of dozens of dis-
crete elements. over time, new ones entered the iconography, others left 
it, still others were modified, subtly or dramatically. the formation and 
accretion of elements tell a story. the evolution of the icons reflects the 
cultural resources in the vicinity, the conditions of material life, and 
changes in mentality and taste. the icons open up the spiritual world of 
a semi-literate highland society that left posterity little in the way of ordi-
nary texts. I am hopeful that the method I employ in this study can serve 
as a model for similar mental archaeologies of other cultures articulate 
on a plane different from our own.

although this is a book informed by and speaking to art history, it is 
not able to incorporate all the tools of art history. I am not qualified to 
offer a sophisticated analysis of artistic technique or styles, nor do I have 
anything to say about perspective or the folds of garments or colour. this 
is a book about tradition and innovation in iconography and in this it 
bears some relation to one of the classic works of the art history of the 
Last Judgment, Beat Brenk’s Tradition und Neuerung in der christlichen 
Kunst des ersten Jahrtausends: Studien zur Geschichte des Weltgerichtsbildes.

perhaps because of my historical training, I tend to be more conserva-
tive in the acceptance of evidence than are many of the scholars working 
in ukrainian art history. I try throughout this book to enunciate a clear 
distinction between what I consider to be certain and what I construct in 
my imagination to fit the evidence. I agree with volodymyr aleksandrovych, 
a fellow historian who works on the border with art history, that we 
should avoid the kind of art history that, ‘basing itself on accidental bits 
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of information, unnecessarily formulates wider conclusions and hypoth-
eses, not realising that it is simply creating myths.’6 he may not always 
follow his own good advice, but it is good advice nonetheless. 

In addition to the larger aspirations of this work, my intention here is 
also to stimulate more study of these works of sacral art. I make no claim 
to having authored the definitive monograph on Last Judgment iconog-
raphy in the carpathians. If further research proves me wrong about this 
or that, I will be happy to have provoked further examination of these holy 
images, from having reintroduced them into discourse. only by reflecting 
on the artefacts of the past can we appreciate them and develop a taste for 
them. these icons have aspects that make me uncomfortable – some xeno-
phobia, some misogyny – but there is much more in them that I respect. 
almost all of them are effective as works of art; even the most primitive of 
them are aesthetically powerful.7 they also recall to mind the lofty spirit-
ual aspirations of shepherds and farmers, and monks and craftsmen, in 
the highlands of eastern europe. they stand too as testimony to the lux-
uriant creativity of borderlands, for these icons and murals were produced 
where poland, hungary, and moldavia once met as well as austria and 
turkey, on the linguistic border between slavs and magyars and vlachs, 
and on the border connecting Western and eastern christendom.

How to Read This Book

the book consists of text and illustrations. It is essential for the under-
standing of the work to look at the illustrations, since the argument 
largely proceeds through the consideration of visual evidence.8 this is 
not a book for which the illustrations serve as embellishments. 

the core of the book’s argument is found in three interlocking chap-
ters. chapter 2 explains the origin of the Last Judgment icons in the 
carpathians in the fifteenth century. In the first part of this chapter, I am 
afraid, the reader may sometimes wonder where some of the laborious 
comparisons and analyses are headed. I say: be patient and try to enjoy 
the illustrations and the exegesis of allusions, temporarily for their own 
sake; suspend your disbelief that this will lead somewhere – it will. the 
point of the comparisons is to isolate the individuality of the carpathian 
icons, and from this individuality to hypothesize about their origins. 
chapter 3 follows the further development of icons painted on boards in 
the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. It maps the diffusion of the 
practice, speculates about the painters, and demonstrates how the icon-
ography became ever more elaborate. new themes incorporated into 
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the icons say something about the life and attitudes of the people who 
created and worshipped with them as well as about currents in the larger 
social and cultural environment. chapter 4 concerns the disintegration 
of this once vibrant artistic tradition. It concentrates on icons painted on 
canvas and on murals painted directly on the walls of log churches. the 
geographical focus is expanded, since Last Judgment images in these 
new forms acquired a larger habitat. the chronological focus is from the 
mid-seventeenth century onward. this chapter also describes shifts in 
attitude that undermined the tradition of placing Last Judgments in 
churches. each chapter concludes with a summary of the main points, 
and the overall conclusions of the book are presented in chapter 5.

for the convenience of the reader, the most important Last Judgment 
images referred to in the book are listed, with the most pertinent infor-
mation and bibliography, in a catalogue that follows the appendices. 

Geography and National Terminology

the region under discussion is a place of cultural contact. here the 
ethnographic territories of poles, slovaks, hungarians, romanians, and 
rusyns/ukrainians came together; and strewn throughout the region 
were germans, Jews, and roma. It is difficult to settle on terminology for 
such a multiethnic region, at least on a terminology that would satisfy all 
the national claims that have been made on these territories. I will try to 
explain the terms I will be using. they are far from perfect.

I will often refer to the carpathians or the carpathian region. sometimes 
I just mean the mountains (see map 1, physical geography of the carpathian 
region and environs.) usually, however, I am referring to the specific re-
gion where our icons and murals were installed, not to the carpathian 
mountain region as a whole. I am really interested in the northern 
carpathians. as I have explained elsewhere,9 the term ‘carpathian icons’ is 
not acceptable to all researchers, but I use it. I use it to indicate the regional 
character of the set of icons I am studying here. I do not mean all the icons 
of the northern carpathians either, but just the ones associated with the rus' 
settlements and excluding Bukovina. therefore, even though the frescoes 
of moldavia are located in the carpathian foothills and the murals of 
maramureş are right in the heart of the mountains, I do not include them 
in the carpathian region as meant in this book. sometimes when I think 
there might be confusion, I refer to ‘our carpathians,’ meaning the zone we 
have been working on, or ‘the ukrainian carpathians,’ meaning the lands 
inhabited by rusyns/ukrainians, but not necessarily located on the territory 
of the current ukrainian state.
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here are the objections to this terminology. many ukrainian scholars, 
and some polish scholars as well, feel that the term ‘carpathian icons’ is 
intended to conceal that these artefacts are part of the ukrainian cul-
tural heritage. this is not my intention. I have reservations about the way 
modern nations appropriate past cultural artefacts,10 but there is no 
question in my mind that, although there may be exceptions, these icons 
were produced by and for people whose descendants consider them-
selves to be ukrainian or rusyn. But I am trying to avoid an intellectual 
pitfall by insisting on the regional character of these icons instead of the 
national. When they were produced, the local was important, and it is 
the local that determines much about them. their incorporation later 
into a particular projection of a national cultural past is misleading when 
we are trying to set the context for their emergence and development. 
ukrainian art historians generally call all the icons that I refer to by the 
name ‘carpathian icons’ ‘ukrainian icons,’ but there are many ukrainian 
icons that do not have much in common with the carpathian icons. the 
other objection to the term ‘carpathian icons’ is that there are icons in 
this set that were not produced or installed in the mountains or foothills 
at all, but in the plain to the northeast. We will be including icons from 
Zhovkva and kamianka strumylova in our set, and they are not located 
close to the mountains. In these cases, yes – the adjective ‘carpathian’ 
does not fit literally. I use it nonetheless because it has become clear to 
me that the origin of the icons was in the carpathian mountain region 
and that the interest in them spread from there also into some lowland 
districts. I do not believe there is any point in trying to invent a new term 
for the icons and their region; all signifiers have their weaknesses. 

I use the word rus' frequently and with different nuances of meaning. 
the origin of the word lies in the state that sprang up around kyiv in the 
ninth and tenth centuries. We get our english word russia from it, but to 
identify rus' with russia is erroneous, even if it is often done. the state of 
kyivan rus' was basically destroyed by the mongol invasion of 1237–40, but 
individual principalities survived under mongol suzerainty over the next 
few centuries and its cultural traditions survived much longer. people from 
novgorod, from moscow, from pskov, from kyiv, and from our carpathian 
region identified themselves as rus'. In their icons, when they painted the 
nations awaiting judgment, they depicted turks, tatars, Jews, germans, 
and rus'. By rus' they understood themselves. most often I use rus' in this 
sense, as the contemporary ethnonym. I use it as a collective noun and as 
an adjective. sometimes, for clarity’s sake, I use the modern ethnonyms 
ukrainian or russian, but generally I try to avoid this kind of anachron-
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ism. I sometimes use the term rusyn. there is a movement in eastern 
slovakia, in transcarpathia oblast in ukraine, among the Lemko popula-
tion of poland, and among the descendants of immigrants from these 
populations in north america to consider themselves a separate, fourth 
east slavic nationality alongside the russians, Belarusians, and ukrainians. 
they call themselves rusyns. among these same populations many also 
consider themselves ukrainians, and this is also the standard view of the 
ukrainian identity project as a whole. In a study like this, there is no rea-
son to take sides, so I also refer to rusyns occasionally.

I often write of northern rus' instead of russia, particularly in refer-
ence to the fifteenth century. the northern rus' principalities whose art 
was influential in carpathian rus' – novgorod, pskov, and perhaps tver 
– were not incorporated into muscovy until the second half of the fif-
teenth century. muscovy, moreover, is not quite russia. again, I am opt-
ing for a more conservative terminology reflecting the contemporary 
realia. I also think that rus' in the fifteenth century still existed as a lar-
ger cultural and ecclesiastical community; rus' was something more than 
the sum of territories inhabited by people who happened to call them-
selves by the same name. 

I sometimes have to refer to galicia. this is a historical region that 
derives ultimately from the rus' principality of galicia which existed in 
the middle ages until it was incorporated into poland at the end of the 
fourteenth century. the name comes from its first capital, halych; by the 
mid-thirteenth century its capital was Lviv. But the real shape of the re-
gion in our present consciousness, and in the way I use it in this book, 
was given to it by the habsburg monarchy, which acquired it from poland 
in 1772. the habsburg crown land was larger than the historical princi-
pality and included much territory inhabited by ethnic poles. today, 
what used to be habsburg galicia is divided between poland and ukraine, 
and when ukrainians say galicia, they usually mean the part that is in 
ukraine, reserving the terms ‘san region’ (Nadsiannia) and ‘Lemko re-
gion’ (Lemkivshchyna) for the ukrainian-inhabited areas of galicia now 
in poland. the part of galicia that is now in ukraine roughly corres-
ponds to the oblasts of Lviv, Ivano-frankivsk, and ternopil (see map 2, 
historical map of the carpathian region and environs, and map 3, 
current administrative Boundaries, carpathian region and environs.)

transcarpathia is the region across the carpathian mountains from 
the standpoint of the rest of ukraine. this area had been part of hungary 
(or transylvania) for over nine hundred years until it was joined to 
czechoslovakia after the collapse of austria-hungary in 1918. In 1945 it 
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was annexed to soviet ukraine. It corresponds to today’s transcarpathia 
oblast in ukraine, with its capital in uzhhorod.

Bukovina11 first came into existence as an austrian crown land. It was 
the part of moldavia that austria acquired from the turks in 1774. the 
crown land had a mixed population, with ukrainian-speakers predomin-
ant in the north and romanian-speakers in the south. Bukovina dis-
appeared as an administrative entity after it became a part of romania in 
1918. stalin annexed northern Bukovina to soviet ukraine in 1940 and 
today it constitutes the bulk of chernivtsi oblast.

there was a county in hungary, and from 1526 to 1733 in transylvania, 
called máramaros. It developed some distinctive cultural characteristics. 
the northern part was inhabited by ukrainian/rusyn-speakers, the 
southern part by romanian-speakers. I refer to it by either máramaros, 
when I mean the ukrainian/rusyn part of the old county, or maramureş, 
when I mean the romanian part. the ukrainian/rusyn part of máramaros 
makes up the eastern part of transcarpathia.

When I speak of moldavia in this book, I mean the principality that 
existed from the fourteenth century until it became one of the constitu-
ent parts of the modern romanian state in the second half of the nine-
teenth century. moldavia was under turkish suzerainty as of 1512. parts 
of this historical moldavia were annexed by austria (Bukovina) and by 
russia (Bessarabia) when turkey was in decline.

for most of the early modern period our carpathian region was divided 
between poland and hungary/transylvania. today the part of this region 
that once was poland is divided between poland and ukraine. the original 
ukrainian/rusyn population in the polish part was removed in 1947, one of 
the episodes of wartime and postwar ethnic cleansing in this part of europe. 
the southern part of the carpathian region, what used to be hungary, is 
now divided between slovakia and ukraine. the rusyn/ukrainian populati-
on is located in eastern slovakia in the prešov region.

the carpathian region that produced our icons was inhabited prima-
rily by two subethnic or dialectical groups, the Lemkos in the west and 
the Boikos in the east. today most Lemkos live in poland and slovakia, 
most Boikos in ukraine.

A Brief Historical Survey of the Region

In the early fifteenth century, the ridge of the northern carpathians 
formed the border between the kingdom of poland in the north and the 
kingdom of hungary and principality of moldavia in the south. poland 
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and hungary were catholic countries, but with large orthodox popula-
tions, while moldavia was predominantly orthodox. In the mountainous 
border regions the rural population was largely orthodox and spoke 
slav and vlach dialects. much of this population had settled here only 
within the previous century and engaged in mixed farming. sheep and 
other livestock grazed in the highlands, and their manure enriched the 
farms and gardens in the lowlands. the settlements benefited from the 
abundance of land, from the protection of states, and from systems of 
local self-government (especially the so-called vlach law).

By the late fifteenth century, both hungary and moldavia were fight-
ing the ascendant power of the ottoman turks. moldavia became a 
tributary of the sultan in 1512, but moldavian princes still retained con-
siderable autonomy. hungary was defeated by the ottomans at mohács 
in 1526 and lost its independence. Western hungary, including much of 
the western carpathian region, was inherited by the habsburgs, who 
waged war against the turks until the end of the seventeenth century to 
gain the rest of the country. máramaros county was incorporated into 
transylvania, which enjoyed virtual independence under ottoman su-
zerainty. austria formally acquired transylvania by the treaty of karlovci 
of 1699, but it had to pacify anti-habsburg rebels there until the 1730s. 
It was at that time that máramaros county was finally joined with the rest 
of historical hungary under the habsburg sceptre. In addition to 
austrian and turkish military campaigns in the region, tatars frequently 
raided southern poland and northern hungary to capture slaves for the 
ottoman market.

the situation of the free peasantry deteriorated in the later fifteenth 
century in the polish carpathians, and the population there was com-
pletely enserfed by the middle of the sixteenth century. enserfment went 
hand in hand with the weakening of state authority and the disintegra-
tion of legality. In poland the chief form of rents was in labour – peasants 
worked three or even more days a week on a landlord’s estate (folwark) 
or in forestry. the oppressive demands on peasant labour, and also the 
exhaustion of the agricultural land, caused many peasants to move il-
legally across the mountains to hungary or transylvania. 

although in the fifteenth century hungary was the scene of some fero-
cious peasant uprisings, the warfare of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries reduced the population so much that landlords attracted im-
migrant peasants with reduced rents or temporary exemptions from 
rents. moreover, in hungary the chief form of rents was in kind rather 
than in labour. the emigration of peasants from the polish to the 
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hungarian/transylvanian carpathians then reduced the population 
north of the border so that in the late seventeenth century serfdom there 
was not so onerous; the low mountain crests and passes along what is to-
day the polish-slovak border facilitated this emigration from the Lemko 
region. Labour rents also existed in hungary, but a day and a half per 
week was considered very high. rents in kind also existed in poland; in 
mountain villages peasants might have had to pay a tithe in sheep. money 
rents were small in both hungary and poland. the migration of peasants 
across the mountain borders helps to explain certain similar cultural 
tastes and practices in the carpathian region as a whole.

the period covered in this book was one of religious strife. the six-
teenth century saw the diffusion of the reformation – calvinism spread 
among the polish and hungarian nobility, and almost all the germans of 
the region converted to Lutheranism. the late sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries witnessed the catholic counter-reformation, which 
had a profound effect on culture and religious politics in our region well 
into the eighteenth century. our whole period, furthermore, was a time 
when unions were attempted between the roman catholic and eastern 
orthodox churches. these were accompanied by controversies and 
strife. the church unions of florence (1439) and, especially, Brest (1596) 
had repercussions in our region, but did not take root. our region re-
mained orthodox until the mid-seventeenth century, when the rus' 
orthodox in habsburg hungary began to enter into communion with 
rome after the union of uzhhorod of 1646. at first only the westernmost 
rus' in hungary became uniate, but then the union spread east in the 
1650s, stopping at the borders of transylvania. máramaros county was 
integrated into the union in 1721. the union was established in the 
polish part of our region at the turn of the eighteenth century. the ep-
archy of przemyśl united with rome in 1692; the eparchy of Lviv, in 1700. 
the last orthodox holdout north of the old polish-hungarian border 
was a monastery, maniava skete; it was dissolved in 1786 by the austrian 
emperor, Joseph II.

In the eighteenth century all the rest of the territory examined in this 
monograph came under habsburg rule. the carpathian region that had 
been part of poland was acquired by austria in 1772 and constituted a 
major part of the crown land of galicia. In 1774 turkey ceded a portion 
of moldavia to austria, which the austrians named Bukovina. the south-
ern part of Bukovina included the moldavian monasteries and churches 
with frescoes of the Last Judgment.12
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The Theology of the Last Judgment

the idea of a judgment of the dead is found in many cultures. In 
christianity this idea is linked with the second coming of christ. the 
doctrine is tersely formulated in the nicene creed, which says that Jesus 
‘will come again to judge the living and the dead.’ the most extensive 
account of this notion in the gospels can be found in chapter 25 of the 
gospel of matthew. the relevant text, matthew 25:31–46, is the gospel 
for meatfare sunday, the second sunday before great Lent. (the sunday 
is called meatfare because it is the last day one may eat meat until easter; 
one bids farewell to meat, in Latin: carnevale.) It describes how the ‘son 
of man’ will appear in glory and divide humankind into the righteous, 
whom he will place to his right, and the iniquitous, whom he will place 
to his left. the former will enter a heavenly kingdom, the latter will be 
consigned to everlasting fire. the major criterion for this division is 
whether or not individuals performed works of mercy for the ‘least of 
these my brethren.’ 

Judgment is also a theme in the book of revelation, which contains 
many obscure prophecies about the end of the world. It draws heavily on 
the vision of daniel (chapter 7) in the old testament. In these accounts, 
the emphases are on the throne of judgment and the books in which all 
human actions are recorded. 

a greek writer took the information in these texts and in many other 
scattered passages in scripture to develop an overall vision of how this 
second coming and Last Judgment would transpire. he attributed his 
works on the subject to the great fourth-century father of the church 
ephraim the syrian. the real ephraim the syrian was a syriac writer who 
left, as far as we know, no original text in greek.13 the one text on the 
Last Judgment that can be genuinely attributed to ephraim is brilliant, 
but it had no direct influence on eastern orthodox teaching or iconog-
raphy.14 the Last Judgment texts of ephraim the syrian graecus, which 
perhaps originated in the decades after the death of the real ephraim 
syrus, exist in many variants, and there are many slavonic translations.15 
I have included a summary translation of one of ephraim graecus’s ser-
mons in appendix 2. ephraim’s account was not a work of systematic 
theology, but a description of the last events based on his understanding 
of scriptural revelation.

In this account, signs will portend the Last Judgment. In particular, a 
cross will appear in the sky. angels will roll up the heavens like a scroll, 
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and a river of fire will consume the earth. a new heaven and a new earth 
will replace these. christ will descend in glory to judge humanity. the 
dead will crawl out from their graves and assume their bodies. Woe to the 
sinners, who will be punished with horrible torments. the whole tone of 
ephraim’s description is one of terror. under the influence of his writ-
ings, the orthodox slavs refer to the Last Judgment as strashnyi sud, lit-
erally ‘fearful judgment.’

ephraim the syrian’s description served as the basis for the liturgical 
poetry of meatfare sunday composed by roman the melodist in the sixth 
century.16 the verses speak of the river of fire, the throne of glory, the 
opening of the books, the fearful sound of lamentation, the sounding of 
trumpets, the emptying of the tombs, the outer darkness, the nether 
world, and the like. ‘I tremble with fear when I ponder and foresee the 
dread day of thine ineffable coming, when thou shalt sit and judge the 
living and the dead, o my god all-powerful.’17

In the writings of the greek ephraim, the dead seem to lie in some 
dormant state until reawakened to life and rejoined with their bodies at 
the Last Judgment. and the classical Byzantine iconography of the Last 
Judgment appears to share this outlook. at least there is no iconographic 
reflection of what is known as particular judgment, that is, the dispos-
ition of the soul in the period between an individual’s death and the 
universal resurrection at the end of time.

In the Last Judgment iconography of rus' from the fifteenth century 
on, however, elements were incorporated that referred to the particular 
judgment. much of the thinking on that subject derived from a tenth-
century text, the Life of st Basil the new. the text was originally written 
in greek, but it was known in slavonic translation from perhaps as early 
as the eleventh century.18 I have also included a very abridged summary 
of the work in appendix 3. 

the Life took an old idea attributed to st cyril of alexandria, that of 
the aerial tollbooths, and developed it in more detail. In one of the vi-
sions that Basil’s disciple gregory has, gregory saw Basil’s late servant 
theodora in the aftermath of her death. she had to travel through vari-
ous tollbooths in the air. each tollbooth represented a certain sin, and 
theodora had to pass all the tollbooths in order to achieve salvation. In 
slavonic these tollbooths are known as mytarstva, and they have come to 
mean ‘ordeals’ in modern russian. If a soul successfully passed the toll-
booths, it was conducted to paradise. otherwise it was sent to hell. this 
disposition was not finalized until the Last Judgment, but the relationship 
between the latter and the particular judgment was never well clarified.
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Building on certain scriptural texts, the later orthodox iconography 
of the Last Judgment also incorporated scenes of the death of a right-
eous man and the death of a sinner. the former’s soul was accepted by 
an angel while king david sat nearby and played the lute. the sinner, 
however, was slain by a demon or a monstrous personification of death 
while a demon accepted his soul. 

these thoughts about death and the Last Judgment constituted the 
mental framework in which the icon painters worked. the iconography 
of the Last Judgment did not include references to the antichrist.

Historiography

of works treating the subject of Last Judgment iconography as a whole, 
pride of place belongs to Beat Brenk’s fundamental monograph, already 
mentioned, Tradition und Neuerung in der christlichen Kunst des ersten 
Jahrtausends: Studien zur Geschichte des Weltgerichtsbildes (tradition and 
Innovation in christian art of the first millennium: studies on the history of 
the Image of the Last Judgment).19 this is a study that encompasses 
Western as well as eastern christian iconography, although more atten-
tion is devoted to the east, where the basic elements of the Last Judgment 
composition came together. the dynamic of accretion that he describes 
seems to have continued in later Last Judgment images, including ours. a 
late nineteenth-century work that covers some of the same territory, but 
also surveys later, particularly russian, images is n.v. pokrovskii’s ‘strashnyi 
sud v pamiatnikakh vizantiiskago i russkago iskusstva’ (the Last Judgment 
in monuments of Byzantine and russian art). a good overview of orthodox 
iconography of the Last Judgment was written by desanka milošević, but 
unfortunately it appeared a few years before the publication of Brenk’s im-
portant contribution. miltiadis k. garidis wrote a study of post-Byzantine 
Last Judgments with special attention to the depiction of sinners and de-
mons. none of these works, however, take into account icons of carpathian 
rus'. the region has in general been poorly incorporated into the scholar-
ship on icons. for example, kurt Weitzmann and six other authors pub-
lished a monumental collection on the icon tradition, The Icon, which re-
produced and analysed icons of Byzantium, georgia, the Balkan peninsula 
and greek islands, russia, Wallachia, and moldavia. It does not mention the 
icons of our carpathians.

although there were earlier publications that mentioned the 
carpathian icons, the first major contribution was published as a mono-
graph and an album in the late 1920s by the first director of the national 
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museum in Lviv, Ilarion svientsits’kyi. his work was limited to the icons 
in his museum’s collection, which constitutes the richest collection of 
carpathian iconography anywhere. six Last Judgment icons were illus-
trated. svientsits’kyi assumed that the icons collected in the carpathians 
were products of a tradition that spread from Byzantium to kyiv and 
from kyiv to halych and Lviv and from there into the mountains.

almost half a century was to pass before another work of importance 
appeared on the carpathian icons – Janina kłosińska’s Ikony. kłosińska 
was the curator of the icon collection of the national museum in kraków 
and the volume she published concerned that collection alone. three 
Last Judgment icons were included with detailed commentary. kłosińska 
had earlier written an article on carpathian iconography of the Last 
Judgment, and so her discussion of these icons was well informed. she 
was the first to coin the term ‘carpathian icon.’ she also rejected 
svientsits’kyi’s view that this iconography had its roots in the medieval 
galician principality. she instead connected it with influences from the 
south, suggesting that vlach migrants had brought with them the artistic 
culture of moldavia. her usage ‘carpathian icons’ and suggestion of 
their romanian origins were criticized by ukrainian art historians dec-
ades later, in the 1990s,20 when a freer discourse entered scholarship in 
ukraine. they suspected that her positions reflected polish chauvinism. 
I am doubtful of that in kłosińska’s case, but I think it is true about an 
album entitled Ikona karpacka [the carpathian Icon] put out by the 
museum of folk architecture in sanok in 1998.21

kłosińska’s successor as curator of kraków’s icon collection is mirosław 
p. kruk. he has moved away from the term ‘carpathian icon’ and instead 
finds it more useful to talk of ‘West ruthenian’ (zachodnioruskie) icons. 
his works on iconography reflect high standards of scholarship,22 and 
his presentation of the arguments about the origins of the icons is care-
ful and measured. he is a student of the late professor anna różycka-
Bryzek, who taught Byzantine art at Jagiellonian university and authored 
valuable studies of the Byzantine-style frescoes commissioned by polish 
kings in the fifteenth century. other students of professor różycka-
Bryzek include agnieszka gronek, who has written two dissertations 
(one of which is now a book) and a series of articles on the carpathian 
icon of the passion, and małgorzata smorąg różycka, who has worked on 
the Byzantine-inspired art of medieval rus'. 

one of the most erudite researchers on the carpathian icons was 
romuald Biskupski of sanok. he spent many years working in sanok’s 
historical museum and had a wide knowledge of the culture of early 
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modern carpathian rus'. he clearly connected the icons of the 
carpathians with ukrainian culture and referred to them as ‘ukrainian 
icons.’ he was also an excellent photographer of the icons. from a much 
younger generation than Biskupski, but of a similar profile is Jarosław 
giemza, curator of the icon collection at the castle museum in Łańcut. 
In addition to writing his own interesting contributions on the icons, he 
has been active as an editor of collected papers on the same subject.

the icons that are now within the borders of slovakia, which include 
many of the Last Judgment, have been known to researchers from al-
bums put together by heinz skrobucha in 1971 and by Štefan tkáč in 
1982. tkáč’s album is particularly detailed. since the mid-1990s the icons 
in slovakia have benefited from the attention of vladislav grešlík of 
prešov university. he has published many excellent photographs accom-
panied by detailed, reliable analysis. a scholar in Budapest, Bernadett 
puskás, specializes in a related area: the icons of mukachevo eparchy 
from the sixteenth century on.

In soviet ukraine good scholarship on the icons was hobbled by com-
munist ideological restrictions. for the first two decades of soviet rule in 
Western ukraine no scholarly work on the icons appeared. a major break-
through was the six-volume series Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva (history 
of ukrainian art) published in the late 1960s. three volumes were de-
voted to the history of ukrainian art before the nineteenth century, and 
many reproductions of sacral art were included. the works were inter-
preted in a strictly soviet framework. the icons were ransacked for indica-
tions of social and national conflict, popular aesthetics, and democratic 
attitudes. Last Judgment icons figured prominently in these volumes be-
cause they lent themselves well to populist exegesis.23

the authors of the sections on icons in the multivolume history were 
vira svientsits’ka and pavlo Zholtovs’kyi. vira svientsits’ka was the daugh-
ter of Ilarion svientsits’kyi and worked in the national museum in Lviv. 
she was also a member of the organization of ukrainian nationalists. she 
was imprisoned by the polish authorities between the wars and arrested at 
the outbreak of the second World War; she was also arrested by the soviet 
authorities in 1948. she spent eight years in the gulag. after her release 
she returned to work at the national museum. pavlo Zholtovs’kyi had also 
been repressed by the soviets; in the later 1950s he went to work for the 
Lviv branch of the Institute of fine arts, folklore, and ethnography of 
the academy of sciences. although the works of both of these scholars 
contain valuable material, they wrote about icons with exaggerated atten-
tion to social and national elements. they had no interest in the sacral 
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character of the art and searched the icons instead for elements of real-
ism and folk creativity. their approach to the icons has remained influen-
tial on the generation of ukrainian scholars that followed.

With the decline and collapse of communist rule, scholars associated 
with the national museum in Lviv produced more scholarship on the 
icons. among other publications, vasyl’ otkovych wrote a book with 
svientsits’ka on ukrainian folk painting in which many icons were repro-
duced and commented upon.24 stronger as scholars are oleh sydor and 
mariia helytovych; sydor served as curator of the icon collection at the 
museum, and helytovych was his replacement. sydor has written directly 
on Last Judgment iconography and also compiled a register of all the 
Last Judgment icons in the possession of the national museum. helytovych 
has published two excellent albums of icons in the museum’s collection 
and numerous specialized articles on iconography.

Information on Last Judgment iconography was included in the pub-
lications of hryhorii Lohvyn. he published a number of guides to the 
artistic monuments in various regions of ukraine as well as a synthetic 
work covering all ukraine. his books were written in soviet times, but 
remain important.

volodymyr aleksandrovych’s publications are the result of carefully 
sifting diverse archives to find references to West ukrainian painters. for 
the most part, these archival references concern mundane matters like 
debts, wills, and court cases. only in a few instances has it been possible 
to link the names and skeletal biographies of painters to any extant 
works. aleksandrovych’s more creative attempts to bridge the gap be-
tween painters identified from the archives and particular works of art 
are not always convincing.

dmytro stepovyk, an art historian based in kyiv, has written a volume 
that surveys the entire spectrum of ukrainian iconography, Istoriia 
ukrains’koi ikony, X–XX st. (the history of the ukrainian Icon from the 
tenth to the twentieth century). What I call carpathian icons figure 
significantly. although the book makes for lively reading, it is marred by 
nationalist mythologizing and also by poor reproductions.25 a better bal-
anced overall survey was published earlier in the diaspora by the painter 
and art historian sviatoslav hordyns’kyi, but this work is nowhere near as 
detailed as stepovyk’s.

patriarch dymytrii (Iarema) of the ukrainian autocephalous orthodox 
church, who had published on ukrainian art history before becoming a 
bishop, wrote a survey of the iconography of Western ukraine from the 
twelfth through fifteenth century that was published posthumously. 
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unfortunately, it is of little scholarly value, although the illustrations are 
useful. the Lviv art historian hanna kos has also written a brief survey of 
Last Judgment iconography. 

there have been some stimulating studies comparing Last Judgment 
iconography in the carpathians with that of northern rus'/russia. heinz 
skrobucha was the first to engage in this comparison. his relatively early 
article contains a number of errors and has been superseded by subse-
quent literature. In particular, david goldfrank wrote a provocative piece 
on the two iconographies, focusing on the figure of a serpent with rings 
on its body that represent tollbooths of sin. Lilya Berezhnaya, originally 
from Zaporizhzhia but now living in germany, compared sinners. v.k. 
tsodikovich published many reproductions of both carpathian and 
northern rus' icons of the Last Judgment, but the text that accompanies 
them proposes a pagan origin to the tollbooths that has not convinced 
other scholars. some studies of russian iconography of the Last Judgment 
have been useful for interpreting carpathian icons, particularly works by 
eva haustein-Bartsch and Levon nersesian.

Technical Matters

When I discuss Last Judgment iconography, right and left are the reverse 
of the viewer’s perspective. much of the iconography is developed from 
the gospel of matthew, which makes a clear division between left and 
right: ‘and he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on the 
left’ (mt 25:33). But this is left and right from the perspective of the son 
of man who is performing the judgment. thus in the icons, hell is on the 
left, heaven on the right, sinners on the left, and saints on the right, but 
only from the perspective of the icon itself. although it may be a little 
difficult for readers to get used to, left and right in this book, when refer-
ring to Last Judgment iconography, proceeds from the icon’s, not the 
viewer’s, perspective.

unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. for translations 
from the new testament, I use the king James version. for the old 
testament I also use the king James version, but checked against the 
septuagint and, as necessary, against the slavonic translation of the same 
(the ostrih Bible); I modify the king James version wherever it is re-
quired in order to render the sense of the septuagint. I also number 
verses according to the septuagint. the major discrepancy here is in the 
Book of psalms. the septuagint combines what the masoretic text, on 
which king James is based, counts as separate psalms, 9 and 10, and the 
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masoretic text combines what the septuagint counts as separate psalms, 
146 and 147. thus the numbering is the same for psalms 1–8 and 148–
50, but the septuagint is one number lower for the psalms in between 
9/10 and 146/47. 

partly for technical reasons and partly in order not to encumber an 
already complicated text, I will transliterate from cyrillic and greek. 
transliterations from ukrainian and russian will follow a modified ver-
sion of the Library of congress system. rusyn place names in appendix 1 
will follow the system of transliteration used by paul r. magocsi.26 names 
in the text (except for the section on historiography in chapter 1) will be 
spelled without indicating soft signs, and endings such as -s’kyi and -skii 
will be spelled with -sky; in the section on historiography, in citations, 
and in the bibliography, however, names will be transliterated without 
these modifications. place names will be transliterated without indicat-
ing soft signs. In transliterating church slavonic and its variants, I will 
use the liturgical pronunciation that was universal in Western ukraine 
until the late twentieth century, imagining that it was written in modern 
ukrainian characters, and then following the modified Library of 
congress system. thus I would transliterate the first verse of John’s gos-
pel as: V nachali bi Slovo, i Slovo bi k Bohu, i Boh bi Slovo. specialist readers 
should have no trouble with this, and it will make no difference to the 
non-specialist. I will write out in full all abbreviations and ligatures in 
slavonic and greek. I will transliterate all greek according to the usual 
practice for classical greek, even though the pronunciation was differ-
ent in Byzantine greek. I will also spell the greek as if it were classical.

place names are given in the language of the state in which they are 
now located, although not always in their modern form. appendix 1 con-
tains a list of localities with their names in different languages.

Bibliographical citations in the notes are provided in shortened form, 
but all the relevant particulars can be found in the bibliography. all at-
tempts have been made to contact rights holders of illustrations.
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The Earliest Last Judgment Icons in the Carpathians

It is one of the mysteries of east european art history that in the four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries rus' churches in the carpathians were 
suddenly adorned with numerous icons of high quality and distinctive 
composition, the antecedents of which are unclear. ukrainian scholars 
generally argue that these icons are but the continuation of the icono-
graphic tradition of kyiv and halych; they are unable, however, to mar-
shal sufficient evidence. many polish scholars argue that the icons are 
Balkan or moldavian in origin, but they also are unable to produce con-
vincing proofs.1 In this chapter, I will propose a different solution of the 
origins question, at least as far as Last Judgment icons are concerned. 
the argument will proceed by a close, comparative analysis of the ele-
ments that comprise the oldest examples of carpathian Last Judgment 
icons to survive to our times; then I will survey the environment in which 
they were created.

the three earliest extant ukrainian icons of the Last Judgment are 
vanivka, polana, and mshanets (figs 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). vanivka is the old 
ukrainian name for a village now in poland, Węglówka. polana is the 
polish name for a village now in ukraine, poliana.2 Both poliana and 
mshanets are today in staryi sambir raion, Lviv oblast, ukraine, not far 
from the polish border (map 5). all three localities are in the foothills of 
the northern slopes of the carpathians. Węglówka, north of krosno, is 
one of the northernmost localities inhabited by the Lemkos, while both 
poliana and mshanets are in Boiko territory. these villages were located 
in poland in the fifteenth century.
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2.1 vanivka overview
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2.2 polana overview
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2.3 mshanets overview
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art historians date the icons to the fifteenth century. they generally 
consider that vanivka is the oldest, polana the next oldest, and mshanets 
somewhat younger than the other two.3 oleh sydor, the former curator 
of the icon collection at the national museum in Lviv, which holds both 
vanivka and mshanets, dates vanivka to the first third of the fifteenth 
century and mshanets to the second half of the fifteenth century.4 heinz 
skrobucha, however, ascribed mshanets to the sixteenth century.5 for 
the moment, until serious dendrochronological and other scientific 
methods are applied, all dating is provisional. We know that these three 
icons come at the beginning of a longer tradition of Last Judgment icons 
in the carpathian and neighbouring regions, but the first dated icon of 
any kind from the carpathian region stems from 1547 and the first dated 
icon of a Last Judgment (from kamianka strumylova, a town at some 
distance north of the carpathians) from 1587.6 david goldfrank has sug-
gested that the icons are from no earlier than the 1520s or 1530s, argu-
ing that the model for them was formulated in northern rus' at that time 
by followers of Iosif volotsky in response to controversies then raging in 
muscovy.7 goldfrank’s argument is thought-provoking, but without dir-
ect evidence to connect the evolution of Last Judgment iconography 
with volotsky’s movement, I am inclined to reserve judgment. further 
along in this chapter, I will make an argument for a fifteenth-century dat-
ing, but what is really important for this work is that they constitute the 
beginning of a sequence, irrespective of when exactly they were painted. 
the three villages of the icons’ provenance were themselves all founded 
in the fifteenth century8 in the course of the vlach migration.

these were large icons, painted with egg tempera on vertical linden 
boards. part of vanivka has been cut off on the bottom, but it was prob-
ably about 175 cm high and 135 cm wide; it was painted on four boards.9 
polana measures 182 cm x 144 cm and was painted on three linden 
boards with some canvas on the surface.10 mshanets is 190 cm x 136 cm 
on four linden boards.11 these are fairly typical of the kind of Last 
Judgment icon that was painted in the carpathians through the middle 
of the seventeenth century: egg tempera on several, usually three, verti-
cal linden boards about the height of an adult. most of the later Last 
Judgments were a bit taller than the first three, usually over 200 cm.

from the very beginning of Last Judgment iconography in Byzantium, 
the image, whether fresco or icon, was constructed through the compila-
tion of diverse elements, and the evolution of the image proceeded 
through the incorporation of additional elements or modification of 
existing ones.12 It is a complex image, the most complex in Byzantine 
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and post-Byzantine sacral art. there are other images that have many 
parts: for example, the calendar icons frequently found in moldavian 
churches and in russia that illustrate all the saints for a particular month 
or the icons of the passion, frequently paired with Last Judgments in 
carpathian churches, that illustrate the events surrounding the crucifix-
ion of the saviour, beginning with the raising of Lazarus in Bethany or 
the entry into Jerusalem and ending with the resurrection. In the case 
of the calendars, there is no logical connection among the parts, and in 
the case of the passions, the connection is serial, chronological. the Last 
Judgment image is more like a many-sided theological interpretation of 
christian eschatology and the judgment of the dead. In fact, there is no 
text in the normal sense that has as much to say about orthodox Last 
Judgment theology as the image does. to present its subject, it draws on 
scripture, especially daniel 7 and matthew 25:31–46 (the gospel of 
meatfare sunday), apocrypha, liturgical texts for meatfare sunday, and 
the teachings of the fathers, especially ephraim the syrian (graecus). 
different times and different places are combined into a complex image, 
with its own iconographic logic and internal geography. the complexity 
of the Last Judgment image produces considerable creative tension, 
which helps explain the image’s evolution in the carpathians. the evolu-
tion proceeds, as stated at the outset of this paragraph, through the in-
corporation and modification of various elements.

the analysis of the evolution of the elements will provide us with clues 
about the icons’ origins in the carpathian foothills and, in subsequent 
chapters, about changes in the culture and mentality of the people who 
produced them and worshipped through them. some of these elements 
were passed on from the original Byzantine models of the eighth through 
twelfth centuries, while others appear for the first time in the fifteenth 
century far from constantinople, in carpathian rus' or in the more dis-
tant northern rus'. We will begin our analysis by examining the Byzantine 
elements imbedded in the first three carpathian icons of the Last 
Judgment. 

vanivka has been cut off at the bottom, and the lower part of what 
survived is damaged. fortunately, it is possible to have a good idea of 
what was contained in the missing portions, because a very close, though 
not exact, copy of the icon was made in the first half of the sixteenth 
century for the church of ss cosmas and damian in the village of Lukov-
venecia (prešov region, slovakia). for some of the discussion below it 
will be necessary to refer to the lower portions of the Lukov-venecia 
icon, even though it was painted after the fifteenth century (fig. 2.4).
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2.4 Lower portion of Lukov-venecia. source: Štefan tkáč, Ikony zo 16.–19. storočia na 
severovýchodnom Slovensku (Bratislava: tatran, 1982), 138, pl. 58.

Byzantine Elements

We will start by comparing our three carpathian icons with an icon of 
the Last Judgment from mount sinai painted in the second half of the 
twelfth century (fig. 2.5).13 at the very top of the mount sinai are angels, 
because ‘the son of man shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels 
with him’ (mt 25:31). the angels are also represented in our three earli-
est as well as all subsequent carpathian icons of the Last Judgment, but 
their placement is usually different. they stand behind the mother of 
god, at the saviour’s right hand, and behind John the Baptist, at his 
left. 

also, all images of the Last Judgment contained the so-called deesis or 
trimorphion, that is, the figure of the returning saviour in a mandorla 
flanked by his mother and John the Baptist(fig. 2.6).14 In the mount sinai 
icon, the deesis is placed amid the apostles, six on each side, while in the 
carpathian icons the apostles, though arranged the same way, are pos-
itioned one row down. the apostles are present in the icon because Jesus 
promised them that ‘in the regeneration when the son of man shall sit in 
the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the 
twelve tribes of Israel’ (mt 19:28; see also Lk 22:30) (see fig. 2.7).
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2.5 a Byzantine Last Judgment from mount sinai. source: selma Jónsdóttir, 
An 11th Century Byzantine Last Judgment in Iceland (reykjavik: almenna  

Bókafélagið, 1959), ill. 6.
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2.6 deesis and scroll of heaven, vanivka

2.7 six of the apostles, polana

Below the apostles on the right hand side of the son of man, in both the 
mount sinai and the carpathian icons, are choirs of various saints in two 
rows, including saintly women, martyrs, and holy hierarchs. perhaps the 
textual origin of this motif is from canticle four of the matins of meatfare 
sunday: ‘In their order will monk and hierarch, old man and young, slave 
and master be interrogated. Widow and virgin will be put right.’

In all four icons except polana, a stream of fire exits from the foot of 
the saviour, turns into a river, and empties into the lake of gehenna. In 
polana too the river of fire is present, but it starts from the throne  
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instead of the foot of christ. the origin of this element is to be found in 
the book of daniel: ‘a fiery stream issued and came forth from before 
him’ (dn 7:10).

Just across the river from the apostles in mount sinai is an angel ful-
filling the words of the prophet Isaiah that ‘the heavens shall be rolled 
together as a scroll’ (Is 34:4; see also rv 6:14). In the carpathian icons, 
the scroll is placed above the deesis and decorated with the sun and 
moon; two angels roll it together.

an interesting feature of the mount sinai icon is the group of five 
condemned sinners15 to the left of the angel rolling up the scroll. (I re-
mind the reader that in describing Last Judgment images, the left and 
right refer not to the viewer’s perspective, but to the perspective of the 
son of man, i.e., as if one were looking out from the icon.) the sinners 
are there as compositional balance to the saints on the right. nothing 
like this can be found in other contemporary Byzantine images of the 
Last Judgment, and I have not run across it elsewhere either. It looks as 
if this element is contained in the carpathian icons, but not quite. as we 
shall see below, the figures in the carpathian icons represent various na-
tions coming to judgment. But what is interesting is that the mount sinai 
iconographer introduced this group of figures to create balance, and the 
same thought evidently lay behind the placement of different figures 
here in the carpathian icons.

Below the angel with the scroll and the condemned sinners in mount 
sinai, angels can be seen driving sinners into hell. In the three carpathian 
icons (as well as in moldavian frescoes and even in gothic images),16 a 
related scene is found above the lake of gehenna at the bottom left: sin-
ners with chains around their neck being led into the fire by devils. this 
variant was known already in early fourteenth-century constantinople.17 
all our icons – mount sinai, vanivka/Lukov-venecia, polana, and 
mshanets – include the same visual image inside the lake of gehenna: 
satan or the personification of hades sits astride a two-headed beast of 
the apocalypse, holding the soul of Judas Iscariot or perhaps the 
antichrist in his hands. (In carpathian icons it is almost always satan 
rather than hades and Judas rather than the antichrist.)

Below gehenna in the mount sinai icon as well as in the carpathian 
icons are the chambers of the traditional torments, some mentioned in 
the gospels, such as outer darkness, weeping, and gnashing of teeth (mt 
25:30), everlasting fire (mt 25:41), and the worm that dieth not (mk 9:44, 
48), and others that were inferred from scriptural references, such as ‘the 
fierce fire’ (ohn’ liuta) and ‘the fierce cold’ (studen liuta) in polana 
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2.8 traditional torments, mshanets

and ‘the unheatable winter’ (zyma nesohrivaiemaia) and ‘the dark and 
smelly place’ (misto temnoie i smradnoie) in mshanets (fig. 2.8). these must 
be the ‘infernal prisons and dungeons of hades’ that cyril of alexandria 
believed were in the ‘lower parts.’18

In the mount sinai icon, one of the six chambers, the one on the bot-
tom left, is occupied by the rich man of the Lazarus tale. ‘and in hell he 
lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth abraham afar off, and 
Lazarus in his bosom. and he cried and said, father abraham, have 
mercy on me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in 
water, and cool my tongue; for I am tormented in this flame’ (Lk 16:23-
4). the figure of the rich man, sitting in hell, with a hand near his mouth 
to indicate thirst, was a regular feature of Byzantine and much post-
Byzantine iconography of the Last Judgment, including the exquisite 
eleventh-century ivory carving owned by the victoria and albert (fig. 2.9). 
the rich man does not appear in the three earliest carpathian icons, but 
he is in one of the the next earliest, vilshanytsia, from the first half of the 
sixteenth century as well as in a number of later icons (fig. 2.10).19 

near the traditional torments in the mount sinai icon are two angels, 
one of whom is spearing a devil. In the three carpathian icons, the motif 
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2.9 traditional torments and rich man 
from an eleventh-century Byzantine  

ivory carving in the victoria and  
albert museum. source: kurt Weitzmann 
et al., The Icon (new york: dorset press, 

1987), 39.

2.10 rich man from vilshanytsia, first 
half of the sixteenth century

appears twice: once near the bottom, where an angel spears satan riding 
on the beast, and once in the middle, where an angel spears a small devil 
trying to tip the scales.

the resurrection of the dead is depicted at the bottom left in the 
mount sinai icon. two angels are trumpeting, ‘for the trumpet shall 
sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible’ (1 cor 15:52; see also 
1 thes 4:16). at the far left a sea monster, with the personification of the 
sea on its back, is throwing up body parts for the resurrection. towards 
the centre, land animals do the same. the origin of this scene is in 
revelation 20:13 (‘and the sea gave up the dead which were in it’) and in 
the apocryphal apocalypse of peter from the first half of the second cen-
tury.20 In the carpathian icons the resurrection of the dead takes place 
in a circle on the bottom half of the left side of the icon. there are four 
angels trumpeting. among these early icons, only vanivka has a personi-
fication of the sea, but later icons sometimes include both that figure 
and the personification of the land (fig. 2.11).21 
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2.11 the resurrection of the dead, vanivka

In the centre of the mount sinai icon is the throne or ‘preparation’ 
(hetoimasia in greek) – ‘he hath prepared his throne for judgment’ 
(ps 9:8; see also ps 102:19) and ‘justice and judgment are the prepara-
tion of thy throne’ (ps 88:14).22 the inscription above the throne in 
vanivka reads: ‘preparation of the throne’ (uhotovaniie prestolu). the 
gospel of matthew says that the son of man shall ‘sit upon the throne of 
his glory’ (25: 31). the imagery of a throne with a book comes from 
daniel (dn 7:9–10) and revelation (rv 4:2–5:14). most carpathian icons 
have the same figure of a throne with a book, and often a cross too, as in 
the mount sinai icon. of the three earliest, only polana does not have a 
book on it, just a cloth, but there is a book to the left of the throne be-
tween eve and a lamb (fig. 2.12). the books on vanivka and polana are 
opened to matthew 25:34: ‘come, ye blessed of my father, inherit the 
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world.’ this in-
scription is the most common one on carpathian icons, but there are 
other variants. mshanets, for instance, has the book open to matthew 
11:28: ‘come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest.’

at the right bottom corner of the throne in the mount sinai icon, 
adam and eve are interceding for their progeny. adam and eve are also 
present in carpathian icons, including the first three, but adam is pos-
itioned on the right of the throne and eve on the left.
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2.12 adam and eve kneeling by the throne, polana

2.13 paradise and the Bosom of abraham, mshanets

In the mount sinai icon on the extreme bottom right is paradise, 
represented by the mother of god flanked by angels and accompanied 
by the good thief. the same can be found in the three carpathian icons, 
although enclosed in a circle. In both the mount sinai and the carpathian 
icons the bosom of abraham23 is placed just below paradise. In the classic 
Byzantine tradition, as in the mount sinai icon, only abraham was de-
picted holding a soul. In the carpathian and russian iconography the 
bosom of abraham was represented by the three patriarchs Jacob, Isaac, 
and abraham, each holding many souls on his breast. the latter version 
was inspired by Luke 13:28: ‘... ye shall see abraham, and Isaac, and 
Jacob, and all the prophets, in the kingdom of god’ (fig. 2.13). 
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2.14 saints entering paradise, mshanets

In the mount sinai icon, to the immediate left of paradise and the 
bosom of abraham, and in the carpathian icons, below them, is the gate 
to paradise, guarded by a fiery cherub. In all the icons, st peter is open-
ing the gates for the saints to enter. In the carpathian icons peter is 
shown with ‘the keys of the kingdom of heaven’ promised to him by Jesus 
(mt 16:19) (fig. 2.14).

all the elements described above, and common to the mount sinai 
and the three early carpathian icons, form part of the universal patri-
mony of post-Byzantine depictions of the Last Judgment. they can be 
found, with local variations, of course, throughout the orthodox world, 
of which carpathian rus' was an integral part (figs 2.15, 2.16, 2.17). 

The First Carpathian Elaboration

In the carpathian icons, however, there were elements that were not part 
of the general Byzantine legacy, that were limited in range. some of these 
elements were common to the entire territory of rus' and later also spread 
to moldavia and other romanian-inhabited lands; some elements were 
specific to the carpathian region exclusively. the set of features that are 
common to the three fifteenth-century icons, but not part of the trad-
itional Byzantine iconography, I call ‘the first carpathian elaboration.’ 
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2.15 paradise and the Bosom of abraham, satan on the two-headed Beast, 
morača monastery, montenegro, 1577–8. photo: srdja pavlovic.

2.16 the resurrection of the dead, voronet̨, romania, mid-sixteenth century
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2.17 saints entering paradise, voronet̨, romania, mid-sixteenth century

In the illustration ‘mshanets with the Byzantine elements removed’ 
(fig. 2.18), I have reproduced the mshanets icon, but erased all the 
Byzantine elements that were discussed in the preceding section. the 
elements remaining, which may be considered the elements that are 
characteristic of the first carpathian elaboration are as follows:

 1 the heavenly Jerusalem, in the upper right-hand side of the icon; 
 2 the fall of the rebel angels, in the upper left side of the icon; 
 3 near the latter, the crucifix and instruments of christ’s passion;
 4 the hand of god, holding the souls of the righteous and also 
 5 some scales with souls in them; 
 6 a serpent running the length of the icon, from adam’s heel to the 

mouth of the beast, upon which are
 7 tollbooths, about twenty of them, each labelled with a particular sin 

and flanked by a devil and an angel; 
 8 on the left, moses, pointing to the saviour, holding a scroll telling 

‘the wretched Jews,’ to see whom they have crucified and near him 
Jews and other peoples in costume;

 9 to the left of the resurrection of the dead, the prophet daniel 
accompanied by an angel;

 10 in the nether regions, four beasts representing four evil kingdoms;
 11 to the right of the beasts, tight against paradise, monks flying into 

paradise;
 12 above them, near a bed, death, carrying various tools, including a 

scythe and an hourglass (only mshanets);
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2.18 mshanets with the Byzantine elements removed

 13 near the bottom, between paradise and the torments of the 
damned, tied to a pillar, the almsgiving fornicator; 

14 just behind him, what I call ‘the new hell,’ because various sinners 
are being punished in a squarish area with torments that did not 
appear in the standard Byzantine iconography; 

15 standing near the mouth of hell with a barrel in front of her and a 
devil behind, a tavernmaid;

16 near the throne, a lamb (only polana).
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Let us examine these elements with the aim of determining their text-
ual origin, their compositional function, and their iconographic origin 
and range. 

1–2) The Heavenly Jerusalem and Fall of the Rebel Angels

the terminology of the heavenly Jerusalem, or the ‘Jerusalem which is 
above’ (gal 4:25), derives from st paul: ‘But ye are come unto mount 
sion, and unto the city of the living god, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to 
an innumerable company of angels’ (heb 12:22). the concept, however, 
may be rooted in daniel’s vision of an everlasting kingdom for ‘the saints 
of the most high’ (dn 7:22, 27). the heavenly Jerusalem found its most 
extensive new testament elaboration in revelation 21. the defeat of the 
devil and his angels is also elaborated in revelation (12:7–9): ‘and there 
was war in heaven: michael and his angels fought against the dragon; 
and the dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither was 
their place found any more in heaven. and the great dragon was cast 
out, that old serpent, called the devil, and satan, which deceiveth the 
whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out 
with him.’ these scriptural passages clearly inform the iconography in 
the three carpathian icons. the inscriptions on vanivka are: ‘the Lord 
invites his saints into the upper city of Jerusalem (hornyi hrad Ierusalym)’ 
and ‘the tenth order of angels fell from the heavens into the abyss’ 
(figs 2.19, 2.20). (according to pseudo-dionysius the areopagite there 
are nine orders of angels. the devils once formed a tenth order.) 

these two elements are closely related and correspond to the alterna-
tives put forward in matthew 25:34–46. to the blessed, the righteous, 
standing to his right, the son of man offers ‘the kingdom prepared ... 
from the foundation of the world.’ for those on his left, however, there 
is ‘everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels.’24 the inclusion 
of these two complementary subjects in the upper corners of the icon 
enhanced the compositional balance. 

the only other images of the Last Judgment in which the heavenly 
Jerusalem and the fall of the rebel angels appear are in the icons of north-
ern rus'. they first appear in a fifteenth-century icon of the novgorod 
school held by the tretiakov gallery in moscow (hereafter novgorod-
tretiakov) (fig. 2.21).25 they remained a common feature in russian 
icons thereafter; they are present, for example, in the recklinghausen 
icon of the second half of the seventeenth century.26
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2.19 the heavenly Jerusalem: vanivka, polana, mshanets

2.20 the fall of the rebel angels: vanivka, polana
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2.21 novgorod-tretiakov. source: kurt Weitzmann et al., The Icon (new york: 
dorset press, 1987), 281.
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3) The Crucifix and Instruments

the textual origin of this element, placed in the heavens near to the 
right of the fall of the rebel angels, is in the gospel of matthew, in a pas-
sage describing the last days: ‘and then shall appear the sign of the son 
of man in heaven ...’ (24:30). ephraim the syrian interpreted this sign to 
be the cross upon which christ was crucified.27 the crucifix in vanivka is 
accompanied by the following instruments, each identified by its initial: 
the crown of thorns (t[ernov vinets]), the sponge (h[uba]), the reed 
(t[rost’]), the nails (h[vozdy]), and the lance (k[opiie]). compositionally, 
this element is attached to the fall of the rebel angels and serves the same 
function of balancing the painting. the crucifix and instruments appear 
on novgorod-tretiakov and other russian icons.

4–5) The Hand of God and Scales

the Wisdom of solomon is the textual origin of the depiction of the 
hand of god holding souls: ‘the souls of the righteous are in the hand 
of god, and no torment shall touch them’ (3:1). the verse was well 
known in monastic milieus, since it is the opening of an old testament 
reading at vespers several times a year.28 Its connection with the afterlife 
was recognized in a fifth-century work attributed to st cyril of alexandria: 
‘the righteous are in the hand of god, the sinners in the place of the 
devil.’29 the notion of weighing souls in scales is ancient and wide-
spread.30 the scriptural basis for including the image in christian icon-
ography may derive from from Job 31:6 (‘I stood on a true scale, and the 
Lord saw my lack of malice’) and daniel 5:27 (‘he was weighed in the 
balances, and was found wanting’). Both vanivka and mshanets near the 
hand of god bear the inscription ‘the souls of the righteous in the hand 
of god.’ (polana has no inscription here.) compositionally, these ele-
ments extend further the central vertical line that begins with the figure 
of the son of man and the throne. the scales, not balanced, add a cer-
tain dynamism to the centre.

the souls of the righteous in the hand of god appeared in orthodox 
iconography in the early fourteenth century, both in association with the 
Last Judgment31 and in other contexts.32 the first appearance in rus' of 
this motif in assocation with the Last Judgment is in a fresco in the 
dormition church in vladimir; it dates to 1408 and is attributed to andrei 
rublev (fig. 2.22). the hand of god became fully integrated into Last 
Judgment iconography in the fifteenth-century icons of carpathian and 
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northern rus'. It can be found in vanivka, polana, mshanets, novgorod-
tretiakov, and also the more archaic icon from the moscow dormition 
church (fig. 2.23).33 all of these, moreover, show the hand of god hold-
ing scales (fig. 2.24). the hand of god holding scales also appears, al-
though rarely, in medieval Last Judgment iconography in the West.34

scales to weigh souls appeared in Last Judgment iconography during 
the very formation of the classical Byzantine image. they are difficult to 
see in our reproduction, but scales are being held by an angel near the 
traditional torments in the mount sinai icon. scales are to be found in 
other classical Byzantine images as well,35 usually held by an angel 
(fig. 2.25). angels with scales are also found in a number of rus' Last 
Judgment images prior to the fifteenth century. the chora monastery in 
constantinople, painted with frescoes in the early fourteenth century, 
shows the scales descending from the throne.36 this depiction is close to 
the image that developed in rus', but only there, in the fifteenth century, 
did the scales appear in the hand of god.

as to moldavian frescoes of the Last Judgment, the following frescoes 
depicted only an angel with scales without the hand of god: Luzhany37 
(1453–9), pătrăuţi (1483), probota (1532), and râşca (1552). the hand 
of god with scales as in the rus' icons of the fifteenth century appeared 
in humor (1535), suceava: st demetrius (1535), moldoviţa (1537), 
arbore (1541), voroneţ (1550), and suceviţa (1595–6) (fig. 2.26). except 
for the instance of râşca, which was painted by a greek artist, the hand 
of god replaced the angel in the 1530s. the element is unknown in 
greek and south slavic images of the Last Judgment.38

6–7) Serpent and Tollbooths

the textual origin of the serpent is the ‘subtil’ beast of genesis 3, which 
initiated humanity into sin.39 the connection with genesis is brought 
out iconographically by the serpent’s biting adam’s heel. the serpent is 
an appropriate setting for the tollbooths, which take the form of rings on 
the serpent’s body, each of which is labelled with a sin.40 

the tollbooths do not have a scriptural origin. the idea of tollbooths, 
at which souls were tried for particular sins, with demons and angels 
contesting the souls’ innocence and guilt, was developed in ‘on the exit 
of the soul and on the second coming,’ attributed to cyril of alexandria.41 
this fifth-century work, however, did not specify the number of tollbooths 
or name all the sins that later became associated with them. a more de-
tailed and influential work on the tollbooths was the Life of st Basil the 
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2.22 hand of god, 
dormition church, vladimir, 
1408. source: v.n. Lazarev, 
Drevnerusskie mozaiki i freski 

XI–XV vv. (moscow: Iskusstvo, 
1973), ill. 416.

2.23 Icon of the moscow dormition 
church. source: e.s. smirnova, Moskovskaia 

ikona XIV–XVII vekov (Leningrad: avrora, 
1988), pl. 113.

2.24 hand of god with scales, vanivka, polana, mshanets 
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2.25 angel with scales, illustration to matthew 25 in an eleventh-century greek 
gospel book. source: Bibliothèque nationale, département des manuscrits, 
Évangiles avec peintures byzantines di XIe siècle: Reproduction des 361 miniatures du 

manuscrit grec 74 de la Bibliothèque Nationale, 2 vols (paris: Imprimerie Berthaud 
frères, n.d.), pl. 41.

2.26 hand of god with scales, moldoviţa

new, which was known in rus' in two redactions.42 the Life of st Basil the 
new was also the source of a late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century rus' 
eschatological work, ‘the sermon on the heavenly powers’ (Slovo o sylakh 
nebesnykh), which also discussed the tollbooths.43 various redactions of 
the Life of st Basil the new had twenty or twenty-one tollbooths.44 a com-
parison of the sins listed on the tollbooths in the carpathian icons and 
in the Life of st Basil the new demonstrates beyond any doubt that this 
text was the source that directly or indirectly placed the tollbooths on 
the icons (table 2.1). earlier investigators had also identified the crucial 



Table 2.1 
Tollbooth Sins on the Earliest Carpathian Icons and in the Life of St Basil the New

 
Vanika

 
Polana

 
Mshanets

Life of St Basil the New,  
First Rus' Redaction

tollbooth of slander  
(mytarstvo klevetnoie)

slander (kleveta) slander (kleveta) false witness (obolhaniie)

mockery (poruhaniie) mockery (poruhaniie) mockery (poruhaniie) slandering (oklevetaniie)

envy (zavyst’) envy (zavyst’) envy? ([zavys]t’) pride (hordost’) envy (zavyst’)

lying (lzha) lying (lzha) hatred (nenavyst’) tollbooth of the liars (mytartsvo 
lzhyvykh)

rage (iarost’) anger (hniv) (illegible) rage and anger  
(iarost’ i hniv)

rage and anger (iarost’ i hniv)

pride (hordost’) pride and vainglory (hordost’ i 
velychaniie)

(illegible) acquisitiveness 
(stiazhaniie)

pride (hordyni)

empty talk (praznosloviie) obscene, empty talk 
(sramosloviie praznosloviie) 

empty talk (praznosloviie) idle and obscene talk (buiesloviie 
i sramosloviie)

usury (lykhva) usuries and deceit (lykhvy i lest’) usury and deceit (likhva i lest’) usury and deceit (lykhva i lest’)

vain (talk?) (tshche[sloviie]) vain talk and falsehood 
(tshchesloviie i neprav[d]a)

vain talk ([tshch]esloviie)
vainglory (tshcheslaviie)

despondency, that is, vainglory 
(unyniie syrich’ tshcheslaviie)

love of silver (srebroliubiie) love of silver (srebroliubiie) love of silver (srebroliubiie) love of silver (srebroliubiie)

drunkenness (pian’stvo) drunkenness (p’ian’stvo) drunkenness (pianstvo) tollbooth of drunkenness 
(pianstvennoie mytarstvo)

harbouring grudges 
(pomneniie zlu)

harbouring grudges  
(pomneniie zlu)

harbouring grudges  
(pom[ne]niie zla)
doing evil (tvoreniie zla)

harbouring grudges 
(zlovspomynaniie)



incantations and poisonings 
(baianiia i otrovleniia)

incantation, poisoning, 
magic (baianiie otravleniie 
volkhvovaniie)

gluttony (obiadeniie) sorcery (charodiistvo)

gluttony ([obiad]eniie) gluttony (ob’iadeniie) incantation, poisoning, 
magic (baianiie otravleniie 
volkhvovaniie)

gluttony (chrevoobiadeniie)

idolatry (idolosluzheniie) idolatry, every kind of heresy 
(idolosluzheniie vsiaka ieres’)

idolatry, all kinds of heresies 
(idolosluzheniie vsiakiia ieresi)

idolatry (kumyrosluzheniie)

lying with men (muzhelihaniie) lying with men, infanticide 
(muzhelihaniie ditohubleniie)

lying with men, infanticide 
([muzhel]ihaniie [ditoh]ubleniie)

adultery (preliubodiistvo)

adultery (preliubodiianiie) adultery and fornication 
(preliubodiistvo i blud)

adultery (prel[iubodiianiie]) murder (ubiistvo)

robbery/assault (razboi) robbery/assault (razboi) thievery (tatba) thievery (tat’ba)

thievery (tatba) thievery (tatba) murder (ub[i]istvo) tollbooth of fornication (mytartsvo 
bludnoie)

fornication (blud) murder? ([ubii]stvo) mercilessness (nemyloserdiie) mercilessness (nemyloserdiie)

mercilessness and hardness 
of heart (nemyloserdiie i 
zhestokoserdiie)

mercilessness (nemyloserdiie) and robbery/assault (i razboi)

Source for the Variant Readings of Mshanets’ (small caps): Dymytrii, Ikonopys Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 246.
Source for the Tollbooth Sins in the Life of S. Basil the New, First Rus' Redaction: Vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 2:418–29.
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2.27 serpent and tollbooths, vanivka, polana, mshanets

role of this text in rus' iconography of the Last Judgment (fig. 2.27).45 
the addition of the serpent and tollbooths continued the central verti-
cal line of the icon below the hand of god and the scales. even more 
than the scales they contribute to creating a dynamic space in the centre, 
without disturbing the overall symmetry.

prior to the fifteenth century we know of no Last Judgment image 
containing a large serpent such as we find in our three carpathian icons, 
but of course, since ‘the serpent ... serves most frequently of all animals 
as the personification of evil,’46 it has a long presence in christian icon-
ography. around the same time as the appearance of the ‘sermon on the 
heavenly powers,’ st avraamii of smolensk (c. 1150–1220) was said to 
have painted ‘two icons: one depicted the Last Judgment and the second
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2.28 tollbooths, Budeşti-Josani

 
coming, and the other showed the trial of the aerial tollgates which no 
one can avoid.’47 there is, however, no surviving rus' icon of the Last 
Judgment from before the fifteenth century, let alone avraamii’s, and 
none of the frescoes or the manuscript illuminations on this theme con-
tain tollbooths. In the munich serbian psalter of the late fourteenth or 
early fifteenth century there are one or two booths (it is hard to be sure) 
and two demons, one of whom personifies death; on the right margin, 
below the booth(s) and the smaller of the demons is inscribed the word 
‘tollbooth’ (mytarstvo).48

the serpent and tollbooths do appear on the novgorod-tretiakov icon 
and on many russian icons thereafter. they are absent altogether from 
the moldavian frescoes. In fact, tollbooths appear nowhere outside 
carpathian and northern rus' except for those I found on an icon in the 
village of Budeşti-Josani in romanian maramureş. the icon seems to 
date from the seventeenth century. the tollbooths are placed not on a 
serpent, but in booths arranged vertically (fig. 2.28). this form of the 
tollbooths was common at that time also on the rus' icons of the 
carpathians, as we shall see in the next chapter.

8) Moses and the Jews and the Peoples

typically for the compilatory character of Last Judgment iconography, 
this element is a combination of two elements that had previously existed 
separately: (1) moses and the Jews, and (2) diverse peoples.49 the first of 
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these elements singled the Jews out for condemnation for refusing to 
accept Jesus as the messiah and for crucifying him. the second of these 
elements expressed the universality of the judgment. 

the scriptural origin of moses and the Jews is John 5:45–6: ‘do not 
think that I will accuse you to the father: there is one that accuseth you, 
even moses, in whom ye trust. for had ye believed moses, ye would have 
believed me: for he wrote of me.’ the motif was subsequently developed 
at length in the Life of st Basil the new, in which the Jews at judgment 
summon moses to their defence, only to be told by him that they have 
ignored his prophecies and crucified the messiah.50 the scroll moses 
holds in vanivka reads: ‘Wretched, cruel, severe, hateful Jews.’ polana: 
‘Look wretched Jews.’ mshanets: ‘moses said: Wretched Jews, look whom 
you have crucified.’

as to the other peoples besides the Jews, their presence is derived from 
the key gospel passage, the gospel of meatfare sunday: ‘When the son 
of man shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels with him, then 
shall he sit upon the throne of his glory: and before him shall be gath-
ered all nations’ (mt 25:31–2). But this in turn probably derives from the 
book of daniel: ‘I saw in a dream at night, and, behold, one like the son 
of man came with the clouds of heaven ... and there was given him do-
minion, and honour, and a kingdom, that all people, tribes, and tongues 
(liudiie, plemena, iazytsy) shall labour for him’ (dn 7:13–14).51 the for-
mula ‘all people ... ‘ appears also elsewhere in daniel (3:29, 5:19). the 
Life of st Basil the new reiterated the message of these passages: at the 
final judgment all mankind will appear divided by ethnos (rod), tongue 
(iazyk), and nation (narod).52 the peoples in the three carpathian icons 
are identified by inscriptions. In vanivka they are Jews, greeks, poles, 
tatars, moors, turks, rus', and germans. In polana they are the same 
with a minor difference in order: Jews, greeks, poles, germans, tatars, 
moors, turks, and rus'. In mshanets they are Jews, greeks, turks, tatars, 
armenians, moors, rus', and germans (fig. 2.29). 

It is probable that Jews were depicted in Byzantine iconography of the 
Last Judgment, but they were not so identified in the inscriptions.53 
moses, labelled, and the Jews, unlabelled, can be found in a fresco from 
the mid-1450s in the moldavian church of the ascension in Luzhany, 
near chernivtsi, on the fringes of carpathian rus' (fig. 2.30). (this church 
may have been painted by rus' artists.)54 Jews, identified by insciption 
but without moses, are also depicted on their way to hell in an illumina-
tion of the Last Judgment in the kyivan psalter of 1397.55

moses appears with Jews, but again without inscriptions, in the early 
fourteenth-century frescoes of the Last Judgment in the snetogorsk 
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2.30 moses and Jews, Luzhany, 1453–9

2.29 moses, Jews, greeks, poles, and tatars, vanivka

monastery in pskov.56 the composition of this element looks remarkably 
like the scene of moses and the Jews when this became part of the com-
bined scene of moses and the peoples in the fifteenth century. With refer-
ence to this particular element, the snetogorsk fresco can be considered 
a direct compositional ancestor of the fifteenth-century icons (fig. 2.31). 

none of the texts identified above contain phrases closely related to 
any of the texts found on moses’ scroll in the fifteenth-century carpathian 
icons. there is one greek fresco of the Last Judgment, in the monastery 
on the island of salamine, that is closer to the moses-and-Jews element as 
it appears in the carpathian icons. In fact, moses even holds a scroll with 
a similar text: ‘this is he whom you have crucified.’ however, it was  
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2.31 moses and Jews, snetogorsk monastery, early fourteenth century. source: 
vladimir sarab’ianov, ‘‘‘strashnyi sud” v rospisiakh sobora snetogorskogo 

monastyria v pskove i ego istoricheskaia osnova,’ Problemy na izkustvoto 30, no. 2 
(1996): 25.

painted in 1735 and, at this late date, testifies to the influence of russian 
iconography rather than to the re-emergence of a lost greek tradition.57

troupes of differently costumed peoples, expressing universalism and 
diversity, figured in Byzantine icons of the pentecost in the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries and in icons of the tower of Babel,58 but not in Byzantine 
icons of the Last Judgment. the earliest surviving depiction of the 
peoples in a Last Judgment icon is in the moscow dormition from the 
fifteenth century. Importantly, it does not also depict moses and the Jews, 
thus confirming that ‘the peoples’ had existed as a separate element in 
Last Judgment iconography in northern rus' before it was combined 
with moses and the Jews.59

I believe that the reason for the combination was primarily compos-
itional. the two elements could be put together because both were in-
spired by the same text, the Life of st Basil the new, which had also in-
spired the new dynamic centre of the icon with the serpent and tollbooths. 
also, both elements had a certain commonality in that the Jews were a 
people as well as the others. these factors permitted the combination, 
but what made it so desirable was that it established a better balance be-
tween the left and right flanks of the icon. What had been gained was a 
symmetrical counterpart on the left to the choirs of the saints on the 
right. In many later carpathian icons there would be exactly as many 
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rows of people on the left as there were choirs of saints on the right. this 
combination would later, as we shall see in the next chapter, confuse the 
iconographers who followed, because it did not visually mark the differ-
ence between a people that was condemned to eternal damnation (the 
Jews) and other peoples who were simply approaching judgment.

the combined moses-Jews-peoples element can be found also in the 
fifteenth-century novgorod-tretiakov icon. aside from the Jews, the 
other peoples cannot be identified here with certainty, since the inscrip-
tions are faded.60 Later russian icons also depicted the combined ele-
ment. the peoples in the russian icons of the sixteenth century and 
later include some of the same as in the carpathian icons, such as Jews, 
turks, rus', poles, and germans, but also some different ones, such as 
Lithuanians, persians, and Indians.61 

It is possible that the element appeared in the Last Judgment fresco at 
Wawel castle, which was destroyed, but has recently been undergoing 
restoration.62 these frescoes were completed in 1470 and probably 
painted by artists from pskov.63

moses and the Jews and the other peoples first appear in the moldavian 
frescoes in 1532 (probota) and remain thereafter. the moldavian ver-
sion of the element differs from the carpathian and northern rus' ver-
sions in that it never includes greeks or rus' or any other orthodox 
people. moses and the peoples also appear in the eighteenth-century 
frescoes of romanian maramureş and in other romanian images of the 
Last Judgment. the combined element was unknown among the greeks 
and south slavs.

9) The Prophet Daniel

since so much of the Last Judgment iconography is informed by chap-
ter 7 of the book of daniel, it is not surprising to find that prophet de-
picted in the icon. In the carpathian icons he is placed on the left of the 
circle in which the resurrection of the dead is taking place. at the resur-
rection scene are four angels trumpeting. they are probably associated 
with ‘the four winds of the heaven’ creating turmoil ‘upon the great sea’ 
(dn 7:2). the angels in vanivka, according to the inscriptions, blow from 
the north, south, east, and west. the sea, of course, is depicted within the 
resurrection scene. daniel is shown accompanied by an angel, certainly 
gabriel, who took on the appearance of a man and helped him under-
stand his visions (dn 8:15–16). the inscription is damaged, but what can 
be deciphered with certainty reads: ‘the angel of the Lord reveals to 
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2.32 daniel, vanivka

daniel the prophet the four kingdoms of the earth, the beast and birds ...’ 
We will discuss daniel’s vision of the four beasts/kingdoms separately, 
after we finish with the examination of the depiction of daniel the proph-
et with an angel. the inscription on mshanets is also largely illegible, but 
it opens with the words: ‘I, daniel, saw a vision ...’ (fig. 2.32).

as far as composition is concerned, daniel does not add anything to 
the carpathian icons. the element is placed tight against the circle in 
which the resurrection of the dead takes place. In the novgorod-tretiakov 
icon, however, the daniel scene does balance the composition. here 
there are two circles: paradise on the right and the resurrection, earth, 
and sea on the left. Just to the lower right of the paradise circle are the 
three old testament patriarchs of the bosom of abraham. daniel and 
the angel balance them perfectly to the lower left of the resurrection. 

the figures of daniel and the angel first appeared in the snetogorsk 
frescoes of 1313.64 they are absent from moscow dormition, but present 
in novgorod-tretiakov. they remained a regular feature of russian Last 
Judgment iconography,65 but they are not to be found on moldavian fres-
coes or in maramureş.

10) The Four Beasts/Kingdoms

the four beasts identified with evil kingdoms have their origin in daniel. 
according to the biblical narrative, daniel saw four great beasts: one like a 
lion with an eagle’s wings, another like a bear, another like a four-headed 
leopard that had on its back the wings of a fowl, and a ten-horned
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2.33 the four Beasts/kingdoms, mshanets

 
 monster. he learned that the four beasts are four kings that shall arise 
upon the earth (dn 7:3–7, 17). In a later vision he saw a two-horned ram 
and a he-goat with one horn between his eyes. the angel gabriel later ex-
plained to him that the two horns on the ram were the kings of media and 
persia, while the horn on the goat was the king of grecia. after the latter 
horn was broken, four new ones appeared that represented four king-
doms. In the last days, one of the kings will be evil and destroy the mighty 
and the holy people (dn 8:3–6, 20–4). these obscure passages became 
the object of interpretation and prophecy in the Byzantine empire.66 
Interpretations of the meaning of the four beasts circulated also in rus'.67 

on vanivka, the inscriptions of only three kingdoms are still visible: 
‘the kingdom of the anti-christ’ over a bear, ‘the Babylonian kingdom’ 
over a partly destroyed beast, and ‘macedonian kingdom’ over a com-
pletely destroyed beast. If we supplement this with the Lukov-venecia 
icon we learn that the fourth kingdom was ‘the roman kingdom,’ with 
the inscription over a brown winged beast. Babylonia was represented by 
a beast with no wings and two heads, one of them human, and macedonia 
by a white winged beast. polana identifies ‘the roman kingdom of the 
anti-christ’ with a bear, the persian kingdom with a winged unicorn, and 
the Babylonian kingdom with the two-headed, unwinged beast; the in-
scription on the fourth, also unwinged beast is largely erased, but it may 
indicate macedonia. on mshanets the four beasts appear in medallions. 
the bear is the kingdom of the antichrist, the roman empire is a brown 
winged beast, macedonia a white winged beast, and Babylonia the two-
headed, unwinged beast (fig. 2.33).
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the beasts representing the evil kingdoms can be found in tenth- and 
eleventh-century greek manuscript illuminations as well as in a serbian 
fresco from the 1250s, but they first became a part of Last Judgment 
iconography in the early fourteenth-century frescoes of the snetogorsk 
monastery in pskov. three of the kingdoms are legible: a winged lion is 
the persian kingdom; a bear, the greek kingdom; and a horned beast, 
the kingdom of the antichrist. In the fresco in the dormition church in 
vladimir (1408–10), a winged lion represented the roman empire; a 
bear, Babylonia; a leopard, macedonia; and a seven-horned beast with a 
human head on one of its horns, the kingdom of the antichrist.68 the 
four beasts are absent in moscow dormition, but present in the novgorod-
tretiakov icon. from then on, the beasts/kingdoms are included in 
russian iconography of the Last Judgment,69 but they are found nowhere 
else in orthodox Last Judgment iconography outside rus'.

the beasts/kingdoms do not play a strong role in the carpathian com-
position, only filling in the space around the lower parts of the serpent. 
In novgorod-tretiakov, the beasts in a circle play a somewhat more ef-
fective role, serving to balance the angel on their left.

11) Monks Flying into Paradise

I link this image ultimately with verses in the vespers for two or more 
saintly monks:70 ‘now you live rejoicing in the heavenly habitations, where 
the angels celebrate,’71 and ‘you have achieved the ranks of angels.’72 
more proximately, however, the element may owe its presence in the icon 
to a reworking of one of the most popular apocrypha in rus', ‘the Journey 
of the mother of god among the torments.’73 In 1743–52, an orthodox 
priest in moldavia, father Illia yaremetsky-Bilakhovych compiled a manu-
script collection of apocrypha in slavonic that he had found in the mon-
astery of putna and in parishes in the region.74 one of the stories in the 
collection was a reworking of the ‘Journey.’ ‘the mother of god,’ it re-
lated, ‘saw souls flying through the purgatorial fiery river.’ her guide on 
the journey, the archangel michael explained: ‘those are the souls of 
monks, monks who have received the great schema (skhymnytsi), hiero-
monks, priests, who on earth are called angels, and holy laymen, who 
truly in this world in the monastic order did please the Lord god by fast-
ing, prayers, purity, poverty, obedience, and other monastic deeds.’75 
unfortunately, it is not possible to date this particular reworking. the old-
est slavonic version of the ‘Journey,’ dating to the twelfth century, does 
not contain the passage cited, but there is another passage in it (actually 
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2.34 monks flying into paradise, mshanets. photo: orest krukovsky.

in a reconstruction of it) that might have provided the impetus for the 
later elaboration: a description of the torment of those unworthy of ‘the 
order of angels and of apostles,’ namely ‘patriarchs and bishops’ who 
lacked sanctity.76 the ‘Journey’ was frequently recopied and reworked in 
russia and ukraine; in ukraine, in particular, it became a popular vehicle 
for speculation about the torments of hell and life beyond the grave. 

Levon nersesian connects the appearance of this element with de-
bates in late fifteenth-century muscovy about eschatological questions. 
some were trying to divine the precise date of the second coming. 
others said that this attempt at precision was foolish and, citing a late 
eleventh-century work known as the Dioptra, they argued that one had 
to wait until the heavens were filled before the world would end. 
nesersian sees the emptying of heaven in the fall of the rebel angels, 
thus creating the necessity for it to be refilled with the righteous, name-
ly the monks ascending into heaven.77 

the element first appeared in the fifteenth century.78 It did not appear 
in all three of the earliest carpathian icons, only in the mshanets icon 
(fig. 2.34). the inscription near the winged monks on the mshanets icon 
reads: ‘monks are flying to paradise.’ the element continued to appear 
in many later carpathian Last Judgment icons. the element is also in the 
novgorod-tretiakov (fig. 2.35). a modified version of this element con-
tinued to survive in russian iconography. this motif is not known outside 
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2.35 monks flying into paradise, tiushka, seventeenth century, and novgorod-
tretiakov. source of novgorod-tretiakov: kurt Weitzmann et al., The Icon (new 

york: dorset press, 1987), 280.

carpathian and northern rus'. the flying monks do not contribute much 
to the composition in mshanets but, again, they do contribute to the sym-
metry in novgorod-tretiakov.

12) Death

there may be no textual source for the appearance of a personification 
of death on carpathian Last Judgment icons. It is also possible, however, 
that it derives from a line in the ‘sermon on the exit of the soul’ of cyril 
the philosopher: ‘and then death appears.’79 this sermon is not to be 
confused with the similarly titled work attributed to cyril of alexandria. 
It is instead a work composed somewhere in rus' and known in numer-
ous manuscripts from russia and ukraine from the sixteenth century 
on. perhaps it was already being circulated when mshanets was painted. 
the ‘sermon’ made mention of two other elements that could be found 
in the first carpathian elaboration: the heavenly Jerusalem and twenty 
tollbooths. perhaps it inspired an iconographer to include death in his 
icon. Whether there was a textual source or not, the figure of death be-
came standard in carpathian icons after mshanets; the figure is absent in 
vanivka and polana (fig. 2.36). the inscription around death in mshanets 
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2.36 death, mshanets

reads: ‘death is the cruellest of all tortures, the most terrible of all fears, 
I appear thus to each person when I deprive him of his life.’ In the 
slavonic this rhymes:

Smert’ vsikh muk okrutniishaia, 
vsikh strakhov naistrashniishaia, 
kozhdomu sia ia tak iavliaiu 
koly ieho zhyvota izabavliaiu.

I have been unable to identify a source for this verse, and I suspect it lies 
outside the Byzantine and post-Byzantine corpus.

personifications of death were not unknown in late and post-Byzantine 
art,80 but I agree with Janina kłosińska and Lilya Berezhnaya that the 
portrayal of death in mshanets and other carpathian icons, with his 
tools and the many faces on his body, borrows from Western models.81 
the instruments that death holds in mshanets are a lance, a saw, a scythe, 
two axes, and an hourglass. there is a related greek image, but it is late 
and probably itself reflects Western influence: a mural in the dionysiou 
monastery on mount athos, dated to 1603, depicts death as a black  
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2.37 gothic satan with a face on his Belly, królewiec, eastern pomerania, 
1340–60. source: Jerzy domasłowski et al., Malarstwo gotyckie na Pomorzu 

Wschodnim (Warsaw and poznań: państwowe Wydawnictwo naukowe, 1990), pl. 5.

figure, a skeleton, with a bow and arrow in his left hand and a scythe in 
his right; on his side he carries a whetstone and a dagger.82 I should note 
too that a twelfth-century Byzantine sermon, which was known in slavonic 
translation since the fourteenth century and was particularly popular in 
rus' in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, spoke of ‘death’s 
scythe’ (kosa smertnaia).83 still, I do not doubt that the manner of paint-
ing death in the carpathian icons was inspired by Western depictions of 
death and devils rather than by any Byzantine or post-Byzantine source 
(fig. 2.37).

the figure of death does not appear in the russian iconography of 
the Last Judgment at all, although some personifications of death ap-
pear in other russian icons.84 nor does death appear in the moldavian 
frescoes or greek and south slavic images of the Last Judgment. the 
only place outside of ukrainian carpathian icons where I have found 
death is, not surprisingly, in Budeşti-Josani. here death rides a donkey, 
a form that can also be found in three seventeenth-century ukrainian 
carpathian icons.85 the death scene in mshanets does not seem to im-
prove the composition.

13) The Almsgiving Fornicator

the figure of the almsgiving fornicator (mylostyvyi bludnyk) is positioned 
between paradise and hell. this is a man who gave alms, but continued 
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to engage in fornication; thus in the 

2.38 almsgiving fornicator, mshanets. 
photo: orest krukovsky.

2.39 almsgiving fornicator, Bahnovate,  
second third of sixteenth century

afterlife he could see paradise, but 
felt the torments of hell. he is almost always accompanied by a text ex-
plaining his situation. the figure and its inscription have been destroyed 
in vanivka, but the inscription in Lukov-venecia reads: ‘a man who does 
much almsgiving, but he does not abandon his fornication; he sees para-
dise, but bears torment.’ the inscription in polana is partly illegible, but 
it begins: ‘a man was giving alms ...’ mshanets reads: ‘this man per-
formed almsgiving, he did not give up fornication’ (fig. 2.38). the tale 
ultimately derives from a Byzantine chronograph, but it was also a popu-
lar inclusion in West ukrainian miscellanies in the sixteenth century. 86

the almsgiving fornicator first appeared in the fifteenth century, in our 
three carpathian icons and in novgorod-tretiakov. for centuries later in 
both ukrainian carpathian and russian iconography, he remained tied 
to a pillar between hell and paradise (fig. 2.38). the only place he can be 
found outside these two iconographies is in Budeşti-Josani.

In mshanets the fornicator is right in the centre of the icon at the bot-
tom, renewing the vertical line that started with the son of man, throne, 
and hand of god and that was interrupted by the serpent. In the other 
three icons the figure is off to one side or the other and thus does not 
enhance the composition.
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14) The New Hell

the presentation will be clearer if we begin with a description of the new 
hell as it appears in the oldest carpathian icons. the new hell in vanivka 
has not survived, so we have to examine Lukov-venecia instead. In the 
upper right corner a sinner is being hung by the neck and feet in a dis-
torted position. the inscription above him reads ‘accuser’ (sok). Beneath 
him is a woman, an infanticide. she is covered with serpents who suck 
her breasts. the inscription above her reads: ‘Woe to this woman who 
spoils the fruit of her womb, for this reason the serpents drink her.’ 
Below her a devil is sitting astride a woman and forcing a funnel into her 
mouth. ‘and look,’ says the inscription, ‘a devil feeds a sorceress.’ 
hanging upside down above her, at the top of hell, is a figure whose in-
scription has been mostly destroyed (all that remains legible is the suffix 
nyk). to the left of him, hanging horizontally, is a thief. Below him is a 
murderer, and below him is one person described as ‘an envious man 
and a glutton.’ Below him, lying on the floor of hell, is a tavernkeeper. 
to his left a devil is sitting astride two figures and pouring the contents of 
a pitcher into one of their mouths. the inscription reads: ‘a devil is giving 
drink to drunkards.’ In this area, appropriately, is a tavernmaid, but she is 
fully dressed,87 unlike the other figures in hell, and I will deal with her 
separately in the next section. directly above her is a naked priest, with a 
head covering and a devil riding on his back, apparently slicing him with 
a blade. the inscription reads: ‘o woe to such a priest who does not him-
self act according to the law and does not teach his people’ (fig. 2.40). 

polana’s hell has a robber (razboinyk) hanging upside down in the up-
per right corner. Below him is another woman with serpents attached to 
both of her breasts. she is identified as a sorceress. to her left squats a 
‘usurer (rizoimets) and lover of silver.’ above him hangs an envious man, 
above him a murderer, and above him, in a contorted position and with 
his tongue sticking out, a slanderer. In the upper left corner hangs a 
‘thief and fornicator.’ Below him again is the fully clothed tavernmaid. 
Below her is one figure who is identified as ‘a tavernkeeper and all drunk-
ards’ (fig. 2.41). 

mshanets again has a robber hanging over a sorceress tormented by 
serpents. and, also as in polana, there is a usurer and lover of silver to 
her left and an envious man hanging above him. at the top is an accuser 
(sok) and slanderer, this time hanging by his tongue. to his left is a thief 
and fornicator, below him a murderer, then the tavernmaid, and near 
her a drunk (fig. 2.42).
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2.41 the new hell, polana 2.42 the new hell, mshanets

2.40 the new hell, Lukov-venecia. source: Štefan tkáč, Ikony zo 16.–19. 
storočia na severovýchodnom Slovensku (Bratislava: tatran, 1982), 138, pl. 66.
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the new hell in these three icons is rather simple compared to the 
new hells that will be painted later with many more and more diversified 
sinners. a perhaps remote textual origin is the ‘the Journey of the 
mother of god among the torments.’ In this apocryphal text there is a 
differentiation of sinners and their punishments. specific mention is 
made of slanderers hanging by their tongues,88 women tormented by 
serpents,89 and priests who do not perform the will of god.90 on the 
other hand, the ‘Journey’ mentions numerous, more exotic damned 
that do not figure in our three icons, including those cursed by their 
parents, cannibals,91 those who broke an oath made on the cross, and 
priests who dropped some crumbs of communion bread. moreover, the 
women with serpents sucking their breasts in our icons are sorceresses 
and an infanticide, while in the ‘Journey’ the women being tormented 
by serpents are gossips or priests’ widows who remarried, and nothing in 
the text specifically puts the serpents on the women’s breasts. (another 
apocryphal text, the apocalypse of paul, does relate that dragons and 
serpents tormented infanticides.)92 all the sinners in the early carpathian 
icons, with the exception of the bad priest, committed sins that are iden-
tified in the tollbooths, thus connecting the depiction ultimately with 
the Life of st Basil the new or ‘the sermon on the heavenly powers.’

I do not think, however, that we need to posit a particular text as the 
source of the new hell. It could have developed on a purely iconograph-
ical, visual level. greek and south slavic depictions of the Last Judgment 
began to differentiate sinners and their punishments already in the 
twelfth century.93 naked sinners with differentiated punishments can be 
seen in the dečani frescoes of 1327–48.94 the motif of a serpent sucking 
the breast of a naked female figure is on a fresco painted before 1040 in 
st stephan’s in kastoria.95 a woman with two serpents on her breasts and 
other women tortured by serpents can also be found in a cappadocian 
image from the ninth or tenth century (yilanli kilissé).96 the ‘femme au 
serpents’ was also known in Western art from the eleventh century on.97

all that said, there is nothing quite like the carpathian new, square 
space for hell in other orthodox iconography. there are, however, clear 
gothic models for this (figs 2.43 and 2.44). 

In composition, the new hell extends the territory of the lake of 
gehenna and traditional torments, providing balance to the also exten-
sive territory of paradise at the bottom of the icon. In our three icons, 
however, the territory of hell now takes over more than half of the bot-
tom of the icon, making all the icons somewhat out of balance (Lukov-
venecia the most, mshanets the least).
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2.43 scenes from the apocalypse 
with a place Like the ‘new hell,’ 

manuscript from eastern 
pomerania, mid-fourteenth 

century. source: Jerzy domasłowski 
et al., Malarstwo gotyckie na Pomorzu 
Wschodnim (Warsaw and poznań: 

państwowe Wydawnictwo naukowe, 
1990), pl. 110.

2.44 Last Judgment detail with a place Like 
the ‘new hell,’ svinica, southeastern slovakia, 
before the middle of the fourteenth century. 

source: vlasta dvořáková et al., Středkověká ná 
stěnná malba na Slovensku, photographs by 
alexandr paul st. (prague and Bratislava: 

odeon, tatran, 1978), pl. 40.

15) The Tavernmaid

there is no text that explains the presence of the tavernmaid in the 
Last Judgment icons. But there is an iconographic source: gothic, 
roman catholic Last Judgments. the resemblance between the tavern-
maid in the fifteenth-century carpathian icons and the tavernmaid in 
a fourteenth-century silesian fresco leaves no room for doubt. the 
silesian Last Judgment was painted in the third quarter of the fourteenth 
century98 in strzelce pod sobótką, a german settlement about fifty kilo-
metres west of Wrocław (fig. 2.45). as in our early carpathian icons, the 
tavernmaid is positioned on the left of hell, a devil is at her back, she has 
a horizontal barrel in front of her (mshanets and polana), and she holds 
a pitcher in her hand. the differences between the carpathian image and 
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2.45 hell with tavernmaid, strzelce pod sobótką. source: klára Beneškovská, 
ed., King John of Luxembourg (1296–1346) and the Art of His Era  

(prague: koniasch Latin press, 1998), pl. 166.

the silesian image are minor: the silesian tavernmaid is not wearing a 
kerchief (although her hair is close in shape to the kerchief in the 
carpathian icons), and the carpathian tavernmaids are pouring beer 
from a jug into a cup, while the silesian tavernmaid is filling her jug from 
the barrel. If the artist who first introduced the tavernmaid into the 
carpathian icons did not see this particular silesian fresco, then he saw 
something like it. as anna orosz has noted, ‘Iconographic motifs were 
spread in the early middle ages by wandering monks; their source was 
also illuminated codices; and perhaps there were some books in which 
they were collected, something like guides for painters and carvers. 
testifying in favour of this is the extraordinary similarity of motifs re-
peated sometimes in localities very distant from one another.’99 the bor-
rowing explains why the figure of the tavernmaid is the only clothed fig-
ure in the new hell – she was taken as she was from a Western, not a 
Byzantine or post-Byzantine model. 

It is interesting to note, too, how similar are the tavernkeepers in the 
carpathian icons, especially in the polana and mshanets icons, which are 
the only ones actually painted in the fifteenth century (the Lukov-venecia 
icon, though based on the fifteenth-century vanivka icon, was painted 
somewhat later). all three have a similar-looking jug in the same position, 
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2.46 the Lamb, polana

and polana and mshanets have the tavernmaid kneeling in the same pos-
ition before the barrel. all three icons label the tavernmaid as such 
(shen’karka in Lukov-venecia and korchmychka in polana and mshanets). 
this element is unique to the ukrainian carpathian icons; it is found no-
where else in the post-Byzantine iconography of the Last Judgment.

the compositional impact of the tavernmaid is minimal: she is one of 
the figures arranged within the new hell.

16) The Lamb

the polana icon has a lamb next to an open gospel Book near the throne 
behind eve (fig. 2.46). the gospel Book is open, as was mentioned ear-
lier, to matthew 25:34. the lamb is identified with christ because an in-
scription tells us he is the Lamb of god. this is what John the Baptist 
called Jesus in the gospel of John (Jn 1:29, 36). the lamb is also clearly 
the lamb of revelation. although the lamb of revelation is described as 
slain and having seven horns and seven eyes (rv 5:6), we have seen above 
in the case of the four evil beasts/kingdoms that the complicated animals 
of visions are simplified in these paintings. But we can be sure this is the 
lamb of revelation because he is bringing the gospel Book. ‘and he came 
and took the book out of the right hand of him that sat upon the throne’ 
(rv 5:7). there is a reference later in revelation to ‘the Lamb’s book of 
life’ (rv 21:27). a striking feature of the polana lamb is that he is wearing 
a halo with a cross. as Janina kłosińska has pointed out, the lamb with this 
halo is inspired by Western models and unknown in the iconography of 
the eastern church.100 It is well known in gothic art.
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the lamb appears on vilshanytsia, painted in the early sixteenth cen-
tury. here the lamb is on the throne, just to the left of the drapery. the 
lamb is small and is wearing no halo. a similar lamb, standing in the 
middle of the throne, can be found in volosianka, painted in the seven-
teenth century. outside carpathian iconography a lamb near the throne 
does not appear in orthodox Last Judgment images.

the addition of the lamb to polana does not at all enhance the com-
position. Instead it throws off the balance between adam and eve on 
either side of the throne.

Results of the Analysis

the detailed analysis of the elements of the three earliest carpathian 
icons of the Last Judgment allows us to draw conclusions that contribute 
towards an explanation of their origins.

1 the model for the first carpathian elaboration was a type of icon 
of the Last Judgment that originated in northern rus' (novgorod, 
pskov).101

several of the elements were first worked out in northern rus' frescoes 
before they appeared on Last Judgment icons in the fifteenth century: 
the hand of god (dormition church vladimir, 1408), the vision of 
daniel (snetogorsk, early fourteenth century), and the four beasts/king-
doms (also snetogorsk). the peoples, representing the idea of the uni-
versality of the judgment, existed as a separate element in the moscow 
dormition icon before it was combined with moses and the Jews in the 
carpathian icons and novgorod-tretiakov. moreover, the form of the 
moses and peoples element was first crystallized in the snetogorsk fres-
co. to my mind, these facts constitute incontrovertible evidence that the 
basic prototype of the carpathian icon arose in northern rus', not in the 
carpathian region itself, nor in some third centre that influenced both 
carpathian and northern rus' art. 

there is also circumstantial evidence for this conclusion. an icon simi-
lar to novogorod-tretiakov was the prototype. almost all the compos-
itional elements work better in novgorod-tretiakov than in the 
carpathian icons. novgorod-tretiakov is both more symmetrical and less 
elaborated. the carpathian icons were elaborated by the accretion of 
elements, which did not always work as well compositionally as the sparer 
original model. that novgorod-tretiakov was not the exact model for the 
carpathian icons is indicated by the former’s inclusion of the ancient of 
days motif, which only entered carpathian Last Judgment iconography 
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in the sixteenth century. the inclusion of this motif in novgorod-
tretiakov may have displaced the scroll to the left upper corner; in 
carpathian icons, the scroll is at the top centre of the icon.102

two major features of both the first carpathian elaboration and 
novgorod-tretiakov and subsequent russian iconography derive from 
the Life of st Basil the new – the tollbooths on the serpent dominating 
the centre and the row of figures on the left depicting moses, the Jews, 
and other peoples. this was a work better known in the north than in 
the south of rus'. the great student of the Life and its impact on rus', 
s.g. vilinskii, counted seventy-six surviving manuscripts; seventy-three 
of these were preserved in russia proper, only three on the territory of 
ukraine.103 

the link between carpathian and northern rus' iconography is not 
limited to the Last Judgment. there are also well documented connec-
tions between carpathian and northern rus' icons of ‘the saviour among 
the powers,’ also known as ‘the saviour in glory.’104 northern rus' icons 
of the deposition from the cross and the resurrection (descent into 
hades) are also similar to the scenes that appear in early ukrainian icons 
of the passion.105

2 there are undeniable borrowings from Western, gothic sacral art in 
the carpathian elaboration.

the tavernmaid is copied from a Western model, even to the point of 
being retained fully clothed in hell, the only such figure there. other 
Western iconographical influences are recognizable in the new hell, the 
personification of death (mshanets), and the halo on the lamb (polana). 
the borrowings seem mainly to have come from fourteenth-century 
gothic art, which was not at such a distant remove from the Byzantine 
iconographic tradition as later Western art and therefore more assimil-
able to the spiritual and aesthetic tastes of the carpathian iconograph-
ers. the northern carpathians are dotted with german and polish settle-
ments, and, as we shall see, rus' iconographers worked extensively on 
the territory that was predominantly inhabited by poles.

3 We may eliminate the hypothesis that the major influence on the 
carpathian icons of the Last Judgment was moldavian iconography. 

the elements of the first carpathian elaboration appeared in the rus' 
icons before they were incorporated, if they were incorporated at all, 
into moldavian images of the Last Judgment. moreover, there is no 
moldavian icon as such, distinct from a fresco, of the Last Judgment that 
has the same antiquity.
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4 We may also dismiss the possibility that there was a lost or hidden trad-
ition from kyiv or halych that informed these icons.

every element of these icons can be identified as being either a part of 
the common Byzantine legacy, or else a feature taken from an icon proto-
type worked out in northern rus' in the fifteenth century, or else a bor-
rowing from gothic sacral art.106

5 this particular composition is unique to the region.
nowhere else are all these features of the three traditions combined.

6 the textual work on the elements was all done elsewhere, in Byzantium 
or northern rus'. the additions made by the carpathian painters were 
purely visual, taken from local catholic sacral art.

this is consistent with the modest endowment of the local monaster-
ies; it was not possible for them to maintain libraries and scholars on a 
par with monasteries in the orthodox states.

7 the three earliest carpathian icons exhibit a high degree of icono-
graphic uniformity, which suggests that a basic model was prepared that 
all the icons followed in this early period.

there are only two elements that are not shared by all three icons – 
death and the lamb. the way the tavernmaid is drawn in the icons shows 
how closely dependent they were on some single model.

8 the three earliest carpathian icons were produced after 1408 and be-
fore c. 1500.

although many features of the first carpathian elaboration were al-
ready present in the snetogorsk frescoes of the early fourteenth century, 
the earliest known association of the hand of god with Last Judgment 
iconography in rus' dates to 1408 (a fresco in the dormition church, 
vladimir). 

In the 1530s moldavian frescoes of the Last Judgment began to in-
clude the scene of moses and the Jews and the peoples, and so the ap-
pearance of this element in the carpathian icons must have been earlier. 
the moldavians no longer understood the original meaning of the ele-
ment and ‘corrected’ it to exclude orthodox peoples such as the greeks 
and rus'. this indicates that some time, at least a generation, had elapsed 
since the element first appeared on the icons.

Icons instead of Frescoes or Murals

By no means do all orthodox churches contain an icon or mural or 
fresco of the Last Judgment. throughout most of the orthodox realm 
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and throughout most of the history of orthodoxy, Last Judgment im-
ages are few and far between, especially when compared to the ubiqui-
tous images of the mother of god, the pantocrator, the archangels, the 
twelve major feasts, and popular saints such as nicholas and paraskeva. 
the Last Judgment did not form part of the traditional iconostasis of 
eastern orthodox churches. But the theme was unusually popular in 
the general vicinity of the carpathians. In carpathian rus', the icons 
and murals that are the subject of our study flourished in the fifteenth 
through eighteenth centuries. to the southwest, romanian maramureş 
was thick with Last Judgment murals in the eighteenth century and also 
had some icons earlier. (most of the evidence was destroyed in the de-
vastating tatar raid of 1717, but we do still have Budeşti-Josani.) to the 
southwest, in northern Bukovina, Last Judgment oil paintings and less 
frequently frescoes became popular adornments to churches from the 
late eighteenth century on, and at least one mural was painted there in 
the second half of the seventeenth century. further to the south, in 
northern moldavia, many churches were decorated with Last Judgment 
frescoes on the exterior and interior beginning in the second half of 
the fifteenth century and particularly in the first half of the sixteenth 
century. there were other Last Judgment frescoes in the vicinity as 
well, and rus' outside the carpathians had an old tradition of such 
frescoes. one may think of the region around the carpathians as an 
archipelago of the Last Judgment, a place where that visual theme was 
particularly appreciated.

In this section, I will first survey the population of Last Judgment fres-
coes in rus' and in the carpathian region from the eleventh through the 
sixteenth century. then I will consider what the change from frescoes to 
icons implied. throughout the territory of rus', particularly in the 
twelfth century under Byzantine influence, major churches and monas-
teries were decorated with frescoes of the Last Judgment. not all that 
were painted would have left evidence, so the actual list of old rus' fres-
coes is longer than what I am able to provide here (table 2.2). although 
these frescoes are quite distant spatially from the ukrainian carpathians, 
nonetheless, as the links between the carpathian icons and that of 
novgorod-tretiakov demonstrate, the sacral art of northern rus' was not 
so distant culturally from that of the carpathians. also, as I will show 
later in this chapter, painters and churchmen from elsewhere in rus' 
could be found in the vicinity of the carpathians.

closer geographically, the moldavian frescoes are much younger, most-
ly dating from the second half of the fifteenth and especially the first 
half of the sixteenth century (table 2.3). the large number of them in a 
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Table 2.2 
Rus' Frescoes of the Last Judgment (Arranged Chronologically)

Location Date

Vydubychi Monastery, Church of St Michael, Kyiv eleventh century

Nikolai-Dvorishchenskii Church, Novgorod 1130

St Cyril’s, Kyiv 1140–6

Yeletskyi Monastery, Church of the Dormition, Chernihiv mid-twelfth century

Transfiguration Church, Pereiaslavl-Zaleskii 1157

Ascension Church, Vladimir 1161

Dormition Church, Vladimir 1189

St George’s, Staraia Ladoga end of the twelfth century

St Demetrius’, Vladimir 1196

Nereditsa near Novgorod 1199

Snetogorsk Monastery, Pskov 1313

Dormition Church, Vladimir 1408

Sources: Asieiev, Mystetstvo Kyivs’koi Rusi. Karger, Drevnerusskaia monumental’naia 
zhivopis’. Grabar, Die Freskomalerei der Dimitrij Kathedrale in Wladimir. Kilesso, 
Vydubyts’kyi monastyr. Latukha, ‘Fresky Uspens’koho soboru v Chernihovi.’ Lazarev, 
Drevnerusskie mozaiki i freski XI–XV vv. Miloševič, Das Jüngste Gericht, 30. 
Sarab’ianov, ‘“Strashnyi Sud” v rospisiakh sobora Snetogorskogo monastyria.’ 
Skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten Gerichts.”’

relatively compact territory of northern moldavia testifies to the very lively 
interest in Last Judgment imagery in this region, which is also in the 
carpathian foothills. as the crow flies, the localities where the moldavian 
frescoes can be found are about 250–300 kilometres southeast of mshanets 
and poliana. It should be noted too that the northern carpathian com-
munities where the first Last Judgment icons appeared had been recently 
founded in the course of the vlach migration and that among the in-
habitants were romanian-speaking vlachs as well as slavs.107

to the northwest of the ukrainian carpathians, in kraków, a Last 
Judgment fresco adorned the holy cross chapel in Wawel castle. It was 
completed in 1470, probably by artists from pskov. the king of poland at 
that time, kazimierz Jagiellończyk, whose preferences in sacral art were 
eastern orthodox, had commissioned the Byzantine-style frescoes for 
this chapel.108

right near mshanets and poliana stood the monastery of Lavriv, first 
mentioned in documents in 1407. the Last Judgment on the west wall 
has not survived to our time, but traces of paint indicate that one was 
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Table 2.3 
Moldavian Frescoes of the Last Judgment (Arranged Chronologically)

Location Date

Luzhany 1453–9

Pătrăuţi 1483

Şcheia (nothing visible anymore) after 1488

Bălineşti, reign of Stefan the Great (nothing visible anymore) 1457–1504

Baia (nothing visible anymore) 1532

Probota 1532

Suceava: St George 1534

Humor 1535

Suceava: St Demetrius 1535

Moldoviţa 1537

Arbore 1541

Voroneţ 1550

Râşca 1552

Suceviţa 1595–6

Sources: I studied these sites in expeditions to Luzhany 12 June 2001 and 27 August 
2002 and to the Suceava region in Romania 30 May – 1 June 2005. Drăguţ and Lupan, 
Pictura murală din Moldova. Miclea and Florescu, Probota. Şandru and Viţega, Made 
by Man, Created by God. Sinigalia and Puşcaşu, Mânăstirea Probota. Ştefănescu, 
L’évolution de la peinture religieuse en Bucovine et en Moldavie.

there.109 on the basis of a chemical analysis conducted before the first 
World War, the surviving frescoes were dated to the end of the fifteenth 
or early sixteenth century.110 a visually gifted art historian, mariia 
helytovych, on the basis of a comparison of the stylistic features of the 
frescoes and ukrainian icons from the region, dates the frescoes to the 
1540s.111 this dating makes sense also because of the many features in 
common between the Lavriv frescoes and those of humor, painted in 
1535.112

aside from the orthodox depictions of the Last Judgment, in the 
vicinity were also roman catholic, gothic frescoes. there was a mid-
fourteenth-century Last Judgment in svinica, for example (fig. 2.44 
above).113 svinica is located south of the carpathians, about fifteen kilo-
metres east of košice, on the periphery of rus' settlement. In the early 
nineteenth century it contained a mixed population of catholics and 
greek catholics.114
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In such an environment, it is not surprising that those who were build-
ing churches in the northern foothills would have considered an image 
of the Last Judgment to be an appropriate inclusion in their church’s 
visual program. the settlements here were undoubtedly prosperous in 
the fifteenth century. the region was relatively uninhabited, with plenty 
of room for sheep and other livestock to graze. there would have been 
money to commission a finely decorated church. the people of the  
villages were also mobile, since they traded their livestock over long dis-
tances115 and they were still migrating into the territory from south of 
the carpathians (from the maramureş-transcarpathian side, not the 
moldavian side). they also may have made pilgrimages to the monaster-
ies where the frescoes were. even if they themselves had not seen the 
monumental Last Judgments in their environs, their clergymen and 
painters certainly had. once one village had put up a Last Judgment, 
others would have taken notice and perhaps been inclined to do the 
same. In the course of an expedition to Bukovina, I visited vyviz, a khutir 
near kosovanka (9 June 2005). In st george’s church there I saw re-
cently executed oil paintings of the Last Judgment and the passion. the 
church elder who commissioned them for the church said he wanted 
them because he had seen such icons in nearby Lukivtsi.

although the mixed farmers who settled these regions were relatively 
well off, they would not have been able to afford to erect stone churches 
that could support frescoes. Indeed, almost all the orthodox Last 
Judgment frescoes listed above were the result of the patronage of the 
highest elites: orthodox princes of rus' and moldavia, a few of the 
wealthier, more powerful boyars, and a king of poland.

the question arises, however: Why were the churches not decorated 
with murals painted directly on the wood if frescoes were beyond their 
means? Why were icons used instead? Beginning in the seventeenth cen-
tury, in both the ukrainian carpathians and romanian maramureş116 
murals were indeed painted right on the walls of the wooden churches. 
Why was this not done in the fifteenth century or in the sixteenth?

I have asked those who should know whether there were technical im-
pediments to murals before the seventeenth century. the guide to st 
george’s church in drohobych, a spectacular example of a seventeenth-
century wooden church decorated with murals, told me that there were 
no impediments, and that traces of paint have been found on the inte-
riors of wooden churches outside rus' at least as far back as the twelfth 
century.117 mariia helytovych also saw no impediments to murals befo-
re the seventeenth century.118 In her doctoral dissertation on passion 
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icons, however, agnieszka gronek has argued that icons were preferred 
to murals for climatic and technical reasons. covering the uneven surfa-
ces of the wooden walls of a church with murals required much more 
effort and therefore was more costly than producing an icon. also, the 
image would not endure well on the walls, especially given a climate that 
fostered dampness and mildew. ‘Icons were more accessible, more dura-
ble, and in addition they covered all the defects of the crooked walls.’119 

But this explanation is belied by later developments, when murals were 
indeed painted on the walls, and that at a time when the region was much 
more depressed economically.120 one of the earliest Western ukrainian 
wooden churches to be painted with murals was the church of the holy 
spirit in potelych, north of our region. It was painted in the 1620s–1640s. 
In fact, the preparation of the surface was nowhere near as time- 
consuming as for icons. the tempera was applied directly to a thin layer of 
gesso and the gaps between logs were covered with bits of cloth or even 
paper glued on. the artists painting murals did not spend the time to 
produce a polished surface that hid the texture of the wood as icon paint-
ers did.121 I therefore agree with the ukrainian art historians who saw no 
technical impediment to the painting of murals in the fifteenth century.

my own thinking is that this choice of icons over the more fresco-like 
murals indicates that these were images commissioned from workshops 
elsewhere, from painters who did not stay and work in the villages them-
selves; when the icons were completed, they were dismantled into three 
or four boards and conveyed by cart to the churches they were intended 
for. I think this also indicates that in the earlier period, the painters were 
unwilling to spend a year or two living in a village and painting its church, 
while in the later period painters were glad enough to get that work. I 
will unfold more of the argument later, but here is where it is heading: in 
the early phase, in the fifteenth century and also to some extent in the 
sixteenth century, the painters lived in monasteries and took commis-
sions from the villages; afterwards, men of middle station, such as crafts-
men and sons of priests, painted the icons and were also quite willing to 
work in a village on a longer-term contract for room and board and 
wages. also, it is probable that the monks would not paint directly on the 
walls, as became common later, because the work required to bring the 
surface of these walls to the quality necessary for icons was extremely 
demanding, and they were not willing to lower their standards as the lay-
men painters did later on.

the switch from fresco to icon may explain why the northern rus' 
model was so influential in the carpathian region. Work in frescoes, and 
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in murals as well, was compositionally looser. as Igor grabar pointed out 
when writing about old rus' frescoes of the Last Judgment, there was not 
enough room to fit the entire composition on the west wall, so it had to 
be divided up with individual episodes in various corners of the western 
part of the church.122 an icon, however, was a restraining form, and 
painters looked for the best way to fit the episodes on a few pieces of 
wood. hence the elegant and ready-made composition from northern 
rus' would have appealed to them. 

Monasteries and Painting Projects

a characteristic, if counterintuitive, feature of the iconography of 
carpathian rus' was that the quality of the artistry deteriorated rather 
than improved over time. there are some striking examples of this in 
other themes besides the Last Judgment. compare the delicately painted 
crucifixion of owczary from the fifteenth century with the seventeenth-
century crucifixion of pielgrzymka (figs 2.47 and 2.48). these two Lemko 
villages are just twenty kilometres apart. not far southwest of them is 
krempna. the fifteenth-century acheiropoiētos (icon not made by human 
hands) from here is considered a masterpiece of carpathian iconog-
raphy.123 But an acheiropoiētos from the same village executed in 1664 is 
not of the same quality (fig. 2.49).

the Last Judgment icon of Lukov-venecia from the early sixteenth 
century was also not nearly as well executed as the original it copied. 
occasionally, the artist had to omit features that were present in vanivka 
because he did not plan well enough and ran out of room, e.g., he left 
out the crucifix and instruments.124 the draughtsmanship and painting 
technique are both superior in the older of the two icons. moreover, 
there is a different proportion between the head and the rest of the body 
in these icons. the figures are relatively elongated in vanivka, but short-
ened in Lukov-venecia. the head of John the Baptist in vanivka is in the 
proportion 1:6, taken in relation to the entire body. the proportion is 
1:4.5 in Lukov-vanivka(fig. 2.50). agnieszka gronek has taken meas-
urements of the faces in passion icons and placed them in relation to 
the entire bodies. on the whole, the older icons have a proportion of 
1:9–1:11, the later ones a proportion of 1:6–1:8.125 It is reasonable to as-
sume that the older painters were better trained in iconography than the 
later ones. I believe that those older, more skilled painters were profes-
sional iconographers, usually monks. the later painters may have picked 
up the basic technique of creating icons from them, but they were never 
able to develop the same level of mastery.
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2.47 crucifixion, owczary, fifteenth century. source: romuald Biskupski, Ikony 
ze zbiorów Muzeum Historycznego w Sanoku, reproductions by marek Brniak 

(Warsaw: krajowa społdzielnia artystyczno-techniczna, 1991), pl. 15.
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2.48 crucifixion, pielgrzymka, seventeenth century. source: Jerzy czajkowski et al., 
Ikona karpacka (sanok: muzeum Budownictwa Ludowego w sanoku, 1998), pl. 31. 

as we have already seen in our survey of the Last Judgment frescoes, 
there were numerous monasteries in the general vicinity. Ivan 
krypiakevych counted fifty-seven localities in galicia that had monaster-
ies at some time from the twelfth through the fifteenth centuries. these 
were men’s monasteries; women’s monasteries only began to flourish in 
the late sixteenth century.126 In the hilly environs of poliana and mshanets 
were six monasteries that existed by the early fifteenth century: not only 
Lavriv, but another important monastery in spas, and also monasteries 
in smilnytsia, sozan, terlo, and tershiv. a monastery in nearby stariava 
was also in existence by 1500.127 In the sixteenth century monks lived and 
built a small church on the slope of a hill in dobromyl, close to poliana, 
but a monastery was not built until after 1613 (see map 4).128 the most 
significant of these were spas and Lavriv,129 but most of these monaster-
ies, which did not enjoy the patronage of orthodox rulers, were humble 
establishments.130 the highest social class that patronised the carpathian 
rus' monasteries were the orthodox gentry. Indeed, the sozansky and 
terletsky families were closely associated with the monasteries at sozan 
and terlo and some of the members made clerical careers.131 the rus' 
gentry of these mountain regions was not wealthy enough to build im-
posing monastic centres. 
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2.49 Acheiropoiētoi, krempna, fifteenth century and 1664. source: Jerzy 
czajkowski et al., Ikona karpacka (sanok: muzeum Budownictwa Ludowego w 

sanoku, 1998), pl. 11 and pl. 28.

the situation was quite different in northern moldavia, where the 
orthodox princes, especially stefan the great (1457–1504) and his son 
petru rareş (1541–6), seriously invested in monasteries as holy places, 
centres of learning, economic enterprises, and fortifications. princes 
and prominent boyars built putna in 1466–9, pătrăuţi in 1483, voroneţ in 
1488, humor and probota in 1530, moldoviţa in 1532, râşca in 1542, 
slatina in the 1560s, and suceviţa in 1581–1601. for the most part, these 
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2.50 upper left corner of vanivka and Lukov-venecia. source of Lukov-
venecia: Štefan tkáč, Ikony zo 16.–19. storočia na severovýchodnom Slovensku 

(Bratislava: tatran, 1982), 138, pl. 58.

monasteries were built after the first Last Judgment icons were painted 
in the carpathians, but some of them existed as communities of monks 
before the massive building projects were undertaken, notably humor 
and putna.132

the other important monastery in the region was hrushovo, called by 
the romanians peri. It is located in transcarpathia, east of the town of 
tiachiv. the first written evidence of a monastery at hrushovo dates 
from 1391. It was destroyed in the late seventeenth century.133 While it 
flourished it exercised spiritual and cultural influence among the rus' of 
transcarpathia and the romanians of maramureş. also in maramureş 
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was the monastery at Bârsana. this was a monastic site since the end of 
the fourteenth century, although the monastery building was erected 
much later.134

the monasteries were centres of a universal orthodox culture. 
Beginning in the late fourteenth century monasteries in Wallachia (cozia), 
central moldavia (neamţ), and northern moldavia (putna and others) es-
tablished scriptoria where manuscripts from serbia and Bulgaria were 
copied. many of these made their way to rus', northern and southern, 
where they contributed to what is known as the ‘second south slavic 
influence.’135 for that to have occurred, there must have been consider-
able traffic between moldavia and the south slavs, on the one hand, and 
moldavia and rus', on the other. a scholar of the rus' manuscript trad-
ition has also noted a particularly rapid cultural exchange between polish-
Lithuanian rus' and muscovy in the 1460s–1490s.136 

moldavia was on the land route between moscow and constantinople137 
and therefore athos. monks from novgorod or vladimir who were on 
their way south would pass through our region, perhaps wintering in the 
monasteries or even staying longer.138 and the monks from our region 
would also travel. as sophia senyk has noted, some rus' monks from 
here desired ‘to experience monastic life in one of the generally acknow-
ledged centres of monasticism, the kiev Lavra, or outside rus', on mount 
athos, pausing for longer or shorter stays at other monasteries en 
route.’139 the Latin archbishop of Lviv was ordered by the king in the 
early sixteenth century to watch out for rus' clergymen travelling fre-
quently to moldavia.140 In the seventeenth century romanian monks 
were in carpathian rus' monasteries and vice versa,141 and there is no 
reason to believe that it was any different in previous centuries.142 rus' 
cantors and clergymen studied singing in putna in the mid-sixteenth 
century. perhaps they studied there even earlier, because putna had 
taught singing since the fifteenth century and influenced music in the 
region.143 putna also housed ‘monks of Byzantine formation, if not of 
greek origin.’144 It should be remembered too that greek bishops served 
in rus' regularly until the mid-fifteenth century and brought with them 
an entourage that could well have included icon painters;145 they would 
have been guests of the rus' monasteries. In short, monasteries were 
places where cultural trends, including trends in the visual arts, from 
throughout the orthodox world met.

familiarity with universal trends in orthodox iconography would also 
have been facilitated by the massive painting projects of the fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries, which drew artists from around the 
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Byzantine commonwealth. polish king Władysław Jagiełło (1386–1434) 
funded eight large Byzantine-style fresco projects in gniezno, sandomierz, 
Wiślica, Łysa góra, Lublin, and kraków.146 the artists were brought from 
somewhere in rus', perhaps tver.147 as we have already seen, his son 
kazimierz Jagiellończyk brought artists from pskov to paint in kraków in 
the late 1460s. I suspect that it was in connection with this particular 
project that the oldest of the carpathian Last Judgment icons was paint-
ed, probably for the monastery at Lavriv. 

the great moldavian projects of the late fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
tury attracted greek artists, notably in pătrăuţi (1483)148 and râşca 
(1552). the first of these moldavian projects, in Luzhany, may have em-
ployed artists from volhynia, and we are certain that icons by moldavian 
artists were commissioned in volhynia in the sixteenth century.149 this 
international movement of artists explains why monks in the carpathians 
would have been aware of iconographic developments in northern rus' 
and elsewhere in the orthodox world.

Conclusions

In the fifteenth century the northern slopes of the carpathians were be-
ing settled by migrants coming in from transcarpathia and points south. 
they were largely orthodox and mainly slavic-speaking, though some 
were ethnic vlachs who spoke romanian; bilingualism was probably not 
uncommon. they combined animal husbandry – grazing sheep and 
other livestock in the hills and mountain meadows – with farming in the 
valleys. their animals sold well, and the farming in the rich and largely 
virgin soil readily sustained their relatively small population. 

they had been christianized for some time and had developed spirit-
ual and aesthetic needs. they, and the local rus' gentry, supported the 
monasteries that grew up in their region. their more talented and spirit-
ually gifted sons would enter these monasteries and develop in the trad-
ition of rus' monasticism. the monasteries provided pastoral care for 
neighbouring villages, and men and women in the wider vicinity would 
visit them in pilgrimage and to meet their spiritual needs. Larger monas-
tic communities like Lavriv and spas would be particularly influential 
and respected.

although the monasteries were not rich, nor rich in cultural attain-
ments, the monks who lived there would travel in the orthodox world 
and would also host monks from north and south. monks from elsewhere 
in rus' would be among the visitors who stayed in Lavriv and spas, and 
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the proximity of traditions and language would lead to a closer relation-
ship with them. among the monks, local and visitors, would be icon 
painters, and they would exchange information on the production of 
sacral art.

as the farmers in the carpathians prospered, and perhaps with the 
help of the rus' gentry, they began to erect their own churches. although 
they were doing well, they could not afford the masonry for a church 
that could support frescoes. they built their churches out of wood. they 
decorated the churches with icons which they purchased from the local 
monasteries. the monasteries themselves had wooden churches, and 
therefore these were embellished with icons rather than frescoes. among 
these icons were some of the Last Judgment , since the monks/painters, 
and probably the villagers/commissioners too, understood the Last 
Judgment to be an important, impressive, spiritually powerful compon-
ent of a church.

the monks in the carpathians put together an icon of the Last Judgment 
for the churches in the region. It was based on the general Byzantine 
iconography, but more particularly on a northern rus' variant of elegant 
composition. to this they added some features from gothic models, since 
in this part of rus' the influence of the West was very strong.



3 further elaboration

this chapter, like the previous chapter, concentrates on icons painted on 
wood, leaving icons on canvas and murals on the walls of churches for 
the next chapter. 

Geographical Diffusion

here I outline the geography of the surviving icons of the Last Judgment. 
of course, this is not identical with establishing the range of the icons 
when they were originally painted since the rate of destruction was prob-
ably not equal across the territory where they existed, and probably some 
regions were better collected than others. the extant icons, nonetheless, 
are the best evidence we have to indicate their diffusion over time, and 
they do provide useful information (map 5). I should specify that the 
data do not indicate where the icons were painted, but where they were 
installed. this is a geography of a particular taste. We will discuss the 
geography of provenance in the next section.

I divide the icons here into two large chronological periods: (1) the 
sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth century, and (2) the second 
half of the seventeenth and the eighteenth century. for the first period 
we can see an arc of Last Judgment icons sweeping southeast from just 
south of przemyśl along the northern slopes of the carpathians to the 
town of dolyna. the arc starts from trushevychi, proceeds down to 
velyke (near poliana and dobromyl), to vovche (south of mshanets and 
Lavriv), through yasinka masova, Bahnovate, Zavadka, and sukhyi potik. 
there is then a barren stretch to dolyna. for the second period we can 
also find icons in this region, in Lipie (near mshanets), in smilna (north 
of yasinka masova), in moldavsko (between Bahnovate and Zavadka). 



5. Images of the Last Judgment in the carpathian region
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the arc in the second period extends further east and south, through 
plavie and skole and again to dolyna. this was one of the most product-
ive regions for Last Judgment icons. 

another productive region was along a line from the centre of this 
mountain arc northeast through the town of drohobych. yasinka masova 
and smilna already point in the direction. drohobych had icons from 
both periods. a little south of drohobych is stanylia (first period). 
northeast of drohobych are medynychi (second period), radelychi 
(first), mala horozhanka (first), and dmytriie (second). not far away 
is klitsko (first). there was also an icon from another village in the 
drohobych region.1 

there were icons in the first period on either side of przemyśl: paszowa 
to the southwest (but closer to sanok) and hankovychi (hankowice) to 
the east. Icons from the first period also appeared in scattered larger 
towns rather far north of the mountains: horodok, Zhovkva, and kamianka 
strumylova. other localities with Last Judgment icons are dispersed over 
what is today Lviv oblast without any easily discernible pattern: vilshanytsia 
(located about halfway between przemyśl and Zhovkva, first period), 
trostianets (north of vilshanytsia, second period?), dubrovytsia (betweeen 
horodok and Zhovkva, second period), torky (far northeast of kamianka 
strumylova, second period; it is not on map 5, Images of the Last Judgment 
in the carpathian region),2 and Borshchovychi (quite south of kamianka 
strumylova, second period). there are surviving fragments of a mid-    
sixteenth century icon with the features of the carpathian icons that per-
haps comes from the chełm eparchy, thus north of trostianets and 
vilshanytsia.3 skoryky, an icon from 1754, came from quite far to the east, 
about forty kilometres east of ternopil.

In the first period there were relatively few icons west of przemyśl. aside 
from paszowa, which has already been mentioned, there were only four: 
ruská Bystrá (rather south of the mountains, near the current slovak-
ukrainian border); krásny Brod, to the west, also on the hungarian side; 
and powroźnik and Lukov-venecia, the westernmost of any surviving 
carpathian images of the Last Judgment, situated not far from one an-
other across the crest of the carpathians, i.e., the old polish-hungarian/
transylvanian border. none of these are very close to Węglówka (vanivka), 
although paszowa is the least distant.

In the second period, the settlements west of przemyśl became thick 
with Last Judgment icons. they are clustered, like powroźnik and Lukov-
venecia, on both sides of the border. proceeding from west to east, they 
are as follows: Bogliarka (just east of Lukov-venecia) south of the border; 
Bartne, Świątkowa Wielka, Świątkowa mała, and nieznajowa/rozstajne 
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3.1 Wooden church in dobroslava. drawing: h. grešlíková.

(all closely related iconographically) on the north of the border, with 
Jedlinka just to the south; dobroslava to the south (fig. 3.1) and Wola 
Wyżna to the north; Brzegi (a highly atypical icon) to the north and 
nová sedlica to the south; and volosianka to the south (actually a little 
west of przemyśl, but far to the south).

there are also second-period icons in what is today transcarpathia. 
there are four icons in the northeast of what was once máramoros coun-
ty: roztoka, Izky, tiushka, and nehrovets. these villages actually con-
tinue into the southern slopes the line that led from przemyśl to plavie. 
there is a fifth icon (máramaros-néprajzi) from the same region, but we 
cannot be more specific about the locality. features of a sixth icon 
(museum of the history of religion) also suggest an origin in máramaros 
county. the icon of shelestovo, just east of mukachiv, comes from out-
side máramaros but bears similarities with the others.

some additional information is available from the records of eight-
eenth-century parish visitations. I have not attempted to survey them 
comprehensively but have gathered some data, relying heavily on the 
work of agnieszka gronek (see table 6.1). most of these images were 
murals and icons on canvas, but five were our traditional large icons on 
boards. two were near dolyna (trościaniec and raków) and three near 
Zhovkva and kamianka strumylova (Wola kunińska, remenów, and 
glińsk). marian radwan published visitation records from over 160 uniate 
parishes in Bratslav and kyiv palatinates, about three or four hundred 
kilometres east of our zone. none of the descriptions noted the presence 
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in churches of icons of the Last Judgment painted on wood.4 the utiliza-
tion of visitation records for ukrainian art history is only in its infancy, so 
the information they provide is, at present, very fragmentary. In the fu-
ture, however, it should be possible to plot the iconographic landscape 
of much of ukraine, establishing what kind of icons and murals were 
where during the eighteenth century.5 

there are two surviving pre–nineteenth-century Last Judgment icons 
on wood from the eastern regions of ukraine: a seventeenth-century 
icon that originally hung in the hospice of the golden-domed st michael 
monastery in kyiv and is now held by the national art museum of 
ukraine in that same city6 and a ‘south russian’ icon from the end of the 
eighteenth century in the Icon museum in recklinghausen.7 neither 
look anything like the carpathian icons of the Last Judgment. neither 
the museum of the volhynian Icon in Lutsk nor the regional museum 
in rivne, both with large icon collections, have a Last Judgment.8 In 
1994 the pereiaslav-khmelnytskyi historical-cultural preserve exhibited 
103 icons, but none was a Last Judgment.9

surprisingly perhaps, none of the surviving Last Judgment icons came 
from the most important city in the region, Lviv, even though an orthodox 
monastery had existed there from the thirteenth century. a survey of all 
the icons in Lviv churches conducted in 1854 did not mention any icon of 
the Last Judgment.10 nor has any icon or mural of the Last Judgment 
been traced to that other historically important city, przemyśl.

can any generalizations be made from the diffusion as described here? 
I believe so, even given the various reservations expressed above. We can 
see that the northern slopes of the carpathians, where polana and 
mshanets appeared in the fifteenth century, remained the heartland of 
the Last Judgment icons. from here the icons spread scattershot to the 
northeast, past Lviv, and in a concentrated way towards drohobych, to-
wards dolyna,11 and to the south, into máramoros county. In this south-
ward migration, the icons followed the path of the sheep the Boikos 
herded in the carpathians.12 especially from the mid-seventeenth cen-
tury on, the icons also spread intensively along both sides of the ridge of 
the carpathians, the old polish-hungarian border. they were particu-
larly thick in the westernmost areas of rus' settlement. perhaps there is a 
connection between the diffusion to these areas and the establishment 
and development of the monastery in krásny Brod. the monastery was 
founded in the sixteenth century, and by the seventeenth century it ran a 
school sophisticated enough to teach philosophy.13 the location of 
Węglówka in relation to these patterns is anomalous. the large distinctive 
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icons of the carpathian region did not spread from or beyond the terri-
tory described here. furthermore, examination of these localities on a 
detailed topographical map reveals many connections between the geol-
ogy and the diffusion and clustering of the icons. the diffusion of the 
icons on both sides of the polish-hungarian border reflects the relative 
ease of travel along mountain ridges. clusters of icons are usually linked 
by rivers and valleys (e.g., roztoka, Izky, and tiushka).

The Painters

the three Last Judgment icons from the fifteenth century were not attrib-
utable to any particular individuals, but for the following three centuries 
we are able to link six icons with named painters. probably the earliest of 
these is ruská Bystrá from the mid-sixteenth century, attributed to a cer-
tain oleksii.14 he did not sign the ruská Bystrá Last Judgment, but he 
signed two other icons as ‘the very sinful servant of god oleksii.’ one of 
these bears an inscription that fixes it as painted in 1547. of the six icons 
ascribed to him, only the ruská Bystrá Last Judgment ended up on the 
hungarian side of the mountains. all the others were from localities in 
poland: smolnik, south of sanok, not far from the hungarian border (two 
icons); Liskowate, a village just southwest of dobromyl and poliana; and 
ustianova horishnia, just west of the midpoint between poliana and 
mshanets. one other icon is said to be from a village called roven in the 
Lesko district, but I was unable to locate it and suspect this is an error.15 
mariia helytovych sees similarities between the style and lettering on 
oleksii’s icons and on the frescoes in Lavriv.16 my own impression is that 
the ‘very sinful’ oleksii, much of whose work was commissioned in the 
Last Judgment heartland around Lavriv, spas, and dobromyl, was a monk. 
certainly the refinement of his style does not belie this (fig. 3.2).

the next icon painter whom we can identify with a Last Judgment is 
also known only by his first name: ‘the very sinful dymytrii.’ perhaps he 
too was a monk, but I am less certain about this. It is not even entirely 
certain that the name here referred to the painter and not to the donor 
of the icon. dymytrii left a body of work in one church in dolyna, includ-
ing a Last Judgment. his one signed icon is dated 1565. oleh sydor 
speculates that dymytrii might have been connected with volhynia, but 
the evidence is far from conclusive.17

the third individual who signed a Last Judgment icon was ‘the very 
sinful servant of god pavlentii radymsky,’ who painted powroźnik in 
1623. all we know about pavlentii is what his signature tells us. from the 
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3.2 saints above paradise and tollbooths, ruská Bystrá

last name we know that he came from radymno, which is a  small town 
north of przemyśl and quite far from powroźnik. the first name, pavlentii, 
is a distinctively rus' first name. the formula of his signature links him 
to the monastic tradition, although his identification with radymno sug-
gests a small-town craftsman.

the fourth painter is ‘the very sinful servant of god, pavel, painter, 
mushynsky,’ i.e., of muszyna, who painted Jedlinka (1650s). muszyna, at 
least in the nineteenth century, was a small market town with a minus-
cule rus' minority. nearby, however, were many rus' villages, including 
powroźnik. muszyna was on the polish side of the border, Jedlinka about 
forty kilometres to the east on the hungarian side.

the fifth painter is a certain yakov, who painted Świątkowa mała in 
1687.18 nothing is known of him. and the final named painter of a Last 
Judgment icon is marko domazhyrsky shestakovych, who painted 
moldavsko in 1720. he did not sign the Last Judgment, but his author-
ship is identified by the distinctive style of his lettering, shared by icons 
he did sign. the domazhyrsky in his name referred to his origin in the 
village of domazhyr, located about halfway between yavoriv and Lviv. an 
inscription on the icon tells us that it was commissioned by ‘the priest of 
domazhyr and presbyter of moldavsko, teodor and Bazylii.’ the village 
of moldavsko was far to the south of domazhyr, in the arc sweeping down 
from the mshanets-poliana region. evidently shestakovych began or 
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3.3 death, moldavsko

conceived this icon in his native village, but finished it in moldavsko. In 
his signatures, shestakovych referred to himself as ‘a painter,’ and in one 
icon he called himself ‘noble born,’ i.e., born into the stratum of rus' 
petty gentry. aside from the Last Judgment and a passion in moldavsko, 
he painted an iconostasis in rykiv, less than five kilometres northeast of 
moldavsko, and a number of icons in sukhyi potik, less than fifteen kilo-
metres to the southeast.19 his work is striking, but not refined (fig. 3.3).

although this exhausts artists whom we know by name, there is an in-
teresting case in which a single unidentified artist produced several Last 
Judgment icons. the Last Judgments of Bartne (mid-eighteenth century), 
nieznajowa/rozstajne (1737), and Świątkowa Wielka (mid-eighteenth 
century) were the work of the same individual. the stylistic similarities 
are readily apparent, even though Świątkowa Wielka has been partially 
repainted, and all share the otherwise unique feature that they appear to 
have been composed originally without a paradise and a hell (fig. 3.4).20 
the same artist also painted the passion in Świątkowa Wielka (fig. 3.5). 
agnieszka gronek has attributed the latter, on the basis of stylistic fea-
tures, to ‘the circle of rybotycze painters.’21 the reference is to a small 
town, posada rybotycka, about halfway between sanok and przemyśl. 
there were many craftsmen here, some of whom specialized in work for 
orthodox/greek catholic churches. In the late seventeenth century a 
number of icon painters worked here too, although the significance of 
the rybotycze school has been greatly exaggerated and too many an-
onymous works have been too carelessly attributed to it.22 I  believe in this 
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3.4 son of man in mandorla, Bartne, nieznajowa/rozstajne, and Świątkowa Wielka. 
photo of Ś wiątkowa Wielka: vladislav grešlík.

3.5 resurrected christ, detail of passion,  
Ś wiątkowa Wielka. source: agnieszka gronek, 

‘Ikony męki pańskiej: o przemianach w 
malarstwie ukraińskim w wiekach XvI–XIX’ 
(phd diss., Jagiellonian university, 2003), 

katalog no. 21.

3.6 son of man in mandorla, 
Ś  wiątkowa mała. photo: 

romuald Biskupski.
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case that the attribution to rybotycze is also not justified. all three of 
these icons were in churches very close to one another, all quite far from 
posada rybotycka, and no other Last Judgments are as closely related to 
these three icons as they are to each other. It seems to me much more 
likely that the icons were commissioned from someone in the vicinity. 
moreover, among these same villages is Świątkowa mała, which has a Last 
Judgment about fifty years older than the others. It too bears a stylistic 
resemblance to the later icons of this microregion, and I consider it like-
ly that the painter of the mid-eighteenth century icons learned his craft 
from the yakov who painted in 1687 (fig. 3.6). there is a very local trad-
ition here. We shall return to these closely related icons in the next 
chapter.

It is possible that other icons of the Last Judgment were in fact pro-
duced by the rybotycze artists. Bernadett puskás has written that 
volosianka came, ‘certainly, from the rybotycze workshop.’23 the passion 
of Wola Wyżna has been definitively linked to posada rybotycka by a 
foundational inscription.24 I am unable to determine whether the Last 
Judgment from this village was also by the same artist or from the same 
workshop, but this possibility cannot be excluded. on the whole, how-
ever, one must agree with vasyl otkovych that ‘icons of the Last Judgment 
are rarely met in the rybotycze school.’25

another icon of the Last Judgment may also be linked with an identifi-
able artistic centre. gronek considers the passion of Lipie to be a prod-
uct of the school of sudova vyshnia, a town halfway between przemyśl 
and Lviv.26 the painter of this passion and the Lipie Last Judgment was 
the same person.

at this point I will attempt to generalize more about the icon painters 
of the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, introducing some addi-
tional contextual evidence, but also, here and there, simply speculating. 
although I have no indisputable evidence for it, I think that painters as-
sociated with monasteries and with large painting projects continued to 
work on icons throughout the sixteenth century. I would place oleksii in 
that category. I think the continued participation of monks finds con-
firmation in the quality of work on icons such as vovche and stanylia 
from the second half of the sixteenth century (fig. 3.7). even as late as 
the second half of the seventeenth century, an icon was signed by a cer-
tain ‘heorhii pochaievsky,’27 whose name suggests that he was from the 
famous monastery at pochaiv, to the east of our region. 

at the same time, however, there were less proficient painters engaged 
in the production of icons. Lukov-venecia, the poor copy of vanivka, was 
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3.7 martyrs and prophets, vovche, and anchorites and monks, stanylia

painted in the first half of the sixteenth century. these less talented 
painters were secular, I imagine, and they predominated by the second 
half of the sixteenth century and increased thereafter. some of these 
were probably painters from towns, not just posada rybotycka and sudova 
vyshnia, but also from elsewhere. an icon from 1579 was signed by 
fedusko from sambir28 (the form of the name suggests a lay person); a 
family of icon and mural painters29 who worked in the second half of the 
seventeenth century came from medyka, a small town east of przemyśl; 
an icon for a village was painted in 1725 in nove misto, northeast of 
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dobromyl; an icon was painted in rava ruska in 1731;30 and the iconos-
tasis in a village in maramureş was executed by ‘Ilie, painter from hust 
[khust]’ in 1737.31 there were also important centres of icon painting in 
two larger towns, przemyśl (until the mid-sixteenth century)32 and 
Zhovkva (1660s–1760s),33 but the small-town artists were much more 
active in carpathian localities. traditional icon painting on wood does 
not seem to have survived in the region’s largest city, Lviv, although ar-
chival documents mention a number of ukrainian painters there in the 
sixteenth century.34 perhaps the attraction of polish renaissance and bar-
oque culture in these larger centres deflected the local painters from 
producing for the rural communities with their established taste for 
large icons of the Last Judgment.

It is likely that in addition to small-town artisans who specialized in 
painting, other artisans also engaged in icon painting as a sideline. 
carpenters and carvers worked on the village churches – indeed there 
were probably peasants in certain villages who specialized in this work,35 
and some of them perhaps also painted icons. When I visited the 
transcarpathian village of roztoka in July 2001, a crew of artisans was 
finishing up a new church; they performed basic construction, but also 
painted the iconostasis. a writer from ostroh complained in 1588 that 
‘instead of excellent, pious painters of icons,’ orthodox sacral art was 
now executed by ‘saddlers, bridlemakers, and other clowns,’36 which I 
understand to mean simply artisans for whom the painting of icons was 
a sideline or for whom it was not their first profession. It might be re-
called that albrecht dürer (1471–1528) started as a goldsmith and then 
switched to painting and printmaking.37

the case of marko domazhyrsky shestakovych in the early eighteenth 
century demonstrates that some of the icon painters could have been 
villagers. as a member of the petty gentry, shestakovych had some advan-
tages over peasants that made it easier to become an icon painter – his 
mobility was not restricted as a serf’s mobility was, and he had more free 
time to devote to a craft, since he was not expected to render labour rent 
to a landlord. But it is not likely that he lived any better than a peasant. 
from the tale that his icons suggest, he started his work as an icon paint-
er in his own village and then moved south to paint a number of church-
es within a fifteen kilometre radius. I imagine this is typical. In the earlier 
period of the development of the Last Judgment icons in our regions, 
the icons were painted in monasteries or other centres and then con-
veyed to the churches where they were to be installed. Later on, though, 
the artists themselves were more willing to move. We shall be able to 
confirm this with the evidence to be adduced in the next chapter.
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3.8 Jedlinka overview
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Two Icons

most of the rest of this chapter will be taken up with a study of how some 
of the older elements of the Last Judgment iconography were trans-
formed and new elements added in the course of the sixteenth through 
eighteenth centuries. since the emphasis there will fall on the iconog-
raphy at the level of the individual elements, I want in this section to 
show how these icons worked as a whole. I will use Jedlinka as a typical 
example of the carpathian Last Judgment as a collectively elaborated 
work of sacral art. I will then examine an icon, krásny Brod, which has 
some very distinctive and interesting individual features. other analyses 
of individual icons from this period can be found in the literature.38 

Jedlinka

the icon which may be associated with the village of Jedlinka (fig. 3.8) is 
now held by the east slovakian museum in košice. as was mentioned 
above, it was painted in the 1650s by pavel of muszyna. Where in the fif-
teenth-century icons heavenly Jerusalem and the fall of the rebel angels 
would have been painted, that is in the upper corners of the icon, in 
Jedlinka two angels appear. neither looks much like a traditional 
Byzantine angel and instead both show the influence of Western sacral 
art. the angel in the upper right corner is labelled a cherub, the one in 
the upper left is a seraph. a decorative arch separates the angels from 
the rest of the icon. this particular treatment of the upper portion of the 
icon is peculiar to Jedlinka.

moving down the centre, we see the angels rolling up the scrolls. then 
within a sphere are the ancient of days, labelled as ‘god the father,’ as 
well as the holy spirit in the form of a dove. traditional Byzantine cher-
ubim fly on either side of the sphere. the son of man is sitting on a rain-
bow in a mandorla among the celestial powers, the mandorla borne by 
angels. he is flanked, as tradition dictates, by the mother of god and John 
the Baptist. and behind them are, as the inscription tells us, ‘angels of the 
Lord.’ Beneath the mandorla is the throne with a crucifix and instruments 
of the passion, also the book open to matthew 25:34. near the crucifix is 
an inscription: ‘the cross of christ as a mockery for the Jews’ (krest khrys-
tov zhydom na poruhaniie). there are six apostles on either side of the 
crucifix. underneath the throne is the hand of god holding scales. from 
here a river of fire flows down and left into gehenna. to the right of the 
throne is adam in an attitude of worship. his heel is being bitten by a 
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serpent with tollbooths whose tail is in the mouth of the two-headed beast 
in hell. an inscription near the serpent informs us: ‘this is the serpent 
which for the devils led adam and eve in paradise into sin.’ Behind adam 
are choirs of various saints; another row of saints is underneath them. to 
the left of the throne is eve, and behind her are moses and the peoples. 
an inscription near moses reads: ‘moses shows the Jews the true messiah, 
christ.’ his scroll is not entirely legible; it begins with the words, ‘come, 
wretched Jews, see …’ the peoples with moses are Jews, greeks and rus', 
poles and germans, moors and tatars, and turks. Below the saints on the 
right is paradise with all the traditional personages: the mother of god 
with angels and the good thief, also the three patriarchs. Below them are 
the gates of paradise, into which the saints are entering. Below the peoples, 
on the left, is the resurrection of the dead. four angels are trumpeting, as 
the inscriptions tell us, from north, east, west, and south. another inscrip-
tion says: ‘the dead rise from the graves.’

In the centre of the icon at the bottom is the almsgiving fornicator, 
with his traditional inscription: ‘this man gave alms, but did not give up 
his fornication. for his almsgiving he sees paradise, but for his fornica-
tion he suffers torment.’ continuing to the left on the bottom, we see 
the new hell (fig. 3.9). In the upper right corner of it is a drunk, and a 
devil is pouring drink into his mouth. Below him is a slanderer, hanging, 
as tradition suggests, by his tongue. Below him are two women whose 
breasts are being attacked by serpents. ‘childless women (bezditkyni),’ 
the inscription tells us. to the left of them are two sorceresses, each with 
the vessel she used for mixing herbs resting on her head. above the sor-
ceresses hangs a murderer. also hanging from the top, moving to the 
left, are a perjurer, false witness, robber, thief, miller (with a millstone 
around his neck), and someone who did not honour his father. most of 
the lower centre and left of the new hell is taken up with an elaborate 
tavern scene. a bagpiper, fully clothed and even with a jaunty black hat, 
plays a tune while a devil dances another fully dressed woman into hell. 
another devil we see whispering something to the tavernmaid. an in-
scription tells us that he is telling her to pour less than a full measure of 
beer. to their left a barrel of beer is filling up a jug. to the left of the new 
hell are the four traditional torments: ‘[outer darkness], gnashing of 
teeth, unsleeping worm, unheatable winter.’ above them are the beast of 
the apocalypse with satan holding the soul of Judas. satan is being 
pierced by a long lance held by an angel near paradise.

except for some nuances, what I have described so far is mostly famil-
iar from the fifteenth-century icons. But there are also some entirely new 
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3.9 the new hell, Jedlinka

elements, located in the space bounded by moses and the peoples, the 
river of fire, and the resurrection and in the river of fire itself. 

Just below moses a man is lying in bed with an angel near him (fig. 3.10). 
the inscription reads: ‘this righteous man has died. an angel has come 
and taken his soul. the death of the righteous man is with praises.’ the 
latter sentence slightly reworks proverbs 10:7: ‘the memory of the right-
eous is with praises.’39 Just below the righteous man is another man in 
bed, this time with a devil taking his soul. the inscription reads: ‘this 
man is sleeping. he is not going to church. he is sleeping himself to sin. 
satan leads him, and death stands behind at his heels. the death of sin-
ners is evil.’ a large figure of death is indeed by the bed, carrying a scythe, 
a bow and arrow, a rake, and a broom. above death a man can be seen 
kneeling beside another man who is sitting. the inscription reads: ‘this 
man came before a priest to confess his sin. a devil forbids him and has 
pressed his mouth shut.’ a little devil is depicted holding the man’s lips 
together. the priest is holding a book open to the penitent thief’s words 
to christ: ‘Lord, remember me when thou comest [into thy kingdom]’ 
(Lk 23:42). these motifs – the death of a sinner and a righteous man, the 
man sleeping through services, and the bad confession – were common 
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3.10 new elements, Jedlinka

in the iconography after the fifteenth century, and we shall look more 
closely at each of them in turn later in the chapter.

In the river of fire there are also some new elements, but these are 
more particular to the Jedlinka icon. In the narrow part of the river, close 
to the scales, a devil can be seen pulling a woman into hell by her hair. 
an inscription informs us what is happening: ‘a devil drags a childless 
woman to hell.’ Below that scene a devil is shown pushing a hand cart 
with three women in it, each with a vessel on top of her head – ‘a devil 
drives sorceresses in a hand cart to hell.’ the hand cart was a familiar 
feature of the later iconography, but this is the only case in which it was 
filled with sorceresses. further down the river several devils are mounted 
on the backs of a group of men and driving them forward with cudgels. 
the inscription tells us: ‘devils are driving kings, landlords, and impious, 
unjust people to hell.’ finally, further to the left, are men in chains – 
‘devils lead apostates to hell.’ this is similar to a scene on trushevychi, 
an icon from the late sixteenth century, showing converts to the polish 
faith, i.e., catholicism, being dragged off to hell.40

as we see, the Last Judgment icon evolved from the fifteenth century 
by the elaboration of some of the older elements (here the new hell with 
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some new inhabitants and an extended tavern scene) and by the accre-
tion of new elements (ancient of days and holy spirit, deaths of a right-
eous man and sinner, sleeping through services, and bad confession). 
the Jedlinka icon is full of inscriptions explaining what is depicted. an 
explanation is even offered for the serpent – he is the one who led hu-
manity into sin – and for the tavernmaid – she is cheating her customers. 
a few of the elements of the first carpathian elaboration have been left 
out: the heavenly Jerusalem and the fall of the rebel angels, the prophet 
daniel and his vision of the four beasts/evil kingdoms, and the monks 
flying into paradise. although absent in this icon, they still appeared 
frequently in other icons until the middle of the seventeenth century.41 
thereafter they were rather rare.42

the content choices made for Jedlinka suggest little concrete about its 
painter, pavel mushynsky. he was certainly concerned about confession-
al issues. he added an explanation of the crucifix that one does not find 
in other Last Judgments (that it stood there as a mockery to the Jews), he 
depicted a group of apostates being taken off to hell, and he grouped 
the peoples by religion – Jews, eastern orthodox, roman catholics, and 
muslims. he also singled out women sinners more than most of the icons 
did. he depicted three childless women, two in hell with serpents on 
their breasts and another being dragged there by her hair, and three 
sorceresses. But what these emphases suggest is not clear.

Krásny Brod

krásny Brod is a very different piece of work. It dates from the late six-
teenth or early seventeenth century. the truly odd thing about the icon 
is that it is a copy of Lukov-venecia, which itself, as we know, is a copy of 
vanivka, our oldest icon (fig. 3.11). We can tell that it is copying Lukov-
venecia rather than vanivka because the crucifix and moses are missing, 
as in Lukov-venecia (and not in vanivka). krásny Brod follows Lukov-
venecia closely for most of the icon, until the bottom, and since I went 
over in detail all the elements included in Lukov-venecia when I dis-
cussed vanivka in the first chapter, I shall concentrate here exclusively 
on the new additions. 

that all of the additions occur in the lower part of the icon can be 
explained by two factors, one particular to krásny Brod, the other of 
general relevance to the evolution of Last Judgment icons. the first fac-
tor is that krásny Brod is simply a longer icon. Lukov-venecia measured 
171 cm x 130 cm, while krásny Brod measured 218 cm by 132 cm.43 the 



3.11 vanivka, Lukov-venecia, krásny Brod. source of Lukov-venecia: Štefan tkáč, Ikony zo 16.–19. storo čia na 
severovýchodnom Slovensku (Bratislava: tatran, 1982), 138, pl. 66.
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3.12 death, sleeper, and musicians, krásny Brod. source: Štefan tkáč, Ikony zo 
16.–19. storoč ia na severovýchodnom Slovensku (Bratislava: tatran, 1982), 152, pl. 72.

artist had more space to fill and did so with the products of his imagina-
tion. I think that the artist deliberately made this icon longer. the width 
of krásny Brod is almost a perfect match to Lukov-venecia, which shows 
he was carefully measuring when he cut his boards. he could have cut 
the boards off at 171 cm if he wished, but instead allowed nearly an addi-
tional half metre to express himself in. the second factor is that the bot-
tom of the icon was the favoured portion for elaboration among the 
carpathian icon painters. In Jedlinka, as we saw, the new additions were 
near the bottom of the icon. even in the fifteenth century, those elements 
that were absent in the northern rus' archetype of the Last Judgment were 
mostly added to the carpathian icon in its lower portions (death, the new 
hell, and the tavernmaid). additions were made primarily with reference 
to death, sin, punishment, and hell, a tendency that, we shall see, grew in 
importance as the icons evolved.

the artist here added a figure of death, a rather comical one from our 
perspective, a sunday sleeper being kept warm by a devil, and musicians 
in the tavern (fig. 3.12). In the bottom left corner is a variation of the 
sleeper theme: ‘a man was going to church, turned back, a devil leads 
him to hell.’ perhaps developing the theme from Lukov-venecia, the art-
ist puts two priests on the road to hell. one, shown with a devil on his 
back, ‘took offerings, but did not perform the service; a devil rides him.’ 
the inscription near the other priest is difficult to make out, but it may 
say that he performed the service incorrectly, so an angel is removing the 
sacrament from his mouth. a true innovation is the large bird in the  
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bottom right corner under paradise. again the inscription is difficult to 
decipher, and all I can read is ‘… is eating [sinful?] people.’

Is there anything we can say about the artist? he was obviously not 
satisfied with merely executing a copy and left room to express himself 
about matters that interested him. he was concerned about ritual and 
services. he may have been a monk, a member of the community in 
krásny Brod. yet his artistry, especially in the portions not copied directly 
from Lukov-venecia, does not suggest someone trained in painting. his 
inscriptions too are difficult to ascribe to a monk, who would have been 
learned in slavonic; the krásny Brod inscriptions show the influence of 
the contemporary vernacular (the word for priest is twice spelled pup 
instead of pop, reflecting the pronunciation of the closed o in rusyn/
ukrainian dialects at that time).

Further Elaboration of the Carpathian Elements

over time the depiction of all elements in the Last Judgment icon under-
went modification, although the original Byzantine elements underwent 
less. the most radical modifications affected elements introduced dur-
ing the first carpathian elaboration, sometimes because the artists no 
longer understood why the original element was depicted as it was in the 
first place. In this section I will look at three transformations: the toll-
booths, the peoples, and the inhabitants of the new hell, including the 
tavernmaid.

Tollbooths

the original tollbooths of the fifteenth century were situated on a ser-
pent in the lower centre of the icon. this design remained on half of the 
icons produced in the sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth century 
(fig. 3.13).44 In the second half of the seventeenth and the eighteenth 
century, it could be found on only about one eighth of the icons.45

another design had emerged early in the sixteenth century, first ap-
pearing on the vilshanytsia icon (fig. 3.14).46 It represented the toll-
booths as a series of booths stacked one upon another on the right bor-
der of the icon. We already encountered stacked booths in the previous 
chapter on the icon from Budeşti-Josani in romanian maramureş 
(fig. 2.28). the booths, as the rings on the serpent, showed a confronta-
tion between a devil holding a scroll with the name of a sin and an angel 
holding a soul (fig. 3.15). perhaps the purpose of painting booths on the 
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3.13 tollbooths on serpent, paszowa

Table 3.1 Tollbooth Designs in Two Different Periods

Serpent Booths Zigzag No Tollbooths

sixteenth–first half of seventeenth centuries 8 7 1 0

second half of seventeenth–eighteenth 
 centuries

3 9 4 8

side instead of on a serpent in the centre was to clear the centre of the 
lower portion of the icon and to allow for the depiction of additional 
elements. In the first period, these booths could be found on nearly half 
of the icons;47 in the second period on about a third.48

the third design first appeared on dolyna, an icon from the 1560s. It 
depicts a zigzag road with tollbooths at every turn in the road (fig. 3.16). 
perhaps this was intended to depict tollbooths in a more literal fashion.49 
this design was only used once in the first period50 and four times in the 
second (about one-sixth of the icons).51

although all the icons in the first period had tollbooths of one design 
or another, a third of the icons in the second period had no tollbooths 
at all (fig. 3.17).52 this omission perhaps reflects the influence of the 
West, which never displayed much interest in the idea of tollbooths and 
developed instead the concept of purgatory. clearly, the original toll-
booth was modified with the passage of time so that the serpent appeared 
less frequently, new designs appeared, and some tollbooths disappeared 
altogether. (see table 3.1.) Within our region there does not seem to be 
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3.14 vilshanytsia overview
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3.15 mercilessness in Booth, Bartne 3.16 Zigzag tollbooths, tiushka

a geographical correlation at all for the different types of tollbooths. the 
serpent tollbooths were to be found also in russia, the booths-style toll-
booths only in the carpathian region and romanian maramureş, and 
the zigzag tollbooths only in the carpathian region.

Peoples

as I hope I adequately demonstrated in the previous chapter, the place-
ment of moses and the Jews next to the troupe of nations awaiting 
Judgment was a compositional innovation introduced first in northern 
rus' in the fifteenth century. the fifteenth-century carpathian icons 
took this element over without any difficulty. But later painters no longer 
understood why the peoples were positioned as they were. the current 
literature often refers to the peoples as ‘the condemned peoples.’ this is 
what seems to be indicated by a number of features of the iconography. 
they stand on the left side of the son of man, with saints symmetrically 
opposite them on the right side. at the head of the peoples always stand 
the Jews, whom moses explicitly condemns. also present are turks, 
tatars, and other infidels. the river of fire often is depicted running 
through the peoples (fig. 3.18).53 But if all these peoples were con-
demned, then what were orthodox peoples, like the greeks and rus' 
doing in their midst? unless one understood that this element combined 
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3.17 an Icon with no tollbooths, nová sedlica. source: heinz skrobucha, Icons  
in Czechoslovakia (London, new york, sydney, toronto: hamlyn, 1971), pl. 44.
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3.18 river of fire running through poles, germans, and kalmyks, moldavsko

two previously separate elements, one of which was indeed about a con-
demned people but the other of which displayed the universality of judg-
ment, then the original depiction seemed contradictory.

a way to solve the problem, of course, was to omit the orthodox from 
the depiction. the moldavians eliminated the orthodox when they first 
began to incorporate the peoples into Last Judgment iconography in the 
1530s. the orthodox were also excluded from a number of the carpathian 
rus' icons beginning in the second half of the sixteenth century,54 prob-
ably in imitation of the moldavians. this was a direct response to the 
iconographical contradiction that later artists discerned in the moses and 
peoples element. other elaborations of the peoples motif probably also 
resulted from the uncertainties that it posed.

many artists reworked the motif to emphasise religion rather than na-
tion. this is not surprising. a major difference between the context of the 
fifteenth century and that of later centuries is that the latter were perme-
ated by confessional tensions. the sixteenth century opened with the 
reformation. It ended with controversy throughout the rus' lands in the 
polish-Lithuanian commonwealth over the union of the rus' orthodox 
with the catholic church (the union of Brest, 1596). much of the seven-
teenth century, in the commonwealth as in the rest of europe, was taken 
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up with wars that were partially wars of religion. 

3.19 moses, Jews and karaites, poles and germans, turks and tatars and armenians, 
unidentified and arabs, przemyśl Land museum

the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries saw the entrance of our carpathian territories into 
union with rome, both in hungary and poland. this wrangling over reli-
gion, which we already noticed in the examination of the Jedlinka icon, 
was reflected in how and which peoples were portrayed in the icons.

there are eight icons, mainly from the sixteenth century, that 
present the peoples grouped by religion. as well as Jedlinka, which is 
from the mid-seventeenth century, they are vilshanytsia, Bahnovate, 
vovche, stanylia, paszowa, and przemyśl Land museum (fig. 3.19). 
perhaps not accidentally, all these icons display the kind of better artistry 
that I would link with the monasteries; none of them can be considered 
folk or primitive. Wola Wyżna, from the second half of the seventeenth 
century, also has its peoples arranged in order of religion, but I am reluc-
tant to place it at the same level of artistry as the icons just named.55

a related development was the inclusion of members of particular 
confessions alongside those defined by nation. all the surviving icons 
that do this come from the late seventeenth or eighteenth century,  
although there is evidence that the practice developed earlier.56 arians, 
i.e., unitarians, 57 calvinists, 58 heretics, 59 and Lutherans60 all appeared in 
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the icons 

3.20 tatars, cossacks, heretics, and moors, museum of the history of religion

alongside Jews, tatars, turks, and (usually) rus' (fig. 3.20). In 
the eighteenth century, the kalmyks began to appear on the icons, 61 
probably because peter I used kalmyks during his campaigns in poland 
– in 1708, in fact, kalmyks appeared in chełm, just north of our region.62 
the inclusion of the kalmyks made particular sense because they were 
Buddhists and represented another religion (fig. 3.18).

the original icons of the fifteenth century knew only nine nations: 
Jews, greeks, rus', poles, germans, turks, tatars, moors, and armenians. 
starting early in the sixteenth century the human geography of the icons 
was greatly expanded. the nations most frequently added were arabs63 
and hungarians64 – more muslims and roman catholic neighbours. the 
karaites usually appeared in those icons in which the peoples were 
grouped by religion, since the karaites also professed a form of Judaism.65 
gypsies, who came to this region in the early fifteenth century, appeared 
in the icons from time to time,66 as did other east european peoples – 
albanians,67 czechs,68 romanians (as muntenians69 and vlachs70), and 
serbs.71 one icon depicted ‘slavs,’72 perhaps meaning slovaks. 

an icon from the later seventeenth century, most probably from 
máramoros county, showed cossacks among the nations.73 presumably 
they appear here because of cossack incursions into moldavia and alli-
ances with transylvania in the 1650s. one of the cossacks in the icon is 
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3.21 disfigured turks, mala horozhanka

shown extending his hand to a tatar, a reference to the cossack-tatar 
alliances of the mid-seventeenth century (fig. 3.20). other europeans 
that appeared among the troupe of peoples were spaniards,74 Italians,75 
and saxons.76 a few exotic peoples also garnished the icons:77 egyptians 
and ethiopians,78 Ishmaelites, and saracens.79

a few of the icons are particularly notable on account of their peoples 
element. Bartne does not actually depict any of the nations. perhaps its 
bottom board is missing, an issue that we shall consider in the following 
chapter, but all that appears on the surviving icon is inscriptions. It is 
nonetheless the richest collection of peoples in the entire corpus of Last 
Judgments: Jews, turks, tatars, germans, moors, poles, serbs, armenians, 
galatians, kalmyks, franks, magdeburgians, hungarians, calvinists, 
Lutherans, vlachs, gypsies, ‘and all pagans’ (i vshytki pohanie). (since a 
few of these nationalities only appear here, I did not include them in the 
listing above.) Świątkowa mała also had an original treatment of the 
peoples. It included rus' among the peoples, but reflecting the confu-
sion about why rus'’ was included among what appear to be condemned 
peoples, the artist also put ‘some rus'’ (dekotra Rus') among the saved, 
along with greeks. among the ‘condemned peoples’ he put priests 
(popy), but balanced this condemnation by placing among the saved 
‘god-loving and good-doing priests’ (Boha liubiashchii i dobri chyniashche 
popy). there is nothing particularly remarkable about the artist’s treat-
ment of the peoples in mala horozhanka, but the reception is note-
worthy: it appears that the turks were shot with a musket and stabbed 
with a knife (fig. 3.21).
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3.23 goldsmith and Blacksmith, dolyna

3.22 miller, hankowice

Diversification of the Inhabitants of Hell

Just as the element of moses and the peoples did, the element of the new 
hell also underwent a population diversification from the sixteenth cen-
tury on. many of the new additions were craftsmen. the miller is the 
most common of them;80 he is often seen in hell with a millstone around 
his neck, which makes him easy to recognize, even when the inscriptions 
are no longer legible (fig. 3.22). as carlo ginzburg observed, ‘the age-
old hostility between peasants and millers had solidified an image of the 
miller – shrewd, thieving, cheating, destined by definition for the fires of 
hell. It’s a negative stereotype that is widely corroborated in popular 
traditions, legends, proverbs, fables, and stories.’81 one of the icons even 
specifies that the tormented miller is ‘an unjust miller.’82 other crafts-
men in hell were blacksmiths,83 coppersmiths,84 goldsmiths,85 tailors,86 
tanners,87 and weavers.88 they too were often accompanied by the tools 
of their trade (fig. 3.23). 
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3.24 he Who stole someone else’s Land. source: pavle mijović, Dečani,  
3rd ed. (Belgrade: Jugoslavija, 1970), pl. 39.

craftsmen were tormented in hell in Last Judgment images over 
much of the orthodox world. a tailor with his shears appeared in a 
thirteenth-century greek icon; a dishonest miller in a fourteenth-
century Last Judgment in cyprus; millers, tailors, and weavers in four-
teenth- and fifteenth-century cretan images; ‘weavers who received at a 
good price and took extra of what was weaved by cheating on their prom-
ise and oath’ in a ukrainian icon from outside our region;89 and a gold-
smith in a mural in Lesnic, transylvania.90

the idea that craftsmen will end up in hell was also confirmed in the 
reworking of ‘the Journey of the mother of god among the torments’ 
that we cited in the previous chapter. the mother of god saw ‘sinful 
 millers’ hanging upside down over fire with millstones around their 
necks. archangel michael explained: ‘these men are artists and millers 
who dishonestly took others’ seed and flour, who stole it, and therefore 
they are tormented so.’ she also saw blacksmiths who stole others’ iron 
when they were working it, weavers who stole thread and cloth, tailors, 
cobblers, and harness-makers.91
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3.25 merciless rich man, stanylia 3.26 merciless rich man, Lipie

It is the same story with someone who ploughed another’s land. he can 
be found in a fourteenth-century fresco at dečani in serbia (see fig. 3.24) 
as well as in our carpathian icons92 and on a mural from 1793–4 in 
romanian maramureş.93 the mother of god also saw him on her journey 
through hell.94

In dolyna a devil carries a merchant on his back, taking him to hell. a 
few of the icons have rich men in hell or right near it,95 as did a greek 
icon of the thirteenth century. these are descendents of the rich man 
from the Lazarus tale. the merciless rich men in both stanylia and Lipie 
point to their mouths in the characteristic gesture from that parable 
(figs 3.25 and 3.26). ukrainian sermons of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries also condemned merciless rich men more generally. a Byzantine 
sermon that circulated widely in translation throughout rus' lands in 
poland-Lithuania explains the matter clearly: ‘for whoever has much and 
does not perform mercy is a predator and usurer, even if he did no harm 
to anyone; because all that which the rich man possesses beyond his means 
and as surplus and he does not lend to the needy and poor, it is just as if 
he snatched it and took it away from those in want and poverty.’96 

two icons from the second half of the sixteenth century show judges 
or local officials, chained together by the neck, being led into hell.97 
three eighteenth-century icons placed local officials in hell.98 a ‘blood-
drinker’ (kryvopitsia [sic]) appeared in one icon.99 rather than referring 
to vampirism, the blood-drinker probably denoted a sinner guilty of an 
injustice. the mother of god’s ‘Journey’ explains that ‘merciless judges 
did not judge honestly, they drank others’ blood.’100 a sermon of ephraim 
the syrian said: ‘Woe to him who cheats on the wage of his hired man, 
which is the same as drinking blood.’101
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3.27 Woman attacked by serpents, no inscription, tiushka

although these infernal inhabitants were stock figures in the Balkans 
before they migrated to the carpathians, they indicate that social issues 
were interesting the painters and presumably those who hired them. We 
shall see more evidence of this as we examine new elements that were 
incorporated into the icons. It is probably not a coincidence that the first 
half of the seventeenth century was a time of economic crisis in the 
carpathian region.102

In the fifteenth century, as we have already seen, sorceresses and in-
fanticides were painted with serpents attacking their breasts. so too were 
they depicted in the following centuries.103 the motif was a popular one, 
and some icons portrayed two women with serpents. there was some 
extension too of the sins or conditions that precipitated this particular 
punishment (fig. 3.27). childless women (bezditkyni) were now also af-
flicted with serpents,104 presumably because their milk was going to waste. 
an icon from the second half of the seventeenth century shows a ‘milk-
destroyer’ (mlekohubtsa) in hell. although she has no serpents attached 
to her, her breasts are shown spurting milk that is thereby wasted 
(fig. 3.28).105 perhaps this lacteal theme explains why one icon shows a 
woman who stole butter attacked by serpents in the same way; I think it 
more likely, however, that the painter of this rather late icon, who no 
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3.28 milk-destroyer, dobroslava

longer understood the meaning of the almsgiving fornicator, also no 
longer understood the potion-mixing vessel on a woman’s head and mis-
interpreted it as a pail for butter.106 a late eighteenth-century icon from 
transcarpathia has the most outrageous version of the serpents-on-the-
breasts motif. a ‘mouth-doer’ (ustedilitsa), i.e., a woman who engaged in 
oral sex, is attacked by serpents, and the soul of a baby comes out of her 
mouth. right next to her is a scene of a devil defecating into presumably 
the same woman’s mouth, with an inscription saying ‘all the devil’s filth 
into her mouth’ (fig. 3.29).107 I cannot be sure that this scene was not 
repainted later and does not represent a later sensibility.

there are a few more sexual sinners in hell than there were before. 
female fornicators108 and adulterous couples109 appear (fig. 3.30). a 
priest’s wife is in ruská Bystrá, but I have been unable to read the inscrip-
tion fully; presumably she is there for a sexual transgression, as ‘the 
Journey of the mother of god among the torments’ recorded.110 a god-
father and godmother were in hell in roztoka, probably because they 
were lovers and thus committed the sin of spiritual incest (fig. 3.31).111 
others who found their way to hell in the sixteenth century and after 
were a desperate person,112 a liar,113 people who did not honour their 
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3.29 mouth-doer and defecating devil, nehrovets

3.30 adulterous couples, shelestovo and nehrovets
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3.31 godfather and godmother, roztoka

3.32 smoker, roztoka

parents,114 people who changed their faith,115 a quarrelsome man,116 a 
smoker,117 and a tobacco maid (fig. 3.32).118

the tavernmaid, as we saw in the previous chapter, had ended up in 
the new hell fully clothed, copied closely from a gothic model. painters 
after the fifteenth century certainly had no memory of this. they inher-
ited a picture of a tavernmaid with a barrel and began to elaborate it, as 
they had elaborated much else in the icons. perhaps the anomaly that the 
tavernmaid was the only figure with clothing on in hell suggested that the 
tavern was still on earth, but leading directly into hell. the painters  
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3.33 piper and tavernmaid, kamianka strumylova

added more clothed figures – customers, musicians, and dancers. 
Beginning in the mid-sixteenth century such elaborate tavern scenes 
often appeared in the bottom left corner of the new hell (figs. 3.33, 3.34, 
3.35).119 the musicians most frequently painted were bagpipers; the 
icons, after all, were painted for highland villages where sheep stomachs 
were plentiful. moldavsko showed a dice-player along with the other stock 
figures. a few icons, none from earlier than the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury, bear an inscription near the tavernmaid, saying that the devil is whis-
pering to her not to pour a full measure.120 I understand this to be a late 
interpolation made in the spirit of the cheating craftsmen in hell. It is 
likely that the formulation follows a Western model.121

New Elements

In addition to reworking the already existing elements, painters after the 
fifteenth century also incorporated new elements into the Last Judgment 
icon. for the most part, these innovations spread widely across the re-
gion and appeared in many icons.
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3.34 piper, tavernmaid, and dancer, Lipie
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3.35 tavern scene, museum of the history of religion

The Ancient of Days and the Holy Spirit

a trinitarian motif entered the icon in the sixteenth century: in addition 
to the son of man, the second person of the trinity, the first person, god 
the father, was introduced in the form of ‘the ancient of days’ and the 
holy spirit in the form of a dove. the ancient of days and the holy spirit 
appeared frequently through the early seventeenth century, especially in 
icons of the monastic type; they are rarer thereafter.122 the ancient of days 
was positioned above the son of man. usually he was painted as an old 
man with white clothing and white beard, in order to match the descrip-
tion in daniel 7:9: ‘the ancient of days did sit, whose garment was white as 
snow, and the hair of his head like the pure wool.’ the holy spirit was usu-
ally depicted as a white dove on the throne of judgment (fig. 3.36).

the ancient of days had been known in serbian iconography since 
the 1250s, but not in connection with the Last Judgment. this figure first 
became associated with Last Judgment iconography in the frescoes of 
snetogorsk monastery in pskov from 1313.123 novgorod-tretiakov has 
the ancient of days directly above the son of man, as in the carpathian 
icons. the ancient of days remained a standard feature of russian Last 
Judgment icons.124 northern rus' iconography of the Last Judgment in-
cluded the holy spirit less frequently. a fifteenth-century icon of the 
throne alone, ascribed to the school of andrei rublev, depicted the holy 
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3.36 the ancient of days, son of man, and holy spirit, stanylia  
and mala horozhanka

spirit there as a white dove.125 a sixteenth-century Last Judgment from 
novgorod (church of ss Boris and gleb-in-plotniki) showed christ, the 
ancient of days, and the holy spirit in a circle in the upper left corner 
of the icon.126 moldavian frescoes of the Last Judgment generally includ-
ed the holy spirit, also situated on the throne, either alone or with the 
ancient of days.127 the element seems to have appeared first in the 
moldavian frescoes rather than in the carpathian icons. It is perhaps not 
a coincidence that the combination of the ancient of days and the holy 
spirit began to fall out of carpathian icons shortly after the last of the 
great moldavian fresco projects was completed (suceviţa).

Death Scenes

the depiction of death scenes also probably came to the carpathian 
icons from moldavia. a number of the moldavian frescoes, beginning in 
the late fifteenth century and continuing through the sixteenth, show 
the death of a righteous man, usually accompanied by the death of a sin-
ner.128 an angel accepts the soul of the righteous man while david plays 
on a lute nearby, but a devil awaits the soul of a sinner and an angel of 
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3.37 deaths of righteous man and sinner, suceviţa

death kills the sinner with a spear (fig. 3.37). the scene of the death of 
the righteous man has Byzantine roots that reach back to the early thir-
teenth century,129 and a variant also appears in the kyivan psalter of 
1397,130 but these were not connected with Last Judgment iconography. 
the scene is almost unknown on russian icons of the Last Judgment.131

death scenes of one sort or another appear on carpathian icons from 
the sixteenth century onward,132 with the frequency higher in the sixteenth 
and early seventeenth century than later (again, corresponding to the per-
iod of the moldavian fresco projects). many of them are very clearly the 
same pair of deaths as in the moldavian frescoes, that is, of the righteous 
man and the sinner.133 But others are instead clearly labelled as the deaths 
of poor Lazarus and the rich man.134 

In the carpathian icon, the personified death, rather than an angel, 
was normally depicted in the act of slaying the sinner. often this scene 
was accompanied by a verse from the psalms: ‘the death of sinners is 
evil’ (ps 33:21).135 radelychi amends this verse to refer also to the rich 
man: ‘the death of the rich sinner is evil.’ Jedlinka, as we saw, modifies a 
verse from proverbs to match the inscription for the righteous man: 
‘the death of the righteous man is with praises.’ the ‘with praises’ also  
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appears 

3.38 the death of poor Lazarus and the rich man, Bahnovate

above the death of the righteous man in hankowice.136 Bahnovate 
places the following inscription near the rich man: ‘the rich man who is 
merciless to us is in this world, he uses his goods, but after death he will 
be tormented in the fire’ (fig. 3.38).

the interest in the punishment of the rich man fits well with the social 
tendencies we have already observed in the expansion of the population 
of the new hell.

To Hell in a Hand Cart

another element with social-conflict implications appeared in the icons 
at the end of the sixteenth century: devils driving sinners off to hell in a 
hand cart (fig. 3.39).137 I have not been able to read many of the inscrip-
tions. a late one just says that ‘devils take sinful souls to hell.’138 Jedlinka, 
as we saw above, put sorceresses in the hand cart. three icons, however, 
identified the personages being wheeled off to hell as landlords. Lipie: 
‘a devil conveys on a cart lords and ladies to hell.’ plavie: ‘a merciless 
landlord.’ Świątkowa mała: ‘devils lead a lord.’ another icon has the 
man in the hand cart dressed as a lord,139 while another shows three men 
wearing crowns in the cart (fig. 3.40).140 these depictions appear in the 
context of the complete enserfment of the peasantry on the polish side of 
the border, which was completed by the first half of the sixteenth century, 
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3.39 merciless Landlord Being  
carted off to hell, plavie

3.40 men Wearing crowns carted  
off to hell, shelestovo

and of unusually high feudal rents.141 as the ‘Journey of the mother of 
god among the torments’ explains, merciless princes and lords caused 
‘great destitution for poor people.’142 the image of sinners in a hand 
cart, well known in the West, was generally absent in orthodox Last 
Judgment iconography outside the carpathians, but a Bulgarian icon 
from 1726 shows two peasants being carted off by a demon for working 
someone else’s land.143

a related motif, also originating in the second half of the sixteenth 
century, is a devil carrying someone to hell on his back.144 In some icons 
the figure appears twice. from the inscriptions I can make out, the 
 sinners riding devilback are two tavernkeepers,145 a lord,146 a lady,147 a 
merchant,148 an official,149 a dishonest priest,150 and perhaps a vampire 
(upir) (fig. 3.41).151 

Bad Confession and Sleeping through Services

We already encountered these two elements in the discussion of Jedlinka 
and krásny Brod. In one, the devil persuades a sinner not to confess all 
his sins. In the other, a man is sleeping through services and has hell to 
pay for his choice of the bed over the church. the two motifs often ap-
peared together in the same icon,152 although they could also appear 
alone, especially the bad confession.153 uniquely, Lipie adds a third 
scene; the inscription is not fully legible, but it seems to depict a false 
witness at a trial (figs 3.42, 3.43, 3.44). 
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3.41 a devil carries a Lady to hell, roztoka

the bad confession has a textual source in cyril the philosopher’s 
‘sermon on the exit of the soul.’ here not only does the sinner withhold 
his sin, but the priest shares in the blame for not asking pointed ques-
tions about his sinful behaviour.154 I think it likely, however, that the  
element became as popular as it did as a result of the religious controver-
sies and reforms of the era. the element is known in maramureş,155 but 
not elsewhere.

the sleeper has an exact source: ‘the Journey of the mother of god 
among the torments.’ In this text, the mother of god saw those who 
slept through services lying in fiery beds.156 the element can be found in 
Last Judgment iconography in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century crete157 
and in late eighteenth-century maramureş.158

The Parable of the Unicorn

the parable of the unicorn is taken from ‘Barlaam and Ioasaph,’ a text 
erroneously ascribed to st John damascene and well known in rus' and 
throughout the orthodox world.159 the parable is meant to illustrate the 
vanity of the pleasures of this world. I will quote in full the relevant pas-
sage in g.r. Woodward and h. mattingly’s translation from greek:

these men that have foolishly alienated themselves from a good and kind 
master, to seek the service of so harsh and savage a lord [the world], that are 
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3.42 Bad confession, radelychi 3.43 sleeper, Bahnovate

3.44 scenes, Lipie
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all agog for present joys and glued thereto, that take never a thought for the 
future, that always grasp after bodily enjoyments, but suffer their souls to 
waste with hunger, and to be worn with myriad ills, these I consider to be 
like a man flying before the face of a rampant unicorn, who, unable to en-
dure the sound of the beast’s cry, and its terrible bellowing, to avoid being 
devoured, ran away at full speed. But while he ran hastily, he fell into a great 
pit; and as he fell, he stretched forth his hands, and laid hold on a tree, to 
which he held tightly. there he established some sort of foot-hold and 
thought himself from that moment in peace and safety. But he looked and 
descried two mice, the one white, the other black, that never ceased to gnaw 
the root of the tree whereon he hung, and were all but on the point of sev-
ering it. then he looked down to the bottom of the pit and espied below a 
dragon, breathing fire, fearful for eye to see, exceeding fierce and grim, 
with terrible wide jaws, all agape to swallow him. again looking closely at the 
ledge whereon his feet rested, he discerned four heads of asps projecting 
from the wall whereon he was perched. then he lift up his eyes and saw that 
from the branches of the tree there dropped a little honey. and thereat he 
ceased to think of the troubles whereby he was surrounded; how, outside, 
the unicorn was madly raging to devour him; how, below, the fierce dragon 
was yawning to swallow him; how the tree, which he had clutched, was all 
but severed; and how his feet rested on slippery, treacherous ground. yea, 
he forgot, without care, all those sights of awe and terror, and his whole 
mind hung on the sweetness of that tiny drop of honey.

this is the likeness of those who cleave to the deceitfulness of this 
present life …160

this scene first appeared in dolyna, from the 1560s. It shows a man in 
the foliage of a tree. his eyes are turned upward towards the heavens. 
honey drops are falling into his mouth. two mice, one black and one 
ochre, are placed near the roots of the tree. there is an inscription near 
the figure, but it is illegible (fig. 3.45).161 the only other appearance of 
this element on a ukrainian-carpathian icon is on the Last Judgment of 
skole, from the eighteenth century. here two devils have hooked the 
man in the tree around his neck and are dragging him down. there is no 
inscription (fig. 3.46). 

the element does, however, appear twice in the Last Judgment icon-
ography of maramureş. In Budeşti-Josani, from the seventeenth century, 
a dragon is flying towards the tree with the man in it. at the trunk of the 
tree are two animals, presumably mice, one white and one black. the 
inscriptions near the animals are difficult to make out, but it seems that 
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the white animal is labelled ‘day’ and the black animal ‘night.’ there is 
also an inscription near the man, but it is mostly illegible. all that can be 
made out are the first two words: ‘this man …’ (fig. 3.47).

the fourth and final appearance of the man in the tree is on a late 
eighteenth-century mural in cuhea. I have never seen it, nor a reproduc-
tion of it. the most I can do is repeat heinz skrobucha’s description of 
it. a man emerges from a treetop with the same gesture of petition as in 
dolyna. a devil is flying towards the tree. there is a partly legible inscrip-
tion which says that this is a man who lived righteously, but was not free 
of sin and cannot decide whither – after which the inscription cannot 
be made out.162 unfortunately, skrobucha’s description is marred by his 
misunderstanding of what he was looking at.

although this element had been correctly identified as the parable of 
the unicorn by the first serious investigator of the carpathian icons, Ilarion 
svientsitsky, skrobucha rejected this identification. In skrobucha’s opin-
ion, there are too many aspects of the story that are omitted in the icons 
and that a painter would have included if he had had this parable in mind. 
an obvious example is the unicorn, which appears on none of the 
carpathian or maramureş images. nor would a painter, skrobucha con-
tinued, invert the meaning of the tale by depicting a man coming out of a 
tree top instead of hanging from a branch. moreover, the parable, and its 
interpretation by Barlaam, have nothing to do with the Last Judgment.163

the doubts advanced by skrobucha sound reasonable, but they do not 
withstand confrontation with earlier iconography of the parable of the 
unicorn. there is a good example in the serbian psalter from the four-
teenth or early fifteenth century. the inscription clearly states ‘a man is 
being chased by a fierce beast called a unicorn ...’ It is the same figure 
who appears in dolyna and the subsequent icons (fig. 3.48). 

The Queen of the South, Joachim and Anna, Works of Mercy, and the Prophet  
and Bones

here I have grouped four elements together because they are particular 
to only a few icons. these elements are rare in carpathian iconography 
of the Last Judgment and unknown elsewhere in the orthodox world. 
the queen appears in four icons. the earliest appearance is in mala 
horozhanka from the end of the sixteenth or beginning of the seven-
teenth century. this is the only case in which the queen is not accompan-
ied by any other of the elements being examined here. otherwise the 
queen appears in three icons from the seventeenth century: museum of 
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3.46 parable of the unicorn, skole. 
source: oleh sydor and taras Lozynskyi, 
eds, Ukrainian Icons 13th–18th Centuries 
from Private Collections (kyiv: rodovid, 

2003), 221, pl. 157.

3.45 parable of the unicorn, 
dolyna. photo: orest 

krukovsky.

3.48 parable of the unicorn, 
serbian psalter. source: Der 

Serbische Psalter: Faksimile-Ausgabe 
des Cod. Slav. 4 der Bayerischen 

Staatsbibliothek München. Faksimile 
(Wiesbaden: Ludwig reichert 

verlag, 1983), folio 2.

3.47 parable of the unicorn, 
Budeşti-Josani
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3.49 Joachim and the Queen, roztoka

the history of religion, roztoka, and tiushka (labelled ‘queen of the 
earth’). roztoka and tiushka are located not far from each other in 
transcarpathia, in the northern part of the old máramaros county. the 
provenance of museum of the history of religion is not known (the mu-
seum has no record of its origin), but I suspect it comes from some place 
not too distant from these villages. the textual origin of the queen is 
clear: ‘the queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment with the 
men of this generation, and condemn them’ (Lk 11:31) (fig. 3.49).

Joachim and anna appear only in roztoka and museum of the history 
of religion. I know of no connection between the parents of the mother 
of god and the Last Judgment. certainly nothing in the protoevangelium 
of James, the main source on these two saints, indicates a connection. 
the only explanation I have been able to think of, and I am aware of how 
weak it is, is that they are included because the church in roztoka is 
under the invocation of the presentation of the mother of god, an event 
in which Joachim and anna played a part. But I have never heard of this 
kind of inclusion in a Last Judgment icon. and even if this explains how 
Joachim and anna entered roztoka, it does not account for the presence 
of these same saints in the museum of the history of religion. to con-
tinue in the vein of tenuous explanations, one might speculate that the 
latter icon was modelled after roztoka and simply incorporated the two 
saints without reflection. Joachim and anna are absent in tiushka.

Illustrations of the works of mercy appear in roztoka, tiushka, and 
the museum of the history of religion. In the latter icon, the works are 
only partly evident, because the right board is missing. these are the 
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3.50 Works of mercy, roztoka

works of mercy mentioned in the gospel of meatfare sunday: ‘for I was 
an hungred, and ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was 
a stranger, and ye took me in: naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye 
visited me: I was in prison, and ye came unto me’ (mt 25:35–6). this is a 
natural addition to the icon of the Last Judgment. perhaps its inclusion 
represents the influence of Western iconography,164 but one need not pos-
it this to explain the motif’s presence in the icon (fig. 3.50).

In roztoka, just to the left of the saints entering paradise, is a picture 
of a monk-like figure kneeling and weeping over bones strewn on the 
ground. the inscription near the scene quotes, with some corruption, 
from the funeral service: ‘I remembered the prophet crying out: “I am 
ash and earth,” and again I looked in the grave and saw bare bones.’165 
this is a reference to genesis 18:27, which in the septuagint version 
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reads: ‘and answering, abraham said: now I have begun to speak to my 
lord, though I am earth and ash.’ a nearly identical image, but with a 
different text, has been preserved in the serbian psalter on the same 
page as the parable of the unicorn,166 while the same text with a different 
picture can be found  in a seventeenth-century russian sinodik.167 the 
form in which the image appears on roztoka is unique (fig. 3.51). 
perhaps the element also appeared on the museum of the history of 
religion, but without the missing right board, one cannot say one way or 
another. In tiushka this precise image is lacking, but in roughly the same 
position on the icon there is a picture of a man with arms outstretched 
in prayer, kneeling by what looks like the corpse of a child. the inscrip-
tion is irremediably damaged. near him are a woman and the figure of a 
child (fig. 3.52). It is not possible to say what is being depicted here, but 
it may also be the same motif as in roztoka. the kinship among roztoka, 
tiushka, and the museum of the history of religion is further confirmed 
by the presence of a second figure of death, who is riding a donkey, a 
feature they share with Budeşti-Josani.

Conclusions

the interest in the Last Judgment icons expanded after the fifteenth 
century, at first mainly to the east, and after the mid-seventeenth century 
also to the western ridges and southern slopes of the carpathians. still 
they remained in a fairly restricted area, in what is today eastern slovakia, 
southeastern poland, and the western oblasts of ukraine, particularly 
Lviv and transcarpathia. 

monks remained active as painters and incorporated ideas from the 
moldavian fresco projects undertaken throughout the sixteenth century. 
But parallel to the work in the monasteries, painting was also moving out 
into other social strata. already in the early sixteenth century, someone 
without the skill of the monastic masters made a copy of vanivka (Lukov-
venecia), and later another individual with a rudimentary knowledge of 
painting made a copy of the copy (krásny Brod). small-town craftsmen, 
carvers and carpenters, and even talented villagers who had learned 
enough of the technique began to paint Last Judgment icons to satisfy 
the interest that had been awakened by these monumental works.

the aesthetic of multiple elements intensified. old elements were 
elaborated and new ones added. the context in which this further elab-
oration unfolded was manifest in the numerous references to confes-
sional and social issues, reflections of the religious controversies and 
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3.51 prophet and Bones, roztoka

3.52 figure kneeling by corpse, tiushka

socio-economic transformations unsettling southwestern rus' in the six-
teenth through eighteenth centuries. several other tendencies can be 
discerned: a heightened interest in sexual themes, a weaker comprehen-
sion of the original meaning of some of the elements, and the willing-
ness to omit some traditional constituents altogether. 

agnieszka gronek, in her study of the passion icons, was able to dem-
onstrate that in numerous cases the artists copied from Western, particu-
larly dutch and german, prints and from the engravings in liturgical 
books. although I have spent many hours examining prints myself, I was 
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unable to find a single instance in which a Last Judgment icon of the 
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries copied a motif from a printed Western 
source. Western influences on the Last Judgment iconography were not 
totally absent in this period, but it appears that the painters of the Last 
Judgment either found little that suited their purposes in the Western 
images or else did not bother to look to them for models. the Last 
Judgment icons of the carpathians remained highly distinctive.



4 disintegration

By the nineteenth century, Last Judgment iconography had largely dis-
appeared in our region. If any Last Judgment images continued to be 
produced here, they were not the large works painted on linden boards 
with egg tempera. materials and methods changed, as did tastes and in-
terests. the eighteenth century saw the disintegration of what had been 
a vigorous tradition over the preceding several centuries. this is what we 
explore in this chapter.

Change of Materials

Linden boards remained the dominant material for Last Judgment icons 
through the first half of the seventeenth century, but after that they were 
rarely used. the collection of icons in the national museum in Lviv has 
only three linden-board icons from after the early seventeenth century,1 
and one of them, from 1754, was painted with oils instead of tempera. By 
the mid-seventeenth century, the nobler deciduous trees were in decline 
in much of our region, and pine dominated the forests.2 occasionally 
earlier,3 but particularly beginning in the second half of the seventeenth 
century, icons were painted on pine boards.4 this change of wood did 
not result in iconographic differences. one pine-board icon was excep-
tionally large (medynychi, 309 cm high), but most were about the same 
size as those painted on linden, i.e., about 175–265 cm high.

In the second half of the seventeenth century, icons also began to be 
painted on canvas, which had been woven in the region since at least the 
fifteenth century.5 perhaps the earliest Last Judgment icons on canvas 
that survive come from 1660–80, from western villages on the hungarian 
side of the border (today eastern slovakia). they still used tempera 
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 instead of oils. one of them, vyšný orlík, is quite conservative in its icon-
ography. It is still a vertical rectangle with the almsgiving fornicator, the 
fall of the rebel angels, the tavernmaid, and tollbooths (in the booth 
form). It is also an icon that incorporates features of the further elabora-
tion, such as the ancient of days, the bad confession, the sleeper, tavern 
scenes, and hell in a hand cart (figs 4.1, 4.2). the other, Zboj/uličské 
krivé, is fairly traditional, judging by the top half of the icon, which is all 
that is still legible (fig. 4.3).

there are two other icons on canvas from the same region, also from 
the later seventeenth century: topol‘a (near Zboj/uličské krivé) and 
tročany (near vyšný orlík). the more traditional of these two is topol‘a. 
It has the almsgiving fornicator, monks flying into paradise, the bad con-
fession and sleeper, a merciless lord and lady riding a hand cart to hell, 
and many other traditional elements. It lacks the tollbooths, however, 
and is horizontal instead of vertical (figs 4.4, 4.5). tročany, although ver-
tical, is missing more elements, not only the tollbooths, but even such 
standard Byzantine features as adam and eve and the bosom of abraham. 
It also contains innovations that are peculiar to it: to the left of paradise 
lie two beheaded corpses and above paradise is a Latin-style resurrected 
christ (figs 4.6, 4.7). 

near the village of tročany are rakovčík and kožany, both of which 
had Last Judgment icons painted on canvas. rakovčík dates from 1789, 
kožany from the 1790s; they are the work of the same artist. they look 
nothing like traditional icons of the Last Judgment. Both are horizontal. 
neither bothers with tollbooths, the almsgiving fornicator, the bosom of 
abraham, or the bad confession and sunday sleeper. they are still recog-
nizably descended from the same tradition, since we do see moses and 
the peoples in both and, though differently positioned, the hand of god 
with scales in kožany. kožany shows gamblers playing cards in hell, prob-
ably derived from the elaborate tavern scenes. Both icons depict a ser-
pent with an apple in its mouth. It looks different from the traditional 
tollbooth serpent, but perhaps that is its iconographic ancestor. rakovčík 
for some reason displays a glove on the throne near the open book 
(figs 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13). 

there appears to be an association between the use of canvas and the 
disintegration of the iconographic tradition. perhaps crossing over to a 
new medium encouraged further experimentation. or perhaps painters 
who used canvas were mixing more with their roman catholic counter-
parts. the latter is suggested by the pattern of diffusion. I am only aware 
of icons on canvas from those parts of our region that were included 
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4.1 vyšný orlík overview. source: vladislav grešlík, Ikony Šarišského Múzea v 
Bardejove (Bratislava: ars monument, 1994), pl. 37.
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4.2 vyšný orlík, detail of lower central portion

4.3 Zboj/uličské krivé, top half
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4.4 topol’a overview

4.5 merciless Lord and Lady, topol’a
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4.6 tročany overview

4.7 scene near paradise, tročany
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4.8 rakovčík and kožany overviews
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4.9 moses and the peoples, rakovčík

4.10 gamblers, kožany 4.11 adam and eve and 
head of serpent, rakovčík

within the borders of catholic states – the habsburg monarchy and 
poland. I do not know of any from non-catholic transylvania. In fact, it 
may be the case that in our region canvas was used only when and where 
the church union had been introduced. (It is also possible, however, that 
painters did produce icons on canvas in northern transylvania, but that 
they were not collected or are not very accessible.) canvas was also used 
in Bukovina, which I shall discuss later in this chapter, but only after its 
annexation to austria. Bukovina remained thereafter predominantly 
orthodox, but many greek catholics from galicia moved there early in 
the austrian period and greek catholic parishes were established. 

I have seen only the canvas Last Judgments of eastern slovakia and of 
Bukovina, which I shall discuss later in this chapter, but Last Judgments 
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4.12 serpent with apple, kožany

4.13 throne with Book and glove, rakovčík

on canvas were widespread. the national museum in Lviv has five that I 
have not seen.6 one of these, popeli, comes from near drohobych; two 
come from volytsia derevlianska, which is southeast of kamianka 
strumylova; and one comes from yezupil, far to the east of dolyna. We 
know that there were many more. visitations from the eighteenth cen-
tury record many of them scattered over przemyśl and Lviv eparchies 
(table 6.1) and also some in the uniate parishes of Bratslav and kyiv 
palatinates.7 n.f. sumtsov noted two icons on canvas in the collection of 
the kyiv theological academy at the end of the nineteenth century. one 
was from the cherkasy region and showed in hell, among others, a weav-
er with balls of thread, a usurer with a rope across his shoulders on which 
hung money purses, a drunk, and a witch. another canvas, from the 
eighteenth century, showed a woman in bed under a red blanket with a 
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demon standing at her feet and an inscription identifying her as too lazy 
to go to church, a judge riding to hell in a carriage drawn by two devils 
and attended by two more, a witch with her wood vessel for preparing 
herbs, a concubine (nalozhnitsa) with serpents on her face and breasts, a 
sorcerer with a serpent and glass, a sorceress picking some grain, a thief 
who stole sheaves of grain, a tailor with a measuring stick in his hand as 
well as scissors and some red material, a cobbler with a boot in his hands, 
a weaver with balls of thread, and a miller with his millstone. a bit below 
them were dancers, a fiddler, and two devils. an infanticide was pictured 
with a devil taking the dead child from her. there was also a tree with 
bees swarming about; while a devil encourages him, a thief takes honey 
from the hive. a godfather and godmother were partying on a hand cart, 
the godfather holding a flask and the godmother a glass; a devil was 
pushing them.8

an even more fundamental change in materials was the painting of 
the Last Judgment directly on the wooden walls of the church. this 
technique did not produce very durable results,9 and so the murals 
have not come down to us in large numbers or in good shape. We 
know from visitations that there were more Last Judgment murals than 
have survived to our day (see table 6.1). painters began to decorate 
the walls of churches in the general region at least from the first half 
of the seventeenth century (potelcyh), but the first Last Judgment of 
this kind dates from about 1666. It is drohobych-st george, painted 
on the southern wall by stefan popovych medytsky10 – as the ‘pop-
ovych’ indicates, a priest’s son. the space, of course, is not like an 
icon’s. the artist had to work around two windows. In the top tier he 
placed christ sitting on a rainbow. on either side of him were angels, 
holding a crucifix and the instruments of the passion, including 
veronica’s veil. the mother of god is to the right of them, and John 
the Baptist to their left. more angels stand behind these figures. the 
next tier down shows the seated apostles, divided into two groups by 
the throne with the open book. the hand of god with scales descends 
into the space between the two large windows. an angel in that same 
space spears a devil. to the right of the windows are both the saints 
and, one tier below them, moses and the peoples. to the left of the 
windows is the mouth of hell, with satan holding the soul of Judas and 
sinners entering the river of fire. near the mouth of the beast is what 
looks to me like an adulterous couple, although the local drohobych 
folklore has it that this is a homosexual couple.11 the mural, as we see, 
has many of the traditional elements, but much is missing – adam and 
eve, the resurrection of the dead, the tavernmaid, the bosom of 
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4.14 drohobych-st george, upper centre

4.15 drohobych-st george, lower right

abraham, the bad confession and sleeper, even a distinct new hell. 
elsewhere in the church, however, there are scenes that are usually 
associated with the Last Judgment: the figure of death and the death 
of a righteous man (figs 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17). 

the next mural was painted in 1676–9 on the northern wall of the 
church of the dormition in novoselytsia, a village in the old máramaros 
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4.17 adulterous or homosexual couple, 
drohobych-st george. source: unknown 

(received from myroslav marynovych)

4.16 drohobych-st george,  
lower left

county, southwest of nehrovets and not far from the romanian linguistic 
border. there is a window on the left disrupting part of the mural; it was 
installed later, after the painter finished working on a large rectangular 
surface. although this mural is missing some familiar elements as well, 
notably adam and eve and the almsgiving fornicator, it is still rather con-
servative. on the right and left sides of the mural are tollbooths in the 
form of stacked booths. the top tier is the deesis and angels, with christ in 
the mandorla surmounted by the holy spirit where the ancient of days 
might normally be. the next tier is the apostles and throne, with the book 
open to the familiar passage of matthew. Below them on the left are moses 
and the peoples. on the lower right are the bosom of abraham and the 
saints entering paradise. at the bottom centre is a sparsely inhabited new 
hell. the tavernmaid is there, dressed as usual, but being pushed in a hand 
cart towards gehenna. above the new hell and to the left are sinners on 
their way to the mouth of hell, which is in the lower left corner. among the 
sinners is a smoker with a large pipe (figs 4.18, 4.19). 

Little remains of the Last Judgment mural painted in 1683 on the 
northern wall of the church of the holy trinity in sykhiv. sykhiv was a 
suburban village south of Lviv but has now been incorporated into the 
city. all that could be restored of the mural were the deesis, the apostles’ 
heads, and the upper portion of the crucifix on the throne (fig. 4.20). 
there is an associated picture of death on the western wall (fig. 4.21). 
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4.18 novoselytsia, right side

4.19 novoselytsia, lower left
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4.20 What’s left, sykhiv

4.21 death, sykhiv
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the situation is even worse with the mural on the southern wall of the 
church of st nicholas in dmytrovychi, just south of sudova vyshnia. the 
mural was painted in 1698, probably by artists from the nearby town.12 
today whatever is left of the mural is covered with plywood or particle 
board, which was painted with an archaizing Last Judgment in the 1990s. 
the current painting is not an attempt to reproduce the original mural.13

the mural in chotyniec, northeast of przemyśl, was preserved fairly 
well even before the recent restoration. It was painted in 1735 on the 
southern wall of the church of the nativity of the mother of god. It dif-
fers considerably from the other Last Judgments we have examined. a 
great deal is missing, including the tollbooths, almsgiving fornicator, 
adam and eve, the hand of god, and satan. there are some traditional 
elements as well, of course. at the top the heavens are being rolled up, 
and christ is seated on a rainbow at the centre of a deesis. moses and the 
peoples are included, but on the far right of the mural instead of on the 
left. the mural is more conservative when it comes to hell, however. 
there we find a miller wearing his millstone, a merciless landlord, and 
an infanticide with serpents on her breasts. these figures, though, are 
crudely drawn, in sharp contrast with the rest of the icon. this suggests 
to me that they were not part of the artist’s original conception, but were 
added later by another hand (fig. 4.22).14 Where the primary, profession-
ally trained artist leaves tradition far behind is in the resurrection of the 
dead. traditionally the resurrection was placed off to the left side and 
showed small bodies emerging from graves. for the chotyniec artist, 
however, the rising of bodies from the graves occupies almost the whole 
bottom of the wall (fig. 4.23). the artist used the opportunity to paint 
some very naturalistic images. Jarosław giemza has suggested that the 
mural in chotyniec has a common source with a copper engraving exe-
cuted by averkii kozachkovsky and published in the caves monastery in 
kyiv in 1754 (fig. 4.24).15 

It is not clear whether one should count the mural in piilo, a village 
east of dolyna, as a Last Judgment or not. pavlo Zholtovsky described it 
as follows: ‘there are two scenes of hell on the southern and northern 
walls [of the narthex (babynets')], and these are what the traditional com-
position of “the terrible Judgment” have been reduced to.’16 the murals 
were painted sometime between 1778 and 1794. they no longer exist, 
since the wooden church that housed them was burned down, probably 
by political arsonists, in 1965. there are an artist’s drawings of fragments 
of the mural; we shall consider them later on in this chapter, in the sec-
tion on the titillating and grotesque.
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4.22 merciless Landlord, chotyniec

4.23 chotyniec. photo: Jarosław giemza.
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4.24 averkii kozachkovsky, Last Judgment. source: h.n. Lohvyn, Z hlybyn. Hraviury 
ukrains’kykh starodrukiv XVI–XVIII st. (kyiv: dnipro, 1990), pl. 428.
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4.25 church in 
oleksandrivka

4.26 surviving fragments, oleksandrivka

oleksandrivka is a village in central máramaros, west of novoselytsia. 
a mural of the Last Judgment was painted here in the church of 
st paraskeva in 1779, on the east wall, which once divided the nave and 
the babynets'. only a few fragments have survived (figs 4.25, 4.26). 

there are two very closely related murals in two nearby villages south 
of the hungarian border: kožuchovce from 1785 and Bodružal from the 
1790s. Both are probably by the same artist. the mural on the northern 
wall in kožuchovce was accidentally destroyed after the church was 
moved to an open-air museum, but there are photographs of it. the 
mural in Bodružal is still on the northern wall in the church of st Basil 
in the village. the mural in kožuchovce has a feature in common with 
the canvas icons from rakovčík and kožany, which are not far away to the 
southwest: the serpent with the apple in his mouth. Bodružal has a 
 serpent as well, but it has rings like a tollbooth serpent and the head is 
not visible. Both murals are truncated versions of the traditional Last 
Judgments. the lower right portion of Bodružal has been destroyed, de-
liberately, as we shall see (figs 4.27, 4.28, 4.29). 

the murals were scattered over the same territory as the traditional 
icons. there are only two cases of clustering: in central máramaros 
(novoselytsia and oleksandrivka) and in north central hungary, today 
eastern slovakia (kožuchovce and Bodružal). Both cases are interesting. 
novoselytsia and oleksandrivka are situated near romanian maramureş, 
where, as we shall soon see, Last Judgment murals were also very popu-
lar. While researching this book I have at various times classifed 
novoselytsia and oleksandrivka as romanian and, in the same general 



4.27 kožuchovce overview. source: vladimír hyhlík, Košice, intro. Ladislav cselényi (martin: osveta, 1959), pl. 102.
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4.29 Bodružal, lower portion

4.28 Bodružal, upper portion
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area, serednie vodiane as rusyn/ukrainian. In the end, I decided that 
the ascriptions were the other way around, but there is probably a conti-
nuum here rather than a neat classification. kožuchovce and Bodružal 
are interesting because of their connection with two nearby villages 
where canvas icons were painted in the same period (rakovčík and 
kožany). this bespeaks the same kind of very local tradition we encoun-
tered in the microregion formed by Bartne, nieznajowa/rozstajne, 
Świątkowa mała, and Świątkowa Wielka.

We do not know much directly about the painters of the murals, ex-
cept that one was a priest’s son from the town of medyka. Indirectly we 
know, however, that they had to be mobile and willing to work for an 
extended period of time outside their own community. they certainly 
could not have been serfs, and it is at least unlikely that they would have 
been monks.

there were further changes of material in the nineteenth century. In 
what is today Ivano-frankivsk oblast, Last Judgments were occasionally 
painted on glass (fig. 4.30).17 Last Judgments on glass seem to have been 
more common in transylvania,18 but it may just be that transylvania’s 
icons on glass have been better studied than Western ukraine’s. surely 
such icons were more widespread across the carpathians, appearing, I 
imagine, also in Bukovina and maramureş, although I have no direct 
evidence. Icons on glass were made by villagers and sold at markets. they 
hung in peasant homes, not in churches.19 In the pokuttia region (also 
Ivano-frankivsk oblast) scenes of the Last Judgment appeared on cer-
amic tiles for stoves (fig. 4.31).20 

Bukovina and Maramureş

In attempting to delineate the borders of the phenomenon I was investi-
gating, I made some initial explorations of Bukovina. By Bukovina here I 
mean the northern part of what was once the austrian crown land of 
Bukovina, but earlier had been northern moldavia and now is most of 
chernivtsi oblast in ukraine. the region interested me because it is the 
territory lying between the southeasternmost extensions of our carpathian 
Last Judgments21 and the moldavian frescoes and monasteries, which in 
fact are located in the southern part of austrian Bukovina. very little has 
been noted in the literature about Last Judgments in Bukovina, and I was 
reduced to just hiring a car for a few days and visiting as many older-looking 
churches as I could to see what was inside. my findings therefore are very 
fragmentary. a complete list of the Bukovinian images that I did find is 



4.30 Icon on glass from sniatyn, second half of the 
nineteenth century. source: teodoziia Zarivna and 

olha Loza, eds, Ukrainian Antiquities in Private 
Collections: Folk Art of the Hutsul and Pokuttia Regions 

(kyiv: rodovid, 2002), pl. 43.

4.31 ceramic tile from Ispas by oleksa Bakhmatiuk, 1860s. 
source: teodoziia Zarivna and olha Loza, eds, Ukrainian 
Antiquities in Private Collections: Folk Art of the Hutsul and 

Pokuttia Regions (kyiv: rodovid, 2002), pl. 290.
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4.32 fragment, Berehomet. source: Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva v shesty 
tomakh, vol. 3, Mystetstvo druhoi polovyny XVII–XVIII stolittia (kyiv: akademiia 

nauk ukrains’koi radians’koi sotsialistychnoi respubliky, holovna redaktsiia 
ukrains’koi radians’koi entsyklopedii, 1968), 166.

presented in the catalogue near the end of this volume. I am including my 
notes on Bukovina here, because the images consisted overwhelmingly of 
icons painted with oils on canvas; in addition there were two frescoes and 
one mural. I found here no icon painted on wooden boards. the vast ma-
jority of images were from the nineteenth century and after.

the earliest surviving image from Bukovina is a mural painted in 
the second half of the seventeenth century on the north wall of the 
church of the transfer of the relics of st nicholas in Berehomet, 
kitsman raion. an old man from the village told me when I visited on 
7 June 2005 that the church had been floated down the prut river to 
its present location some three hundred years ago. the mural is now 
covered with plywood and wallpaper. parishioners told me that restor-
ers had come down from Lviv to examine it and said that nothing 
could be done to save it. a small fragment of the mural has been pub-
lished (fig. 4.32). 

perhaps the next oldest is a neoclassical fresco in horecha monastery, 
on the outskirts of chernivtsi, from 1767. It is a simplified version of the 
Last Judgment with no evident relation to the carpathian elaboration. 
It shows christ, reminiscent of the risen christ of Latin iconography, 
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standing in front 

4.33 horecha, upper right 4.34 horecha, upper left

4.35 horecha, bottom right 4.36 horecha, bottom left

of a rainbow. to his right and left are the mother of 
god and John the Baptist. Below him are the cross and book, which 
stand in for the throne. In the upper right are the choirs of saints, and 
david can be spotted among them playing a harp. In the upper left are 
the apostles. Below them seem to be saintly figures from the old 
testament led by abraham holding the sacrificial knife. In the bottom 
right are saints entering paradise, on the bottom left sinners entering 
hell. among the hell-bound are a Jewish couple dressed in contempor-
ary costume, a naked woman riding a monster, and another woman be-
ing attacked by snakes (figs 4.33, 4.34, 4.35, 4.36). 

also from the eighteenth century is a large horizontal icon on canvas 
originally from pohorilivka, Zastavna raion (fig. 4.37). unusually, the 
right half of the icon is devoted to hell and punishments. In the upper 
portion are rows of individual pictures of various sinners and craftsmen 
subjected to individualized tortures. Below them the mouth of hell opens 



4.37 pohorilivka overview. photo: valerii helchuk.
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4.38 tavernkeepers and gamblers, pohorilivka. photo: valerii helchuk.

over a larger torture chamber. In the bottom right corner devils torture 
one man over a rack and boil heads in a kettle. to the left devils are 
smoking pipes and ploughing with unjust lords in harness. towards the 
centre, moses is leading a group of Jewish men identified as tavernkeep-
ers. Below them a sign says ‘tavern,’ and gamblers play cards while a 
tavernmaid fills a glass (fig. 4.38). the left side of the icon is devoted to 
heaven. the son of man sits on a rainbow, holding a crucifix. to his right 
is John the Baptist and to his left the mother of god, the opposite of 
their traditional positions. choirs of saints flank them, and below christ 
is the book and throne, from which scales are suspended. to the right of 
the scales is a church, perhaps meant to be the old church in pohorilivka. 
to the left is a building with a fruit tree in front of it, perhaps paradise. 
the icon differs markedly from the traditional carpathian icons, but it 
shares some features with them as well, such as the tavernmaid and tav-
ern scenes and the unjust landlords. It also shares some features with the 
murals of romanian maramureş, as we shall see later on.

the nineteenth- and twentieth-century icons on oil are quite diverse. 
only one of them that I saw is basically similar to the carpathian model 
– roztoky (fig. 4.39). most of them are primarily inspired by Western 
models, such as the twentieth-century pohorilivka and hlynytsia 
(figs 4.40, 4.41). 
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4.39 roztoky overview

4.40 pohorilivka (twentieth-century) overview
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4.41 hlynytsia overview

the icon of vyviz was painted in the 1990s or early 2000s. It used as a 
model a lithograph from a century earlier, with ‘Last Judgment’ written 
at the bottom in german, french, spanish, english, and Italian. I en-
countered a copy of the lithograph in the open-air museum at the 
museum of folk architecture in sanok,22 which probably acquired it 
from a peasant cottage in the Lemko region. the dependence of the 
vyviz icon on the lithograph is particularly evident in the figures of the 
angels in the centre: both images show an angel dressed in green in the 
same pose and holding a book overhead in the centre, and both have 
almost identical angels flanking the central angel. the poses of the 
christ figure are the same in the two icons as well (fig. 4.42). evidently, 
the same lithograph was circulating in Bukovina. the most significant 
and characteristic departure of vyviz from the lithograph is an expanded 
and more graphic hell, which features a few buxom, naked sinners. 

along the same lines, a few icons continue where the eighteenth-
century pohorilivka left off and devote considerable space to imagina-
tive punishments for a variety of sinners, for example, kamianna and 
kitsman (fig. 4.43). We shall take a closer look at this particular strain of 
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4.42 vyviz overview and Last Judgment Lithograph
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4.43 kamianna overview

4.44 dubivtsi overview
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4.45 typical wooden church of maramureş. drawing: mykhailo himka.

Bukovinian iconography later in this chapter. the village of dubivtsi has 
a beautiful fresco in the modern style, probably executed in the interwar 
period (fig. 4.44). 

the taste for the Last Judgment came late to Bukovina. the taste ex-
panded outside our classical carpathian region into another carpathian 
region, but it was not a taste for the old tradition. the taste arrived at a 
time when the Last Judgments were being painted on canvas. the paint-
ing was much more naturalistic, and the compositions much freer, more 
sensual, and less thoughtful. the images were easier to purchase as well, 
since oil or tempera on canvas was a relatively inexpensive medium. the 
canvases were smaller than the old Last Judgments on wood. kitsman, 
for example, measures 163 cm x 117 cm, and many are smaller than that. 
even cheaper were coloured lithographs. I did not see it, but I was told 
by the pastor that there is a lithograph of the Last Judgment in the 
church of st John the Baptist in putyla, putyla raion.

I also followed the southern boundaries of our icons into romanian 
maramureş (fig. 4.45). I was unable to visit all the localities with a survi-
ving Last Judgment; the catalogue contains a longer list of localities with 
a Last Judgment image of one sort or another, but I doubt that it is com-
prehensive. Literature on the maramureş Last Judgments exists, but it is 
not large. 

there is one of our traditional icons on wood in maramureş, Budeşti-
Josani. I have already mentioned it several times. It seems to date from 
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4.46 Budeşti-Josani overview

the seventeenth century and to be the oldest Last Judgment image in the 
region (fig. 4.46). the tatars burned most of the wooden churches here 
in 1717, so there is little left from before that time. Budeşti-Josani refers 
to the church in the lower part of the village of Budeşti. In the upper 
part, Budeşti-susani, is the latest Last Judgment image that I found in 
maramureş – a lithograph from the late nineteenth or early twentieth 
century. otherwise all the images are murals, the earliest of which 
(serednie vodiane) may date to the seventeenth century or, at the latest, 
to the early eighteenth and the latest of which were painted in the 1820s 
(rozavlea and Şieu). evidently, the taste for the Last Judgment appeared 
earlier in maramureş than in Bukovina, and the favoured material was dif-
ferent. the maramureş murals are much more conservative than the 
Bukovinian icons on canvas. many of the familiar scenes appear, the depic-
tions are not naturalistic, and the technique does not seem much different 
from that used in carpathian murals. the interrelationship of the icono-
graphy of romanian maramureş and the ukrainian-inhabited carpathians 
would repay closer investigation. here I can just signal that their iconogra-
phies of the Last Judgment are closely related and that the interest in this 
theme in maramureş seems to have appeared later (figs 4.47, 4.48, 4.49, 
4.50, 4.51, 4.52, 4.53). 
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4.49 choirs of saints, rogoz

4.48 apostles, rogoz

4.47 trumpeting angel, rogoz
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4.50 Jews, rozavlea 4.51 saints entering paradise, Şieu

4.52 Bosom of abraham, rozavlea 4.53 childless Woman, rogoz

The Disintegration of Cultural Traditions

In the later Last Judgment icons and murals we can observe the old 
cultural traditions breaking down. We have already seen the aban-
donment of many of the elements that had traditionally been part of 
the composition. We have also seen a change in painting style, par-
ticularly in the icons on canvas, but also in some of the murals.

occasionally it is possible to discern that the painters were losing their 
grasp of the iconographic traditions. the resurrection in vyšný orlík, 
for example, suggests the traditional resurrection scene to those who 
know it, but the vague form that is actually painted there leaves some 
doubt about whether the painter knew what he was representing 
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(fig. 4.54). an unambiguous case is the treatment of the almsgiving for-
nicator in roztoka. to begin with, he is not facing paradise, which is es-
sential to the story – he sees paradise, but feels the torments of hell. 
moreover, his inscription is broken up. near him in roztoka there is an 
inscription that reads: ‘the man gave alms, but he did not confess his 
sins; he feels torments.’ But in an altogether different part of hell, over 
another figure not tied to a post, are words that belonged in the middle 
of the inscription just cited: ‘and he persisted in his fornication.’ to my 
mind the most glaring testimony to the loss of meaning occurs in the 
hlynytsia icon from Bukovina. It is moses before a group of people, 
pointing in the general direction of the son of man, who is holding his 
cross. It looks much like moses and the Jews and the peoples, except that 
the distinctive national costumes have been replaced by generic antique 
clothing. the inscription reads: ‘moses leads the righteous and points 
out the crucified christ’ (fig. 4.55). various borrowings from roman 
catholic traditions can also be found. the eighteenth-century pohorilivka 
icon, for example, depicts the seven deadly sins.

a further sign of the decline of the old culture was the switch from 
cyrillic to Latin in the kožuchovce-Bodružal-rakovčík-kožany micro-
region at the end of the eighteenth century. the rakovčík icon has a 
single cyrillic inscription: the initials for ‘Jesus of nazareth king of the 
Jews’ above the cross on the altar. But the open book has its text in the 
rusyn/ukrainian language written in Latin characters. In Library of 
congress transcription it reads:23 

po[d’]te zhyvi i mertvi,
na su[d] Boha vsemohu-
chiho: vezmete ot-
platu, iaku miru
vyste meraly taka
i vam se otmera.

that is: come you living and dead to the Judgment of almighty god: 
take your repayment, by whatever measure you measured, by such you 
will be measured (cf. mt 7:2, mk 4:24, Lk 6:39). (of course, the text trad-
itionally on the throne book was mt 25:34 [fig. 4.56].) 

the Bodružal mural seems to employ the same practice: the cross in-
scription is in cyrillic,24 but the text in the book is in Latin characters. 
the text here is hard to make out, but it seems similar to the one in the 
rakovčík icon. a few words are legible in what vestiges of hell remain: 
cerkownice (women who kept up the church) and bohac (rich man).
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4.54 resurrection, vyšný orlík

4.55 moses and people, hlynytsia
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4.56 Inscriptions, rakovčík

the most notable case is the kožany icon on canvas. the older, wood-
en icons in the kožany church all have church slavonic inscriptions in 
cyrillic. on the iconostasis in this church there is even an icon of ss 
anthony and theodosius of the kyiv caves monastery. yet all the texts on 
the canvas Last Judgment, even including the inscription over the cross, 
are in Latin characters, and the language, except for the Latin-language 
abbreviation over the crucifix, seems to be a form of slovak (e.g., the 
inscriptions use križ for cross and mlynar for miller).

The Effacement of Hell

an important symptom of the disintegration of the traditional Last 
Judgment iconography is the removal of hell from the icons and murals. If 
you compare the murals of kožuchovce and Bodružal above (figs 4.27, 
4.29), it is readily evident that hell has been effaced from Bodružal. the 
icon on canvas rakovčík comes from the same microregion. It too has hell, 
in fact the whole bottom part of the canvas, removed. the icon has a paint-
ed border around it, but the border is absent at the bottom, and some fig-
ures are cut off (fig. 4.57). In both rakovčík and kožany are serpents with 
red apples in their mouths. from the kožany icon we know that the serpent 
with the apple should be long, and issuing forth from the jaws of hell. In 
the rakovčík icon only a small part of the serpent is left in the picture, addi-
tional proof that hell has been deliberately obliterated here (fig. 4.58).
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4.58 serpents, rakovčík and kožany

4.57 edges, rakovčík 
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4.59 Zboj/uličské krivé, bottom half

4.60 effacement of hell, tiushka

the top half of Zboj/uličské krivé, as we saw (4.3), is fairly well pre-
served, but the bottom half is so damaged that it is almost illegible (4.59). 
I have concluded that what once was a single canvas was cut in half hori-
zontally: the well-preserved top half was kept in church and venerated, 
while the bottom half was kept separately and exposed to damage. this 
is another case in which the depiction of hell was deliberately removed 
from the icon. tiushka shows a very careful effacement of hell and other 
lower parts of the icon. the bosom of abraham and saints entering para-
dise are preserved on the icon, but hell and even the gates of paradise 
have been removed (fig. 4.60). hell has been sawn off galicia-city 
museum 1, and Izky has been repainted so that most of hell is missing.

In the previous chapter we looked at four related icons from the micro-
region of Bartne, nieznajowa/rozstajne, Świątkowa mała, and Świątkowa 
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Wielka. Świątkowa mała was painted in 1687, the others in the first half of 
the eighteenth century. the difference between the icon from 1687 and 
those from the early eighteenth century is striking (fig. 4.61). the 1687 
icon is painted on the traditional three vertical boards. all three of the 
others are painted on one horizontal board. more than a third of the 1687 
icon depicts paradise and hell of the type usual in the traditional carpathian 
elaboration. none of the three eighteenth-century icons depict either 
paradise or hell. all are truncated in this respect. It is probable that hell 
was omitted deliberately (and also paradise for compositional reasons). I 
also encountered some removal of hell in maramureş. part of hell in 
rogoz was painted over, and what was left was covered up with a large cu-
pboard. In Budeşti-Josani, the lower part of the icon is hidden by embroid-
ered cloth (see above, fig. 4.46).

the effacement of hell was probably connected with parish visitations. 
these were initiated in our region by the uniate synod of Zamość of 
1720.25 either the bishop himself or specially appointed visitors would visit 
each parish, reporting on its material and spiritual conditions. the visita-
tion records routinely described the artistic furnishings of the church, in-
cluding noteworthy icons and murals. sometimes the visitors would make 
comments on the quality of the artistic works. they also paid some atten-
tion to content. vasyl otkovych has found notes in the visitations referring 
to murals of the Last Judgment that said ‘to ‘“erase,” to “whitewash” these 
“various horrors (strashydla).”’26 a uniate eparchial decree from 1766 or-
dered priests to warn their parishioners against buying inferior and in-
appropriate icons, such as those produced in posada rybotycka; such 
icons were unacceptable in churches.27 a concern with the content of 
icons was also noticeable in eighteenth-century russia. tsar peter I in 1722 
commanded that icons ‘are to be painted in accordance with ecclesiastical 
customs and the acts of the council [of 1667]’; he also appointed a super-
intendent of icon painters.28 the orthodox metropolitan of kyiv, havryil 
(kremianetsky), concerned about the social criticism in Last Judgment 
iconography, issued an order in 1774 to rid the fresco of the apocalypse in 
the cathedral of st sophia of ‘various inappropriate (nepristoinye) things 
and people in crowns and various clothing … to erase them, and make 
only darkness and fire and to leave the people in it naked.’29

The Titillating and the Grotesque

the concerns of the visitors in our region may well have been provoked 
by the unedifying scenes that were finding their way into the Last 
Judgment icons, particularly into their infernal regions. In the previous 



4.61 Ś wiątkowa mała, nieznajowa/rozstajne, Ś wiątkowa Wielka, and Bartne. photos of Ś wiątkowa mała  
and Ś wiątkowa Wielka: romuald Biskupski.
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chapter we already noted an increasing interest in sexual sin in icons on 
wood after the middle of the seventeenth century; this even led to the 
depiction of the woman who engaged in oral sex and then paid for it by 
receiving the devil’s filth into her mouth (see above, fig. 3.29). the inter-
est in sexual themes is also evinced in the murals. chotyniec shows nat-
uralistically painted women with full, round breasts emerging from the 
tombs (fig. 4.62). a comely mermaid, naked to the waist, decorated one 
of the walls in piilo, although she is probably not connected with the Last 
Judgment (fig. 4.63). In rogoz the artist introduced a group of ‘whores’ 
(kurve) into hell (fig. 4.64).

there was also more interest in the grotesque. prominent in the resur-
rection scene in chotyniec is a naturalistic skeleton (fig. 4.65). the mural 
at piilo graphically depicted the torment of sinners (fig. 4.66).

In Bukovina painters and, one assumes, viewers seem to have developed 
a special delight in tortures, beginning with the eighteenth-century 
pohorilivka canvas (fig. 4.67). nineteenth-century icons like kitsman 
and kamianna displayed a large assortment of punishments: a disobedi-
ent child is attacked by a dragon while standing in fire, a woman who 
believed a fortune teller kneels in fire while a devil reads her cards, a 
proud man has a spike pounded into his head by a devil, a false witness 
is skewered on a devil’s pitchfork, and so on. for the most part these are 
additions limited to Bukovina, but there are also exceptions. Both 
kamianna and kitsman show a man being hung upside down for desir-
ing someone else’s wife, and in the kamianna icon a devil is sawing the 
man’s groin; on topol’a as well, although two centuries earlier and from 
the other side of our region, a man is undergoing the same punishment 
(figs 4.68, 4.69, 4.70). 

two eighteenth-century images, pohorilivka from Bukovina and poenile 
Izei from maramureş, show a devil punishing a blacksmith by inserting a 
bellows into his anus and another devil punishing a cobbler by pounding 
a spike into the same place (figs 4.71, 4.72). these must have been popu-
lar scenes, perhaps circulating as prints. clearly, taste was running ‘beyond 
the bounds of beauty,’ as dmytro chyzhevsky put it. In this grotesque icon-
ography we see ‘the baroque love of images of horrors, cruelty, corpses, 
death, and the like.’30

Conclusions

the tradition of Last Judgment icon painting that flourished in the 
carpathians in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries had 
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4.64 Whores, rogoz

4.62 Woman rising from a grave, chotyniec

4.63 mermaid, piilo. source: p.m. Zholtovs’kyi, Monumental’nyi zhyvopys na 
Ukraini XVII–XVIII st. (kyiv: naukova dumka, 1988), 118.
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4.65 skeleton, chotyniec

4.66 tortures, piilo. source: p.m. Zholtovs’kyi, Monumental’nyi zhyvopys na 
Ukraini XVII–XVIII st. (kyiv: naukova dumka, 1988), 118.

disappeared by the nineteenth. there were certainly still echoes of it, 
but the original phenomenon had disintegrated. forests with linden 
trees were much reduced, and the traditional linden boards gave way to 
new surfaces: pine, canvas, and log walls. With the use of canvas, oil fre-
quently replaced tempera as the painting medium. Working with oil on 
canvas probably created more common ground with other artists who 
were not painting in the traditional orthodox way. Working on the walls 
of churches freed the iconography from its previously restrained vertical 
form. canvases and even icons on board also reflected the new possibil-
ities and were painted in horizontal form. the iconography spread from 
the old heartland in the new forms to new territories. the taste for Last 
Judgment icons had been expanding to the south from the heartland, 
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4.68 torments, kitsman

4.67 torture chamber, pohorilivka
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4.70 man Being sawn, topol’a

4.69 torments, kamianna
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and in the seventeenth century it reached romanian maramureş. some 
icons were painted for churches there, but the real flourishing of Last 
Judgment iconography in this region took the form of murals on church 
walls. somewhat later the iconography spread to Bukovina as well, main-
ly in the form of icons on canvas. In both of these new territories, the 
iconography developed a more explicit interest in sexual sin and punish-
ment, tendencies that had already been developing in the traditional 
icons since the middle of the seventeenth century.

the artists were changing as well. We do not know if any monks pain-
ted icons on canvas. I doubt that they painted the walls of churches. that 
task required someone who was willing to spend a long time in another 

4.71 Blacksmith and cobbler, pohorilivka. photo: valerii helchuk.

4.72 punishment of craftsmen, poienile Izei. source: anca pop-Bratu, Pictura murală 
maramureşeană: Meşteri zugravi şi interferenţe stilistice (Bucharest: editura meridiane, 

1982), pl. 85.
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locality. Itinerant craftsmen, specialized village craftsmen, and priests’ 
sons who were not going to follow their father’s calling were the kind of 
people who would be interested in such work, not monks. the level of 
learning that went into the formation of a Last Judgment painter was 
sinking. the artists seemed to be more interested in satisfying the tastes 
of those who commissioned them than in instructing them. they pain-
ted things that aroused the peasants’ curiosity. some of them clearly had 
professional training and painted in a naturalistic style. While in the tra-
ditional depictions of hell the formulaic nakedness of the sinners sugges-
ted nothing sexual, the new depictions certainly did. In Bukovina, the 
artist (artists?) who painted the many tortures of kamianna and kitsman 
clothed the victims; obviously, he was ashamed of nakedness in a way that 
the old icon painters were not. also in Bukovina, the artist who painted 
vyviz had the same prurient feelings about nakedness, but revelled in it. 
these are but two sides of the same coin.

While the popular taste was growing ever more interested in the 
titillating and the grotesque, the clerical elite was becoming interes-
ted in disciplining. this was the era of the counter-reformation, of 
confessionalization projects undertaken to raise the cultural level of 
the clergy31 and to reform the spiritual life of the masses. Bishops sent 
visitors to all the parishes in their eparchies. they were there to in-
spect. Were the people receiving the sacraments? Was the priest 
setting a good example? Was the church being cared for? What were 
the icons like? When the reformers, whether visitors or individual 
pastors, found things they did not like in the Last Judgment icons, 
they had them effaced or cut off. an eighteenth-century icon painter 
in the Bartne region preemptively omitted the traditional lower por-
tions from his icons. It is reasonable to suppose that the reformers 
began to discourage the practice of placing Last Judgments in the 
churches. Indeed, outside Bukovina, where the canvas tradition still 
flourished, such Last Judgments as were still produced in our region 
in the nineteenth century were for use in the home. small Last 
Judgment icons, painted on glass by peasants and sold in the markets, 
were taken home, blessed by the priest, and placed on a shelf with 
other icons. more rarely, scenes of the Last Judgment appeared on 
stove tiles. 

perhaps another factor leading to the disintegration of the traditi-
on was that the common people’s ideas about the Last Judgment 
were changing in the eighteenth and particularly in the nineteenth 
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century. sermons were changing, for instance, including sermons 
on the Last Judgment. In 1794 there appeared in print a sermon col-
lection from pochaiv monastery, which was then uniate. the ser-
mons were written in the ukrainian vernacular or, as the foreword 
put it, in ‘the simple and ordinary rus' language’ (prostyi i zvychain-
yi ruskii iazyk). Judging from the number of copies I have run across, 
without particularly searching for it, it must have enjoyed consider-
able popularity among the clergy. It was not, however, a work in the 
eastern christian tradition. In fact, the collection had started life in 
Italian and was later translated into polish before it was published in 
ukrainian. the one sermon on the Last Judgment opened by ex-
horting the faithful to abstain from excess, especially drunkenness, 
which is the source of other sins; it returned to the theme of mod-
eration at the close of the sermon as well. the main content, how-
ever, was a summary of the day’s gospel in simple words. there was 
no mention of the river of fire or throne or other characteristic  
motifs of the Byzantine tradition, and specifically Western formula-
tions were present, such as ‘mortal sin’ and christ referred to as ‘the 
son of the virgin mary.’32 this is, of course, not the same thing as the 
switch from cyrillic to Latin writing in kožany, but it is part of the same 
process of the replacement of the traditional Byzantine and post-Byzan-
tine spiritual culture with that of the catholic counter-reformation.
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I am dividing these conclusions into two parts. the first, shorter part re-
capitulates, in point form, the major conclusions that flow from the evi-
dence and argument of this book. some of these conclusions are firmly 
established by the evidence; others are rather suggestions. the second 
part of the chapter consists of methodological reflections.

Research Results

the carpathian icons of the Last Judgment originated, probably in •	
the fifteenth century, in the region around staryi sambir (poliana, 
mshanets', Lavriv, spas), which remained the heartland of this set of 
sacred images. In the sixteenth century the icons spread in a scat-
tered way to localities in the plains to the northeast, but in a more 
concentrated way in the mountainous terrain to the south, both 
directly south and to the south and then east (in the direction of 
drohobych). the icons also began to move to the west in the six-
teenth century, but did so more intensively in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. In the west, the icons spread primarily along 
the crest of the mountains, along the old polish-hungarian border. 
When the icons on wood were supplemented by icons on canvas and 
murals beginning in the second half of the sixteenth century, these 
new images could be found throughout the range of the icons on 
wood, but also extended much further. the murals extended further 
south from the heartland into romanian maramureş and, to a lesser 
extent, into Bukovina. the canvasses extended into Bukovina and 
into right-Bank ukraine.
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the icons of the Last Judgment in the carpathian churches origin-•	
ated as a substitute for the frescoes of the Last Judgment that had 
been widespread in the rus' tradition and were also being painted in 
moldavia and the Balkans. destined for rural communities and 
wooden churches, these large icons on linden boards were a conven-
ient and affordable way to include the Last Judgment within the 
church’s program of visual art. the icons could be painted else-
where, then disassembled into their three or four boards, loaded on 
a cart and transported to the village, and reassembled in the church.
the original icons of the fifteenth century were primarily based on a •	
prototype developed in northern rus', of which the novgorod icon 
held by the tretiakov gallery in moscow is the extant example closest 
to the carpathian icons. the northern rus' model was supplemented 
by visual borrowings from local gothic depictions of the Last 
Judgment. In the origins of the carpathian Last Judgment icon, 
moldavian influences or a hidden kyiv-halych tradition played no 
part at all.
the knowledge of the northern rus' prototype was probably brought •	
to the carpathians by monks from northern rus' who stayed in 
carpathian rus' monasteries either on their way to the south 
(constantinople, athos, the holy Land) or while engaged in paint-
ing projects in poland.
the work of inventing visual elements to correspond to certain texts •	
was primarily accomplished in Byzantium and northern rus', not in 
the carpathian monasteries. an exception were certain additions 
made in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries based primarily on 
‘the Journey of the mother of god among the torments.’
moldavian iconography influenced carpathian icon painting only in •	
the sixteenth century, at the time when the moldavian princes and 
boyars commissioned many fresco projects for monasteries.
the original painters of the icons were monks, although perhaps they •	
were professional iconographers associated with or resident in 
monasteries. over time their participation diminished until, in the 
end, small-town craftsmen and painters of mixed origin dominated 
the production of the images. roughly estimated, the balance chan-
ged in the seventeenth century. the earlier images can be considered 
products of a more elite and universal religious culture – painted by 
monks, probably at first encouraged by them and by such rus' gentry 
as were in the area, and acting in conformity with the larger orthodox 
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tradition at the time. the later images were more plebeian and 
particular – painted by craftsmen and even villagers, with themes 
appealing to the peasants’ tastes and interests, and continuing what 
had become a local, sometimes even microregional, tradition. By the 
eighteenth century the elite of the church became suspicious of the 
images and began to efface the depiction of hell.
over time new elements entered the icons. the additions were •	
primarily to the lower part of the icon and concerned sin and 
punishment. they often had social dimensions, and some, especially 
in the eighteenth century, were titillating and/or grotesque.
the original icons of the fifteenth century were almost identical to •	
one another, containing, with a few exceptions, the same elements in 
the same placement. In later centuries, and increasingly so over time, 
the icons became more diverse as new elements were added and old 
ones disappeared from them. By the eighteenth century the images 
of the Last Judgment were very different one from another. there 
were microregions with their own new traditions. even the materials 
varied widely, including now canvas and the walls of churches; the 
images on the latter materials never shared the kind of relative 
uniformity that characterized the icons on boards.
In the eighteenth century the influence of roman catholicism is •	
noticeable on some of the icons. 
this investigation concerned specifically images of the Last •	
Judgment. although much that has been said here probably helps 
illuminate the history of other icons and murals in the carpathians, 
it must be kept in mind that the Last Judgment image had its specifi-
cities: it was a complicated icon, meant to substitute for an entire wall 
of a masonry church, and the simplest craftsmen (the rybotycze 
school, for example) did not often attempt it.

Methodological Reflections

In the course of researching and writing this book, I had to discard many 
of the assumptions and hypotheses I started out with. I had undertaken 
this project because of a dissatisfaction with the way the ukrainian histor-
ical paradigm dealt with the prenational cultural past. I saw that the na-
tional narrative seemed able to accommodate only those cultural phe-
nomena that fed into the historical result of the production of a ukrainian 
nation. Its account of early modern culture emphasized the religious po-
lemics of the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which were under-
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stood as part of the self-definition of a ukrainian nation against the 
catholic, polish other. I wagered that I would get deeper into the internal 
workings of the old culture if I concentrated on some large site of cultural 
production that was not connected with the national movement, in fact, 
that represented some thread that was broken before the crystallization 
of the ukrainian idea in the early nineteenth century. this led me to the 
Last Judgment, which had been the subject of translated scriptural, patris-
tic, and liturgical texts, of sermons and songs, and of frescoes, icons, 
murals, and engravings, but which did not survive, and could not survive, 
in the self-conscious nation. much of this was right. I had caught scent of 
some important possibilities. But I imagined in the original formulation 
of my project that I would be uncovering some holistic ‘traditional 
ukrainian culture’ that was being hidden by a modernized, secularized, 
and nationalized version of the true ukrainian cultural history.1

one thing that was fundamentally wrong here was the positing of a 
prenational culture that was the mirror image of how the national cul-
ture projects itself: as unified, or at least as the prime conceptual unit of 
‘a culture,’ as the relevant space in which internal cultural communica-
tion takes place. andriy Zayarnyuk, when he was my doctoral student, 
immediately saw from the text of my project formulation that there was 
a problem here, which he identified as ‘essentialism.’ although his warn-
ing to me was very helpful, I was unable to internalize it enough to aban-
don the habit of working for years within the normal paradigm of my 
discipline, the national paradigm. even as I was mounting a critical as-
sault on that paradigm, I was so immersed in it that I could only imagine 
I would find a different version of it on the other side. only in the pains-
taking collection and comparison of evidence and in the sheer time 
spent thinking about the material and its problems was I able to free 
myself from the assumptions that derived from the simple inversion of a 
national paradigm and that prevented me from solving the puzzles that 
my sources posed to me.

one example of this is that I began this work imagining that I would be 
able to trace the evolution of ukrainian Last Judgment iconography pri-
marily through proto-ukrainian sources. I thought I would start with the 
Primary Chronicle, because there is a passage there, under the year 986, 
that describes how a Byzantine missionary used a Last Judgment icon to 
persuade prince volodymyr to accept christianity.2 from there, I thought, 
I would move to the twelfth-century frescoes in st cyril’s in kyiv, painted 
by Byzantine masters with the help of local slavs. the next move was 
clear: to the kyivan psalter of 1397.3 then, to our fifteenth-century icons 
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in the carpathians. I would delineate the evolution, the accumulation of 
a particular heritage. there might be a few missing links, of course, but 
I should be able to discern the general line of development. this plan 
did not work because it could not work. the icons of the carpathians 
were too different from the other surviving Last Judgment images. the 
latter exhibited the features of the standard Byzantine iconography of 
the Last Judgment and nothing more, while the former contained many 
new elements that were known only in them and in icons from northern 
rus'.

perhaps the rupture between the carpathian icons and the frescoes 
and manuscript illuminations of kyivan rus' would not have been so 
evident had I concentrated on a less complex iconography than the Last 
Judgment. But the Last Judgment had this peculiarity from the very in-
ception of its iconographic tradition, that it was composed by the accre-
tion of many discrete elements and that it testified to its evolution by the 
addition, subtraction, and modification of those elements. this iconog-
raphy was an exceptionally sensitive indicator of its chronological and 
intercultural relationships. concentrating on these particular icons led 
me to doubt my original assumption, which is also the assumption of the 
highly nationalized ukrainian art history, that these icons can trace their 
origin to Byzantium via halych and kyiv. this would be the view that 
Byzantine masters taught the rus' in kyiv how to paint orthodox sacral 
art; that with the devolution of political, ecclesiastical, and cultural au-
thority in old rus', the cities of the galician-volhynian principality – 
halych, Lviv, and przemyśl – became important artistic centres that de-
veloped the artistic traditions of kyiv; and that the icons that are to be 
found in the nearby carpathian mountains are just survivals of that bril-
liant tradition. this smooth narrative, however, did not fit the evidence.

many polish scholars have had misgivings about this narrative, in a few 
cases perhaps motivated by an agenda to minimize the east slavic char-
acter of and in particular ukrainian claims to the Lemko region.4 they 
have instead called attention to the simultaneity of the appearance of 
the icons in the mountains and the settlement of the mountains by 
vlachs, that is, what today we would call ethnic romanians. studying 
icons other than the Last Judgment, they have suggested that the 
carpathian icons had moldavian, i.e., also romanian, origins, the idea 
being that the vlachs brought with them or hired painters from moldavia 
to decorate their churches. this theory, which is likewise based on an 
assumption of national commonality, also has serious problems. one, 
never clearly engaged in the literature, is that the migrating vlachs 
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 bypassed moldavia to reach the northern slopes of the carpathians. 
there was no major movement of migration from moldavia north into 
poland. But for me the most convincing argument is chronological: all 
the characteristics that are held in common by moldavian and carpathian 
images of the Last Judgment and are not part of the general Byzantine 
synthesis appeared first in the carpathian and only later in the moldavian 
Last Judgments. moreover, the moldavian images were frescoes, and the 
carpathian images were icons on linden board. there were no moldavian 
icons on boards that predated the carpathian icons on boards. In fact, I 
have never seen a moldavian Last Judgment icon on boards from any 
period. as my work on Last Judgment images progressed, and as I en-
countered them in different forms – frescoes, icons on wood, icons on 
canvas, and murals on wood walls – I understood that the jump of an 
iconography from form to form was not merely technical, but that it in-
volved a modification of the iconography itself. It seemed to me that I 
should concentrate on linden boards to explain linden boards.

the connection between the icons of the Last Judgment in northern 
and carpathian rus' had certainly been discerned by other scholars be-
fore me,5 but for me it developed into a larger and more significant issue. 
the objections I had to the kyiv-halych and moldavian hypotheses did 
not apply to the northern rus' connection. there were iconographic 
elements shared exclusively or almost exclusively by the carpathian and 
northern rus' traditions; there was no chronological conflict, since these 
elements appeared in both iconographies around the same time, in the 
fifteenth century; and both traditions used the linden-board icons. the 
‘only’ problem was how to explain the origin of the connection. the 
kyiv-halych connection was explained by proximity – Lviv, halych, and 
przemyśl are not far from the mountains. the same holds true for the 
moldavian connection. But northern rus' is about a thousand kilometres 
away from the carpathians, and in the fifteenth century poland shared 
no border with the northern rus' principalities. 

perhaps Lithuania, at that time saturated in rus' high culture, served as 
a mediator between carpathian and northern rus'. If so, volhynia would 
have played the strategic role. or perhaps the painters who were going 
from pskov to kraków to paint the Last Judgment and other murals in 
holy cross chapel brought the idea of Last Judgment icons to the 
carpathian region. or perhaps their predecessors, from tver, were the 
ones. or perhaps it is as I have interpreted it at the end of my reflections 
on the problem: that a universal orthodox high culture was accessible in 
monasteries even in the carpathians, even in those modest brotherhoods, 
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without large libraries and scriptoria, but capable of, and likely to be, 
hosting monks from throughout the orthodox world. Indeed, even if we 
find evidence that leads us to look more closely at Lithuania and volhynia 
or at the teams of painters who worked on the orthodox frescoes in 
poland, we would still need the monasteries to instil the practice of this 
kind of icon painting locally.

We can see that the work of creating elements on the basis of texts was 
done outside the carpathians, in Byzantium and northern rus'. What 
was added locally was assimilated visually – bits of gothic art that ap-
pealed to a developing local sensibility. I think an analogy may be helpful 
here, even if it is terribly anachronistic. In small community colleges 
throughout north america one can find the same culture that is pro-
duced by nobel prize winners and other leading scholars on the east and 
west coast – the community colleges share in a culture that others pro-
duce. this analogy may be helpful in thinking about the carpathian 
monasteries and what they borrowed to create what after all ended up 
being a very local icon.

When I started this project I was not sure why almost all the old icons 
came from the carpathian region. Was this where most of them were 
produced or just where more of them survived? the ukrainian art his-
torians and museum workers with whom I spoke encouraged the latter 
hypothesis, which I was leaning to anyway, since it fit with my working 
hypothesis of a holistic ‘traditional ukrainian culture.’ the story that I 
was being told and that I explored first was that at one time Last Judgment 
icons could be found throughout ukraine, but only galician examples 
survived to the present. this region was far from the tatar khanate and 
therefore less frequently raided; this explains why its artwork was better 
preserved.6 mountain communities would be even better protected from 
the horseback tatars. (I was not aware at the time that maramureş, which 
had these same features of distance from the khanate and mountainous 
terrain, suffered terrible destruction from a tatar attack as late as 1717.) 
then I was told that many ukrainian icons were destroyed after 1722 
when tsar peter I issued his decree regulating icon painting.7 according 
to the nationalist art historian dmytro stepovyk, the dearth of ukrainian 
icons outside the carpathian region is to be blamed on ‘the tsardom of 
muscovy together with the patriarch of moscow – the eternal enemies of 
the independence of ukraine and the ukrainian church’; many icons 
were destroyed in the nineteenth century ‘by those who hated the 
ukrainian style of icons – the representatives, bishops and priests of the 
russian orthodox church.’8 the carpathian region, of course, was out-
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side the borders of the russian empire, and so was spared this devastat-
ing iconoclasm. In the twentieth century the Bolsheviks destroyed num-
erous ukrainian icons as well.9 their worst work was done in the 1920s 
and 1930s, before Western ukraine was annexed to the soviet union; 
and ukrainian-inhabited territories in czechoslovakia and poland never 
fell under direct soviet rule and did not experience the same intensity of 
religious persecution as other ukrainian ethnic territories did. In short, 
the national narrative held that there once was a universal ukrainian 
iconographic culture, but most of it was destroyed by the tatars, russians, 
and communists; only in the inaccessible westernmost reaches did the 
old icons, representative of the tradition, survive.

Let me sort out what I consider to be true in this account. the carpathian 
region was by no means free of tatar raids, but the raids were not so fre-
quent and depopulating as those in the central ukrainian lands. that is 
one of the reasons why these mountain communities flourished in the 
fifteenth century and could afford to adorn their churches with monu-
mental art. and indeed, the depopulation of the central lands and the 
destruction of the cities by the tatars mean that we can only guess about 
what sort of sacral art existed there. In fact, we have no icons at all from the 
kyiv region dating from the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries.10 as 
to peter I’s decree of 1722, I am not familiar with any evidence, as distinct 
from suppositions,11 that indicates it was directed against the specificity of 
ukrainian icons. the soviet destruction of icons and other sacral art was 
indeed furious and does partly account for the poverty of icon collections 
on the territory of pre-1939 soviet ukraine. however, this does not explain 
enough. the icon collection in the national museum in kyiv survived the 
worst periods of stalinist and khrushchevian antireligious campaigns; 
nonetheless, the bulk of this collection, and almost all the earlier and 
 significant pieces, came from our carpathian region.

the view that I started with, that icons survived better in the carpathians 
than elsewhere in ukraine, was correct. the idea, however, that there 
was one single iconographic tradition, of which the carpathian icons 
were just surviving examples, was wrong. certainly in the case of the Last 
Judgment icons, this was a local tradition. We can see it in the unique 
composition of the three fifteenth-century icons, which drew on 
Byzantine, northern rus', and gothic elements. We can also see it in the 
paths that the diffusion of these icons took. there was not a specifically 
ukrainian Last Judgment icon. the culture was too fragmented for that. 
the tradition was regional, and the region expanded greatly before the 
tradition petered out.
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as the tradition developed, it changed. We cannot even speak of a 
single, unified tradition. It changed over time, with different emphases 
in different periods and even different materials. again, the culture was 
much more fragmented and much more dynamic than I had imagined 
it; it turned out to be a peripatetic shape-shifter of a tradition. 

also not realizing this, one of the formulators of the national art-history 
narrative, pavlo Zholtovsky, tried to figure out the one Last Judgment on 
wood, in fact on linden boards, that survives from early modern kyiv, a 
seventeenth-century icon that once hung in the hospice of st michael’s 
golden-domed monastery (fig. 5.1).12 Because it looked different from 
the carpathian icons, which he felt interpreted the Last Judgment freely, 
because it had some motifs that he considered to be ‘traditional-canonical,’ 
he ascribed parts of the icon to a completely hypothetical russian ar-
tist.13 this speculative conclusion derived from the assumption that all 
ukrainian icons must have possessed some common essence.14

another assumption I had to abandon from my original vision of this 
project was that I could bring together into one coherent study the en-
tire set of artefacts produced around the Last Judgment within what I 
was imagining as ukrainian culture. I was interested in texts of all sorts, 
whether original, such as sermons composed in the seventeenth century, 
or (actually better for my envisioned purposes) texts that were translated 
elsewhere and only copied or printed in ukraine, such as Lenten triodia 
with roman the melodist’s sticheria for meatfare sunday. I was interested 
in scripture, apocrypha, sermons of the church fathers and seventeenth-
century humanist clerics (see appendix 4), hymns, and even folk cus-
toms, as long as they concerned the Last Judgment. I had imagined that 
they would all fit together like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle to reveal a 
harmoniously composed picture. again, I was lumping when the cor-
rect procedure was disaggregating, analysing. I certainly learned things 
from my work with these other artefacts, but very little of it was directly 
applicable to the icons. most of what I came to understand about the 
icons came not from texts, but from the careful comparison of one im-
age with another.

the visual culture of the Last Judgment was rooted in textual sources, 
to be sure, but most of that rooting had occurred outside the carpathians, 
in large orthodox realms with the means to support that kind of learned 
activity. more than the prosperity of shepherds was required to maintain 
that level of intellectual infrastructure. that the orthodox culture in the 
carpathian region was as vital as it was owes something to the presence 
of the moldavian monasteries in the vicinity. 
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5.1 Last Judgment of st michael’s golden-domed monastery in kyiv. source: 
Larysa chlenova et al., Shedevry ukrains’koho ikonopysu XII–XIX st. (kyiv: 

mystetstvo, 1999), pl. 30.

this disconnect between the visual and the textual has something to 
do with the sociology of our icons. they started out closer to the high-
culture end of the spectrum. they were for the most part a distillation of 
an iconography worked out in learned monastic spheres. they were skil-
fully painted by monks using a well developed technique of icon paint-
ing. they were painted to exalt the wooden churches in the mountains, 
giving them a monumental depiction of the Last Judgment reminiscent 
of the frescoes of the great churches of orthodoxy. they were also paint-
ed as objects with which to worship, with which to express a connection 
with the divine. they spoke about the great questions: how should one 
live? what is the meaning of death? But right from the start, there were 
small touches that pointed to the lower end of the cultural spectrum. I 
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think particularly of the tavernmaid. she appears in none of the frescoes 
anywhere in the orthodox world. she is a sign that these Last Judgment 
icons were painted not for princes and monks, but for shepherds and 
farmers. she is a didactic inclusion. 

Later the tavernmaid was joined by some drunks, dancers, and musi-
cians. this element was elaborated with enthusiasm in a way that the roll-
ing-up of the heavens or the deesis never was. the more abstruse ele-
ments, those linked with daniel’s vision, for example, began to disappear 
from the icon. the painters were no longer just monks, and by the end 
there were no monks at all involved in the painting. the icons began to 
reflect more and more the interests and cultural level of the peasants who 
commissioned them. they still served their purpose as holy images for 
the church, and commissioning one was still a great act of piety, but the 
icon also more frequently addressed popular concerns. It is worth re-
calling that these icons were painted in an age and in circumstances that 
saw relatively little reproduction and circulation of images. they were 
therefore that much more notable and that much more powerful. When 
the painter put a priest or a landlord in hell, it was a potent message. 
When he depicted lewdness lewdly or dwelled on tortures, he appealed to 
an unrefined sensuality. In time, I am saying, the lower end of the spec-
trum grew in significance. the Last Judgments became more and more 
popular works, aimed at the illiterate or semi-literate highland villagers, 
expressing their concerns, amusing and arousing them, until there was a 
disciplining reaction on the part of the educated clerical elite.

one of the reasons I undertook this work with the icons was to explore 
the mentalities of a society that left few written records. nine years ago, 
at the conception of this project, I wrote: ‘We must reread our sources, 
expand our conception of what constitutes the sources and find new 
sources.’15 I think I have succeeded in using the Last Judgment icons as 
just such untraditional historical sources and thus opening to view a van-
ished cultural world. the view is microhistorical and fragmentary, per-
haps resistant to translation into firm propositions, but in the end, I am 
convinced, this is a reflection of the way the history of culture actually 
unfolds.



appendix 1 place names in different 
Languages

g = german
h = hungarian
p = polish
ro = romanian
ru = rusyn
s = slovak
u = ukrainian

Bahnovate (u), Bahnowate (p)
Bârsana (ro), Barczánfalva (h)
Bartne (p, ru), Bortne (ru, u)
Berehomet (u), Berhometh am pruth (g)
Bodružal (ru, s), Bodruzhal (u)
Bogliarka (s), Boglárka (h, ru), Bohliarka (u)
Borşa (ro), Borsa (h)
Borshchovychi (u), Borszczowice (p)
Brzegi (p), Berehy (u)
Budeşti (ro), Budfalva (h)

călineşti-căieni (ro), felső kálinfalva (h)
chernivtsi (u), czernowitz (g), cernăuți (ro)
chotyniec (p), khotynets (u)
corneşti (ro), sinfalva (h)
cuhea (ro), Izakonyha, konyha (h), Bogdan voda (ro, current)

deseşti (ro), desze (h)
dmytriie (u), dmytrze (p)
dmytrovychi (u), dmytrowice (p)
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dobromyl (u), dobromil (p)
dobroslava (ru, s, u), dobroszló (h)
dolyna (u), dolina (p)
dragomireşti (ro), dragomérfalva (h)
drohobych (u), drohobycz (p)
dubivtsi (u), duboutz (g)
dubrovytsia (u), dąbrowica (p)

fereşti (ro), fejérfalva (h)

giuleşti-mănăstirea (ro), máragyulafalva (h)
gorlice (p), gorlyckŷ (ru)

hankovychi (u), hankowice (p)
hankowice. see hankovychi.
hlynytsia (u), hlinitza (g)
horodok (u), gródek (p)
hrushovo (u), körtvélyes, szentmihalykörtvélyes (h), peri (ro),  
 hrušovo (ru), hrushove (u)

Ieud-deal (ro), Jód (h)
Izky (ru, u), Iszka (h)

Jasło (p), yaslo (ru)
Jedlinka (s), Borókás (h), Jalynkŷ  (ru), yalynky (u)

kamianka strumylova (u), kamionka strumiłowa (p), kaminka Buzka 
(u, current)
kamianna (u), kamena (g)
khust (u), huszt (h), chust (ru)
kitsman (u), kotzman (g)
klitsko (u), klicko (p)
košice (s), kassa (h)
kožany (s, ru), kozsány (h), kozhany (u)
kožuchovce (s), körmös, kozsuhòcz (h), kožuchivci (ru), 

kozhukhivtsi (u)
krásny Brod (s), Laborczrév (h), krasnŷj Brid (ru), krasnyi Brid (u)

Lavriv (u), Ławrów (p)
Lipie (p), Lypie (u)
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Lukivtsi (u), Lukawetz am sereth (g)
Lukov-venecia (s), Lukó (h), Lukiv (ru, u), venécze (h), venetsiia (u)
Luzhany (u), Luzan (g), Lujeni (ro)
Lviv (u), Lemberg (g), Lwów (p)

mala horozhanka (u), horożanna mała (p)
medynychi (u), medynice (p)
moldavsko (u), mołdawsko (p)
mshanets (u), mszaniec (p)
mukachevo (u), munkács (h), mukačevo (ru), mukacheve (u)

nehrovets (u), felsőkalocsa (h), negrovec’ (ru)
nieznajowa (p), neznajova (ru), neznaieva (u)
nová sedlica (s), novoszedlicza, Újszék (h), novoselyca (ru), 

novoselytsia (u)
novoselytsia (u), sósfalu (h)
nowy sącz (p), novyi sanch (ru)

oleksandrivka (u), Ósándorfalva, sándorfalva (h), Šandrovo (ru)
onceşti (ro), váncsfalva (h)

paszowa (p), pashowa (u)
piilo (u), pojło (p)
plavie (u), pławie (p)
pohorilivka (u), pohorloutz (g)
poienile Izei (ro), sajó-polyána, sajómezö (h)
polana. see poliana.
poliana (u), polana (p)
popeli (u), popiele (p)
powroźnik (p), povoroznik (ru), povoroznyk (u)
prešov (s), eperjes (h), priashiv (u)
przemyśl (p), peremyshl (u)
putyla (u), storonetz-putilla (g)

rădăuţi (ro), radivtsi (u)
radelychi (u), radelycz (p)
rakovčík (s), felső rákócz (h), rakivčík (ru), rakivchyk (u)
rogoz (h, ro)
rozavlea (ro), rozália (h)
rozstajne (p), rostajne (ru, u)
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roztoka (ru, u), rosztoka (h)
roztoky (u), rostoki (g)
ruská Bystrá (s), oroszbisztra, oroszebes (h), rus‘ka Bŷstra (ru), 

ruska Bystra (u)
rybotycze (p), rybotychi (u)

sat Şugătag (ro), sugatag, falu sugatag (h)
serednie vodiane (u), közep-apsa (h), apșa de mijloc (ro)
shelestovo (u), szélestó (h), Šelestovo (ru), shelestove (u)
Şieu (ro), sajó (h)
sighet (ro), máramaros sziget (h)
skole (p, u)
skoryky (u), skoryki (p)
smilna (u), smólna (p)
spas (p, u)
stanylia (u), stanila (p)
stanyslaviv (u), stanisławów (p), Ivano-frankivsk (u, current)
staryi sambir (u), stare miasto, stary sambor (p)
suceava (ro), suchava (u)
sudova vyshnia (u), sądowa Wisznia (p)
sukhyi potik (u), suchy potok (p)
Şurdeşti (ro), dióshalom (h)
Świątkowa mała (p), svjatkivka (ru), sviatkova mala (u)
Świątkowa Wielka (p), svjatkova (ru), sviatkova velyka (u)
sykhiv (u), sichów (p)

tiushka (u), csuszka (h), tjuška (ru)
topol’a (s), kistopolya (h), topolia (u)
torky (u), torki (p)
tročany (s), trocsány (h), trochany (u)
trostianets (u), trościaniec (p)
trushevychi (u), truszowice (p)

uličské krivé (s), görbeszeg, ulicskriva (h), kryvŷj (ru), ulychske  
 kryve (u)
ust-putyla (u), uscie putilla (g)
uzhhorod (u), ungvár (h), užhorod (ru)

vanivka. see Węglówka.
velyke (u), Wełykie (p)
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vilshanytsia (u), olszanica (p)
volosianka (u), hajasd (h), volosjanka (ru)
volytsia derevlianska (u), Wolica derewlańska (p)
vovche (u), Wołcze (p)
vyšný orlík (s), felső odor, felső orlich (h), vŷšnij verlych (ru), 

vyshnii orlyk (u)

Węglówka (p), vanivka (u)
Wola Wyżna (p), vola vyšnja (ru), volia vyzhnia (u)

yasinka masova (u), Jasionka masiowa (p)
yezupil (u), Jezupol (p), Zhovten (u, current name)

Zavadka (u), Zawadka (p)
Zboj (s), harczos (h), Zbuj (ru), Zbii (u)
Zhovkva (u), Żółkiew (p)



appendix 2 ephraim the syrian’s Sermon on 
the Second Coming of Our Lord  
Jesus Christ : summary

my christ-loving brothers, hear about the second and terrible coming of 
our Lord Jesus christ. When I mentioned that hour I trembled from 
great fear. Who can describe it? When I think of it my eyes gush with 
tears, my voice disappears. such great and terrible miracles have never 
occurred before.

how fearful that day is. how frightened we get by thunder and light-
ning – wait till we hear the trumpets blow!

then the bones will rise in hades and seek their parts. men will come from 
the four corners for judgment. the earth and sea will give up their dead. a 
river of fire will devour the whole earth and everything in it. the heavens will 
roll up like a scroll. then we will see a new heaven and new earth. how will we 
feel when we see the judgment throne and the true cross?

the merciful and repentant will rejoice. the poor who have been 
helped will intercede for their benefactors.

all will be filled with dread at the arrival of the great king and judge, 
accompanied by the heavenly powers. he will come on clouds. there will 
be no place to run. the vision in daniel 7 will be enacted. all our deeds 
will be recorded in the books mentioned there. everyone will need a 
confession of the true faith free from any heresy, baptism, and a clean 
garment. at baptism we renounced all satan’s works, including fornica-
tion, adultery, falsehood, theft, envy, sorcery, anger, blasphemy, drunk-
enness, pride, idleness, and so on. Whoever has committed sin has fallen 
from grace. We will be held accountable for our baptismal promise.

Bishops will have to account for the way they supervised their flock. all 
believers will have to account for how they behaved in the household 
(wife, children, male and female slaves). kings will be questioned about 
their actions.
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the monks ask: What then? ephraim says: my heart aches to speak of 
it; let us stop this conversation. But the monks press him further.

then god will separate the sheep from the goats. the righteous (who 
did good deeds, loved the poor and orphans, forgave their brothers) will 
shine like the sun. they will be placed on the right hand. the others will 
be on the left: those who had no fruits, angered the good shepherd, were 
given to gluttony, drunkenness, and hard-heartedness, like the rich man 
who showed no mercy to poor Lazarus. those on the right will be sent to 
the kingdom; those on the left, to eternal fire (mt 25:34). 

the sinners will be told that since they were without mercy, they will 
receive no mercy. they served another lord, i.e., the devil.

the monks ask: Will they all go to the same torment, or are there differ-
ent torments? answer: the torments are varied, as the gospel teaches us. 
there is the outer darkness, implicitly also a deeper darkness, the gnash-
ing of teeth, the worm that does not die, the lake of gehenna, tartarus, 
the fire that cannot be quenched, things under the earth (phil 2:10), de-
struction (mt 7:13), the lower parts of the earth (eph 4:9), hades, and 
the bottom of hades (the place of the most torment). sinners will be al-
lotted to these various places depending on their sins.

people who lay about and sleep, who live in luxury and laugh, will be 
in trouble. It is necessary to weep and repent. Woe to the adulterer! Woe 
to the drunkard! Woe to those who have ‘the harp, and the viol, the tab-
ret, and pipe, and wine … in their feasts; but they regard not the work of 
the Lord’ (Is 4:12). Woe to those who reject sacred scripture, who incline 
towards demonic teachings, who write untruth, who are given to sorcery 
and related works. Woe to him who cheats on the wage of his hired man, 
which is the same as drinking blood. Woe to those who judge falsely, who 
defile the faith with heresies, who are sick with envy and hatred. Woe to 
all those whose lot it is on that terrible day to stand on the left! they will 
receive sentences appropriate to their sins. Just as there are many ways to 
salvation, so there are many kinds of torment.

Whoever has tears and compunction, weep with me. I cannot bear the 
thought of the separations that will occur at that time as bishops are sep-
arated from their fellow bishops, priests from priests, and deacons from 
deacons. rulers will also be separated. there will be no help for them: 
no wealth, no flattering attendants. those who had no mercy will be 
shown none. parents will be separated from children, friends from 
friends. It will be sad when spouses are separated, spouses who did not 
preserve their bed undefiled. separated out will be those who were vir-
gins in body, but who were merciless and cruel.
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But I will pass over much in silence, since fear and trembling over-
come me. I will just briefly note that as they are taken by the merciless 
angels to their place of torments they will pass by and see paradise and 
their righteous friends. they will move further and further away until 
they are completely cut off from them and from god. they will see they 
are without hope. they will regret that they did not attend to the gospel. 
they will ask: Where are the parents who bore us? our children? our 
friends? our wealth? our property? our banquets? our kings and rulers? 
Why can none help us? It is too late for repentance. We are unworthy of 
mercy – god’s judgment is just. save us, o apostles, o prophets and mar-
tyrs, o patriarchs, o monks, o honourable and life-giving cross, o king-
dom of heaven, o heavenly Jerusalem, o mother of god. We cannot see 
any of you!

then each will go to his place of torment, ‘where their worm dieth 
not, and the fire is not quenched’ (mark 9:46).

now I have told you what you asked about: what the lazy and unrepent-
ant will experience, how those who ridiculed the Lord’s commandments 
will themselves be ridiculed. my blessed beloved! Let no one be fooled 
into thinking that what I have told you is empty words. We will instead all 
believe in the resurrection of the dead and judgment. Being suspicious 
of all that is temporal and casting it aside, let us concern ourselves with 
what answer we will give before the terrible judgment seat at that tremu-
lous and terrible hour, which is full of tears and pain and affliction. 
Be attentive, brothers, be sober, pray, have mercy, be ready, ‘for ye 
know neither the day nor the hour wherein the son of man cometh’ 
(mt 25:13). the prophets – Isaiah, malachi, habakkuk, and others – 
have warned us that this day is coming. so have saints paul and peter. 
our Lord himself says: ‘and take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your 
hearts be overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares 
of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares. for as a snare 
shall it come on all them that dwell on the face of the whole earth’ 
(Lk 22:34–5). 

We will go along this path, my brothers, in order to inherit eternal life, 
along the path trod by all who have loved christ. It is difficult, but there 
is rest at the end. going along the path entails repentance, fasting, pray-
er, vigilance, modesty, spiritual poverty, neglect of the flesh, sleeping on 
the bare earth, hunger, thirst, nakedness, alms, tears, weeping, sighing, 
kneeling, dishonour, persecution, poverty. It means to suffer and be 
hated, to forgive your debtors and lay down your life for your friends and 
ultimately to shed your blood for christ if circumstances call for it. Who 
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goes through these strait gates and narrow path will receive a heavenly 
reward. the wide gates and large path lead to destruction – this is mak-
ing jokes, dancing, music, fancy clothes, expensive evenings, carefree 
singing, soft beds, gluttony, hatred for one’s brother, and, worst of all, a 
failure to repent and remember the exit from this life. at the end of this 
path they will find not drinking but thirst, not laughter but lamentation, 
not music but wailing, not plump flesh but worms, not dancing but the 
company of demons.

Let us not follow this path. the martyrs remembered this day and did 
not spare their bodies, but suffered torments in the hope of a crown. 
and others in the deserts and mountains have laboured with fasting and 
virginity. not only men, but women – the weaker sex – have achieved the 
heavenly kingdom. Who will be able to bear the shame when women on 
that day will be crowned, but many men disgraced? and not just in the 
deserts and mountains, but even more in the cities, on islands, and in the 
churches there is a multitude of people working towards salvation. 

david prayed to god every night with tears: ‘and enter not into judg-
ment with thy servant’ (ps 143:2). If blessed david is afraid, then prepare 
yourselves, brothers, with confession, repentance, prayer, fasting, tears, 
hospitality. Let us not cease – all together: men and women, rich and 
poor, slaves and freemen, old and young.

Let no one say he has sinned too much for forgiveness. god is the god 
of the repentant.

Let no one dare to say he has not sinned at all. Whoever says this is 
blind. he fools himself and does not know how satan steals into his 
words and deeds, through his hearing, his eyes, his consciousness, his 
thoughts. Who can boast that his heart is innocent and all his feelings 
pure? no one is without sin, only god. 

have we sinned? Let us repent. have we sinned a thousand times? Let 
us repent a thousand times. god rejoices in our repentance; he will give 
us rest. approach the choirs of the righteous. there is the bosom of 
abraham, the heavenly Jerusalem. 

there there will be no devil, no death, no fasting, no sorrow, no quar-
relling, but joy and peace, peace of mind and ecstacy, unceasing joy, 
eternal merriment, light without evening, sun without setting. there will 
be myriads of angels, thrones of the apostles, sceptres of the patriarchs, 
crowns of the martyrs, praises of the righteous.

this is the place I [the Lord] have prepared for those who weep in 
repentance, for the peacemakers, for those persecuted for my sake. 
Whoever came to me shed his bad ways. magicians coming to me cast off 
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their magic and studied theology; publicans left their tollbooths and 
made churches; persecutors stopped persecuting and wished to be per-
secuted. fornicators started to love virginity. the robber became an in-
habitant of paradise.

Beloved, you have heard the voice of the saviour. glory to his love of 
humanity, glory to his patience, glory to his goodness, glory to his con-
descension. remember: he is the god of the repentant. amen.

Based on ephraim syrus, Tvoreniia, 216–35.



appendix 3 The Life of St Basil the New: 
summary

the life is written by his disciple gregory. Basil was a miracle worker. In 
particular, he was clairvoyant: he could tell the future and he knew se-
crets. In one instance, he appeared to gregory in a dream.

Basil had a widow who took care of him, theodora. But she died, having 
first taken monastic vows. gregory was concerned about what happened to 
her after death, what her lot was. he asked Basil if it was possible to find 
out. Basil said he would let him know.

gregory had a dream. he saw theodora, who said that she would have 
met a frightful death because of her sins if it were not for the prayers of 
st Basil the new. the pain of death is great, she said, like jumping into a 
fire naked. the parting of the soul from the body is painful, especially 
for sinners like her. she suddenly saw a multitude of evil spirits who 
looked like ethiopians standing around her death bed. they brought 
books where her sins were recorded. But two angels, in the form of 
youths, appeared to her and angrily said to the evil spirits: ‘you dark 
enemies of the human race, why are you disturbing and tormenting the 
soul of this dying woman? rejoice not, because nothing here belongs to 
you.’ at this the shameless spirits began to read sins from the books of 
sins. then death came, gave her a cup to drink from, and cut off her 
head. the angels then took her by the hand and led her off. she saw her 
lifeless body lying on the bed like clothes she had taken off. as the evil 
spirits recounted her sins, the angels countered with lists of her good 
deeds, such as giving a poor man bread or buying incense for the church. 
the good deeds would redeem her sins. st Basil appeared and gave the 
angels a small chest which they could also use for his servant at the toll-
booths. this upset the evil spirits very much. Basil returned also with jars 
of aromatic ointments which the angels poured on theodora until her 
soul shone brightly. 
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they went through tollbooths in the air. some of the sins that the evil 
spirits read to her she had completely forgotten, they had happened so 
long ago. the angels from time to time gave something to the evil spirits 
from the chest given by Basil. 

the tollbooths she went through were these:

 1 slander
 2 Insult
 3 envy
 4 Lying
 5 anger and rage
 6 pride and arrogance
 7 Idle and obscene talk
 8 usury and deceit
 9 falsehood and vainglory
10 greed
11 drunkenness
12 grudge-bearing
13 sorcery
14 gluttony and epicurism
15 Idolatry
16 sodomy and pedophilia
17 adultery
18 robbery [this term includes assault of all kinds]
19 theft
20 fornication
21 mercilessness and cruelheartedness
[some variants include judgment of others, sloth, stinginess, murder, 
heresy.]

one of the angels told theodora that the recorded sins can prevent 
entrance into paradise and take the soul directly to the abyss in which 
the evil spirits themselves live. and there the soul will remain until the 
second coming of christ.

theodora asked the angels if every sin will be remembered at the post-
humous tollbooths and was there nothing one could do in one’s lifetime 
to mitigate the sins. the angels said that not all are so tested, only those 
like her who had not made a confession with a pure heart before death. 
If she had confessed without shame and fear every sin to her spiritual 
father, if she had made up for many sins with good works, and if she had 
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received forgiveness from her spiritual father, then she would not have 
been examined with reference to a single sin. 

the evil spirits at the tollbooths frequently add false sins to the list.
When theodora finished with the booths, she saw the white throne of 

god.
she took gregory on a tour of paradise. he saw the saints with various 

beautiful chambers for the apostles, prophets, martyrs, and others. he 
visited the dwelling of abraham, which was filled with flowers, myrrh, 
and aromatics. then he toured the lower depths and saw the terrible 
torment of the sinners. Back in paradise he saw a large banquet table 
with gold vessels filled with wonderful-smelling fruits. people here did 
not have terrestrial bodies, but luminous human forms. then gregory 
went home. at the same time, he woke up.

he went to Basil to find out if this was just a dream or if he did visit the 
heavenly kingdom. Basil said that his body slept, but that he did go there. 
gregory realized that he had had a vision sent by god.

various miracles of st Basil are recounted. Later the narrative is told in 
gregory’s voice.

one day, sitting in my cell, remembering and repenting over my sins, 
a thought came into my head: how great was the faith of the Jews! I 
thought of abraham, Isaac, and moses – great figures. reflecting on the 
old testament, I thought: what a fortunate and god-pleasing nation. I 
reread the old testament and became even more convinced of this. 
then I thought to consult my teacher Basil. 

Basil immediately knew what I had been thinking and was angry at the 
train of my thought (also that I stopped in at the race track on my way to 
see him). Basil reminded me: the Jews denied the son of god and fre-
quently fell into idol worship; the new testament rejects the Jews; and 
they have been punished by being despised and scattered over the earth. 
formerly the Jews did observe the law, but not since the time of christ; 
now they only observe the externals, such as circumcision. they now 
form the council of satan; they are the sons of the devil and the portion 
of the antichrist. satan is pleased that they rejected christ and by oath 
took his blood upon themselves and their children. now there is a new 
Israel: the christian people. Whoever rejects the son of god and the 
trinity is damned to torments in this life and the next.

I expressed gratitude to Basil for his profitable words and asked him 
for some sign to confirm that all which he said was true. 

that night as I lay in bed, I suddenly saw myself on a fertile field adorned 
with all possible beautiful flowers. there was a gentle, cooling breeze 
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which wafted a luminous, aromatic smoke. a luminous young man in 
white approached and explained that I had arrived here thanks to Basil 
that I might learn about the various nations. he led me eastward. We rode 
on a cloud, first to a beautiful place, then to a terrible place. We saw the 
Jerusalem which is above, that is, the sion not created by human hands. 
the guide explained that in this new sion only those reside who believe in 
the teachings of the church; nonbelievers dwell in eternal fire. 

then four youths announced to all that the judgment and the resur-
rection of the dead were about to take place. a column of fire appeared, 
and from it issued a loud voice which ordered all bones and body parts 
to reconstitute themselves. a youth with a fiery scroll was dispatched to 
satan saying that his three years of rule on earth were at an end. the 
regiments of the celestial powers rode through the air on horses of fire. 
from their ranks emerged trumpeters whose trumpeting shook the 
whole earth. Bodies began to form, all were the same age, each man 
stood with his wife, and each nation was united. I saw that some had faces 
as bright as heaven, others’ faces were not as bright. each held a book 
and had an inscription on the forehead or above the head. some inscrip-
tions read ‘prophet of the Lord’ or ‘evangelist’ or ‘pure of heart’ or 
‘peacemaker,’ and these people shone. those who had inscriptions like 
‘malice’ or ‘Impurity’ had dark faces; some had faces full of worms, some 
were covered from head to toe in stinking manure. these sinners la-
mented the impending judgment.

some asked who is god? who is christ? We do not know them, for we 
had many gods. We served them and now they should help us.

others said: If it is the god of moses who resurrects us, then we will 
receive much, for we have been scattered over the entire cosmos. But 
woe to us if the son of man comes to judge us, for we hated him, insulted 
him, did him much evil, and handed him over to death; we then killed 
his disciples. he will be judged for claiming to be the son of god. It 
would be good if we could see him here among those to be judged, to be 
held accountable for his lie. as the Jews discussed these things they 
passed the word around among them to look out for christ, apprehend 
him, and turn him over to the judge.

red inscriptions appeared on some people: ‘murderer,’ ‘thief,’ 
‘fornicator,’ ‘Idolator,’ ‘child-killer,’ ‘heretic.’ all the unbaptized and 
unshriven lamented.

angels brought a bright cross and placed it in view of all on the throne. 
the Jews trembled with fear, shame showed on their faces; the cross was 
a bad sign, the sign of the crucified one. o woe is us! they said. Jesus 
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christ, whom the christians praise, wants to judge all. When they heard 
the angels singing Jesus’s praises along with god the father’s, they began 
to lament that they did not expect him.

the trumpets blared, announcing that the judgment was to begin. 
Jesus came on a cloud with a multitude of incorporeal servants. he sat 
on the throne. the angels said to him: you are christ the son of the 
Living god whom the Jews crucified. hearing this, annas, caiaphas, 
arius, mohammed, and all the Jews trembled.

the Lord looked at the heavens, and they retreated. he looked at the 
earth, and it too withdrew. then a new heaven and a new earth appeared 
in their place. the Lord looked at the sea and it turned to flame, en-
gulfing sinners and unbelievers. some Jews were saved from the flame: 
those who believed in divine providence and did not worship idols.

Wailing came from the fiery sea. those who were untouched rejoiced 
that they had kept god’s law.

the Lord separated them into left and right, as described in matthew 25. 
there was a great number of sinners, but few righteous, because only 
one of three or four christians was saved, of old testament people bare-
ly one in a thousand or even ten thousand was saved, of those who lived 
from adam to abraham only one of thirty or forty thousand was saved.

on the right, in the following order, there approached the throne the 
mother of god, John the Baptist, the twelve apostles, the seventy dis-
ciples of christ, martyrs, confessors, and so forth. those on the left wept 
bitterly. the Jews sought moses, but could not find him, because he was 
with abraham, Isaac, and Jacob on the right.

When the just women entered, I asked an angel if wives could have 
their husbands and vice versa. the angel said that all corporeal desires 
are gone here – they will all live as angels. 

the Lord divided up all sinners by nationality and religion. angels 
began to pitch the sinners into the fiery sea. they started with those 
christians who rejected christ during times of persecution, then robbers 
and murderers, thieves, and so forth. the adulterers tried to plead that 
they had never rejected god, but the Lord responded to them with an-
ger. many sinful monks were pitched into the fire. arius and nestorius 
and their followers met the same fate. 

When it came time for the Jews, they summoned moses as their wit-
ness. moses did appear, in glory, but he condemned them. off they went 
to hell.

Based on antonii, Sud za grobom, and vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago.



appendix 4 early modern ukrainian 
sermons on the Last Judgment

dozens of different sermons on the Last Judgment circulated in ukrainian 
lands in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. here I briefly review a 
selection of them in order to both indicate the variety and evolution of 
these sermons and to present a sampling of their contents.

Pseudo-Callistus, Teaching Gospel, 1569–1637

although some sermons are preserved from an earlier period, the com-
pilation of sermon collections in polish-Lithuanian rus' dates to the lat-
ter sixteenth century and originates as a response to the emphasis placed 
on preaching by both the reformation and the counter-reformation.1 
the groundbreaking work was the teaching gospel (Ievanheliie uchytel’noie) 
published by Ivan fedorov in Zabłudów (northern podlachia in the 
duchy of Lithuania) in 1569.2 this work was reprinted in vilnius in 1580 
and 1595 and in krylos in galicia in 1606. the collection was based on 
an eleventh-century greek homiliary that was translated into slavonic in 
Bulgaria in the late fourteenth century. (In seventeenth-century editions 
of this work it was mistakenly ascribed to the mid-fourteenth-century 
patriarch of constantinople, callistus.) the fedorov publication was in 
church slavonic.

the orthodox churchman and scholar meletii smotrytsky reworked 
the text of pseudo-callistus’s sermon collection by translating it all into the 
ukrainian vernacular. the gospel passages themselves were translated 
from a polish translation of the new testament and the sermons from the 
church slavonic. the vilnius Brotherhood published smotrytsky’s edition 
of the teaching gospel in vievis in Lithuania in 1616.3 smotrytsky’s teach-
ing gospel was immensely popular and was reprinted by petr mohyla in 
1637 in a somewhat more slavonicized version. 
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the teaching gospel of pseudo-callistus contained one sermon on 
the Last Judgment, which can also be found copied in manuscripts.4

the content of the sermon shows the influence of the greek st 
ephraim the syrian, informing the faithful about the new earth and new 
heaven, the traditional torments of the damned (i.e., the gnashing of 
teeth, unsleeping worm, eternal fire), the universality of the judgment 
encompassing ‘pagans and Jews, christians and heretics’ (21) as well as 
‘rich and poor, small and great, superiors and subjects, male and female 
sex, young and old, famous and unknown’ (22v), the revelation of all 
sins, the inability of relatives and protectors or bribes to influence this 
just judgment, the great fear that will encompass sinners, the prepara-
tion of the throne of judgment and the river of fire, the separation of the 
sheep and the goats, and the appearance of the Lord’s sign in the heav-
ens (i.e., the cross).

In line with the gospel for meatfare sunday, the sermon pays particu-
lar attention to mercy shown towards those in need. ‘for every person 
who is poor, orthodox, humble and grateful is christ’s brother, also be-
cause christ himself lived in poverty and need’ (26). ‘Woe to sinners, but 
even greater woe to the merciless.’ the merciful preserved ‘love, which 
is the root of all virtues,’ while the merciless ‘were in love with hate, 
which is the origin of all evils and the main enemy of love.’ ‘people of 
mercy and brotherly love are like the merciful and mankind-loving god, 
while people without mercy, who hate their brothers are like the merci-
less, mankind-hating devil’ (26v).

Kyryll Trankvylion Stavrovetsky, Ievanheliie uchytel’noie, 1619

In 1619 the then still orthodox churchman kyryl trankvylion stavrovetsky 
published in rokhmaniv, at his own press, a teaching gospel bearing the 
plain title Ievanheliie uchytel’noie. the sermons included in it bore some 
relationship to sermons of patriarch philotheus of constantinople, but 
seem mainly to have been his own original compositions. 

the reaction of the hierarchy was negative. they distrusted the in-
novation of original sermons as well as trankvylion’s leanings towards 
catholic theology. In the early 1620s a council of ukrainian bishops con-
voked by metropolitan Iov Boretsky of kyiv condemned this teaching 
gospel; anyone who had one was to be anathematized. rejected by the 
orthodox prelates, trankvylion became a uniate in 1626. In the follow-
ing year the moscow patriarchate ordered that the many copies of his 
teaching gospel that had been imported into moscow be burned.5 
nevertheless, a number of copies have survived.6 his teaching gospel 
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has two Last-Judgment sermons for meatfare sunday, each in two parts. 
part 1 of the first sermon concerns the end of the world and the second 
coming of christ, and part 2 describes the judgment itself. the second 
sermon describes the punishments of hell and rewards of paradise re-
spectively in parts 1 and 2. the language of the sermons is a compromise 
between church slavonic and the vernacular.

In depicting how the world will end, trankvylion ascribes a negative 
role to the Jews. they will be sent a false messiah, the antichrist who will 
precede christ’s second coming (15v). When christ himself comes, the 
cross and the instruments of his passion will appear in the sky ‘as an ac-
cusation against the unfaithful Jewish people’ (17). no other people or 
religious grouping is singled out in his sermon. 

as do many other sermons on the theme of the Last Judgment, 
trankvylion’s emphasize the importance of acts of mercy. ‘Because you 
did not perform acts of mercy for the poor, he sends you to gehenna. 
even if you were not a fornicator or robber, nonetheless just for the lack 
of mercy the Lord sends him to torments … for he did not say to them 
“you have killed, committed adultery,” but instead that you did not per-
form acts of mercy for those in need, for my lesser brother’ (18v–19). 
among those specifically damned are merciless rich people (nemyl-
ostyvykh bohatyrev) (20v, also 21).

tranvylion’s hell is truly frightening. In it is the ‘fire-born Leviathan, 
the large fish of the fiery sea, the soul-disintegrating whale, who is as 
large as the greatest mountain or as a thousand unscaleable mountains; 
his size is very terrible. from his mouth issues thunder, a flame of fire 
that can be seen from afar as cannon fire; when he so laughs a malodor-
ous smoke issues from his ears as if from a great oven and it covers the 
entire land of gehenna; from his nostrils issues a puffing like storm 
winds which heats up the fire of gehenna to the torment of sinners’ 
(24). 

there are individual punishments to fit particular sins. gluttons will 
endure great hunger, and the lazy will have to work without respite (24v). 
In paradise, on the other hand, those who love to work will become even 
more industrious (27v). But also in paradise there will be ‘beds of eternal 
rest, covered with light’ (28v).

In hell, the senses and parts of the body that aided in sin will be tor-
mented. adulterous eyes will ceaselessly shed tears of blood and see only 
torments and darkness. ears which ‘have paid careful heed and listened 
to the songs of fornicating women and various musicians’ will now hear 
‘the voice of disgusting demons’ and the wailing of sinners (24v). Legs 
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that hurried to shed blood or engage in sexual sin will be bound with 
fetters of fire and never enter a cool place. nostrils, which ‘because of a 
good smell inclined to fornication,’ will now be exposed to ‘an eternal 
stink’ from the ‘damned stinking goats,’ i.e., sinners, from demons who 
smell like rotten dogs, and from the pool of gehenna (25). In paradise, 
of course, the resurrected bodies of the righteous will exude ‘the aroma 
of the most sweet smells’ (28v).

Antonii Radyvylovsky, Vinets’ Khrystov z propovidii nedelnykh, 1688

kyivan churchman antonii radyvlovsky published two sermon collec-
tions, neither of which claimed to be a teaching gospel or to be anything 
other than original compositions. his Ohorodok Marii Bohorodytsi (the 
garden of mary the mother of god) from 1676 was a collection of ser-
mons for feast days, while his Vinets’ Khrystov z propovidii nedelnykh (a 
garland for christ from sunday sermons) from 1688 contained sermons 
for sundays, including two for meatfare sunday that concerned the Last 
Judgment.7 the language of the sermons is a compromise between 
church slavonic and the vernacular.

stylistically these sermons moved beyond traditional forms. one of the 
sermons, for example, is an extended baroque conceit on how the Last 
Judgment is analogous to lightning (417–21). also, as was typical of 
ukrainian homiletics in the baroque era, the sermons draw not only on 
scripture and the fathers, but also on secular literature; the sermons con-
tain references to historical figures like alexander the great, darius, and 
caligula. the sermons also demonstrate the influence of Latin theology in 
kyiv: st augustine is quoted (419) and mortal sins mentioned (419v).

as to content, the sermons are notable for their emphasis on the sever-
ity of the Last Judgment. according to radyvylovksy, even the mother of 
god will at that moment turn away from sinners seeking her intercession 
and instead will ask her son ‘for the execution of divine justice on sinners’ 
(414). even the smallest sins, such as joking, will be punished (415).

In chapter 4 I discussed a sermon collection in the vernacular pub-
lished by the uniate Basilians at the end of the eighteenth century, Nauky 
parokhialnyia,8 that was basically roman catholic in origin and theology.

the Last Judgment sermons comprised both original works and transla-
tions and adaptations from both eastern and Western sources. the ear-
lier works adhered more to the greek tradition, while later sermons were 
original compositions influenced by rhetorical strategies learned from 
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the West; at the very end, there were sermons that hardly differed from 
the roman catholic usage. the pattern here – older sermons closer to 
the Byzantine tradition, but the connection loosening with the passage 
of time – is similar to what we find in the development of Last Judgment 
iconography. however, I have not been able to ascertain any influence of 
ukrainian sermons on the Last Judgment iconography of the carpathians, 
nor have I found any allusion in the sermons to this iconography.
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Carpathian Icons and Murals, Fifteenth-Eighteenth Centuries, Used for 
This Study

the information for each icon is provided, as available, in the following 
order: dating, location, inventory number, material/type of image, other 
information, select bibliography. 

Bahnovate

sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 36454/I-2122. tempera on 
linden. hordyns’kyi, Ukrains’ka ikona, pl. 142–3. Lohvyn et al., Ukrains’kyi 
seredn’ovichnyi zhyvopys, pl. LXXXIII. helytovych, Bohorodytsia z Dytiam i 
pokhvaloiu, 43.

Bartne

mid-eighteenth century. castle museum in Łańcut, 582. tempera on 
wood. 

Bodružal

1790s. In situ in church of st Basil (originally st nicholas). mural. 
Brázdilová, ‘kostol svätého michala archanjela w Bodružali’ (but this ar-
ticle has the name of the church wrong and the accompanying illustrati-
on shows kožany, not Bodružal).
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Bogliarka

1660s (1661?). slovak national gallery in Bratislava, nL 24/2, but in 
storage in Zvolyn. tempera on wood. chmelinová et al. Monogramista 
C.Z. Škoviera, ‘Ikona strašného súdu a jej text(y),’ 139, 143.

Borshchovychi

Beginning of seventeenth century. national museum in Lviv, 4341/I-
1376. tempera on linden. only the upper half of the central part of the 
icon remains. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon 
strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 21.

Brzegi

first half of eighteenth century. hanging in the grąziowa church in the 
open-air portion of the museum of folk architecture in sanok, 3388. 
tempera on wood. this is a small two-sided icon, with a protection on 
the other side. It was probably placed on the tetrapod for veneration on 
meatfare sunday and is not part of the set of large Last Judgment icons 
painted for church walls.

Chotyniec

1735. In situ in church of the nativity of the mother of god. mural. 
restored in the mid-2000s.

Dmytriie

eighteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 50237/I-3920. oil on 
pine. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho 
sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 31.

Dmytrovychi

1698. In situ in church of st nicholas. mural. the original mural is cov-
ered with a new mural on plywood. no image of the original was avail-
able to me. otkovych, ‘Wyposażenie cerkwi p.w. świętego mikołaja w 
dmytrowicach,’ 499.
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Dobroslava

second half of seventeenth century. In situ in church of st paraskeva. 
tempera on wood. central board missing. tkáč, Ikony, pl. 132 (mirror im-
age). Ševčiková, ‘Ikony z drevených kostolíkov a ich reštaurovanie,’ 47.

Dolyna

1560s. national museum in Lviv, 12381/I-1451. tempera on three pine 
boards. attributed to master dymytrii. svientsits’ka and sydor, Spadshchyna 
vikiv, 16–17, pl. 41–4. sydor, ‘Ikony maistriv oleksiia i dymytriia,’ 144–8. 
skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts,”’ 62, 69.

Dolyna-Dymytrii Circle

second half of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 2424/I-20. 
tempera on linden. only a fragment of the lower centre remains. the 
icon is attributed to the circle of master dymytrii. no image was available 
to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 7.

Drohobych-Elevation

mid-sixteenth century. church of the elevation of the holy cross, a 
branch of the drohobychchyna museum. tempera on wood. only the 
right board of three has survived.

Drohobych-National Museum

1685. national museum in Lviv, 2512/I-1978. tempera on pine. only a 
small reproduction was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho 
sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 26.

Drohobych-St George

circa 1666. In situ in church of st george, a branch of the drohobychchyna 
museum. mural. the mural has been restored by Lev skop. svientsitskyi, 
Tematychnyi uklad (the plate is missing in the 1998 reprint). Istoriia 
ukrains’koho mystetstva, 3:158, 162. Zholtovs’kyi, Monumental’nyi zhyvopys, 
80–1, 86. 
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Dubrovytsia

Beginning of the seventeenth century. national museum in Lviv, 4296/I-
1283. tempera on linden. fragment of the top half of the central por-
tion. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu 
v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 20.

Galicia-City Museum 1

eighteenth century. city museum: spiritual treasures of ukraine, kyiv. 
tempera on board. provenance uncertain. the dating is mine. the mu-
seum dated it to the end of the seventeenth century, but there was a 
general tendency in this museum to date items too early, and many dat-
ings were in the process of being corrected when I visited in 2005.

Galicia-City Museum 2

eighteenth century. city museum: spiritual treasures of ukraine, kyiv. 
tempera on board. provenance uncertain. the Last Judgment is painted 
together with a passion.

Hankowice

Beginning of the seventeenth century. national museum in kraków, 
Ic 10. tempera on wood. the village is now located in ukraine, with the 
name hankovychi. kłosińska, Ikony, 161–2. hordyns’kyi, Ukrains’ka ikona, 
pl. 159–60.

Horodok

end of sixteenth to beginning of seventeenth century. national museum 
in Lviv, 33621/I-972. tempera on linden. no image was available to me. 
sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 18.

Izky

seventeenth century. In situ in church of st nicholas. tempera on wood. 
crudely restored. Lohvyn, Ukrainskie Karpaty, illustration 54.
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Jedlinka

1650s. the east slovakian museum in košice. tempera on wood. the attribu-
tion to Jedlinka is not certain (information from vladislav grešlík). the pain-
ter was pavel of muszyna. Biskupski, ‘sztuka kościoła prawosławnego i unickie-
go,’ 357. kovachovychova-pushkar’ova and pushkar, Derev”iani tserkvy, 188.

Kamianka Strumylova

1587. national museum in Lviv, 14537/I-1979. tempera on three linden 
boards. central board missing. Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva, 2:267, 269, 
illustration 186. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ 
no. 9. skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts,”’ 69. 
helytovych, ‘datovani ikony,’ 57–8. svientsits’kyi, Ikonopys’, pl. 8, 86. 

Klitsko

sixteenth century. Branch of the Lviv art gallery in olesko, Zh-4697. 
tempera on wood. right board of three. 

Korytniki

mid-sixteenth century. castle museum in Łańcut, 978 (heavenly Jerusalem 
and righteous) and 979 (paradise). tempera on linden. only the right 
board, in two parts, has survived. the icon was probably moved to 
korytniki after the mid-sixteenth century. giemza, ‘Ikony XvI i XvII wie-
ku,’ 25-6, 28 n. 46, 44–5. giemza, O sztuce sakralnej, 137, pl. 146–8.

Kožany

1790s. In situ in church of the encounter of our Lord. oil on canvas. 
kovachovychova-pushkar’ova and pushkar, Derev”iani tserkvy, 177–8. 
tkáč, Ikony, pl. 135.

Kožuchovce

1785. this no longer exists and is known only from reproductions. mural. 
the church was moved from kožuchovce to an open-air museum in 
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košice in 1927. In the 1970s it was treated with chemical preservatives which 
destroyed the mural. (Information from vladislav grešlík, 7 July 2004.)

Krásny Brod

Late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. museum of ukrainian-rusyn 
culture in svidník, 393/61. tempera on wood. Lakata, ‘try “ostanni 
sudy.”’ grešlík, ‘niekol’ko poznámok k ikonám 16. storočia,’ 150. 
sopolyha, 35 rokiv Muzeiu ukrains’koi kul’tury u Svydnyku, 82.

Lipie

Late seventeenth century. historical museum in sanok, s/3437 (old 
number 976). tempera on wood. kłosińska, ‘dwie ikony sądu 
ostatecznego.’ Biskupski, Ikony ze zbiorów Muzeum Historycznego w Sanoku, 
pl. 69–71.

Lukov-Venecia

first half of sixteenth century. In situ in the church of ss cosmas and 
damian. tempera on wood. the village Lukov-venecia is the result of 
the union of two villages, Lukov and venecia. grešlík, ‘niekol’ko pozná-
mok k ikonám 16. storočia,’ 149–50. tkáč, Ikony, pl. 58–67.

Mala Horozhanka

end of sixteenth–early seventeenth century. Branch of the Lviv art 
gallery in olesko. tempera on wood. svientsits’ka and otkovych, 
Ukrains’ke narodne maliarstvo, pl. 23.

Máramaros-Néprajzi

seventeenth or eighteenth century. Budapest museum of ethnography 
(néprajzi múzeum), sz239/a-b. tempera on wood. Left board missing. 
fejős, Images of Time, 143.

Medynychi

1662. national museum in Lviv, 42413/I-2985. pine. no image was available 
to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 24.
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Moldavsko

1720. national museum in Lviv, 13599/I-2007. tempera on pine. 
otkovych, Narodna techiia, 44–5, 55–9. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho 
sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 29. svientsits’ka and otkovych, Ukrains’ke nar-
odne maliarstvo, pl. 85.

Mshanets

fifteenth century (third oldest). national museum in Lviv, 34505/I-1181. 
tempera on linden. himka, ‘the Last Judgment Icon of mshanets.’ 
svientsits’ka and sydor, Spadshchyna vikiv, 12–13. Istoriia ukrains’koho mys-
tetstva, 2:231. Lohvyn et al., Ukrains’kyi seredn’ovichnyi zhyvopys, pl. XLvIII–
XLIX. dymytrii, Ikonopys Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 241–50.

Museum of the History of Religion

seventeenth century. museum of the history of religion in Lviv, L’v ma-
2115, Zh-442. the right board is missing. provenance uncertain, but in-
ternal evidence suggests the neighbourhood of roztoka and tiushka. 
miasnikova et al., L’vovskii muzei istorii religii i ateizma. Putevoditel’. himka, 
‘the Icon of the Last Judgment in the village of roztoka,’ 364 n. 4, 
366–73.

Nehrovets

1785. stored in an attic not far from the church in nehrovets when I 
visited in 2005, but it may have since been sold. tempera on wood. 
Lohvyn, Ukrainskie Karpaty, 113, illustration 69. syrokhman, Tserkvy 
Ukrainy, 481.

Nieznajowa/Rozstajne

1737. regional museum in Jasło, 96. tempera on wood. either from 
nieznajowa or rozstajne. 

Nová Sedlica

end of seventeenth century. slovak national gallery in Bratislava, nL 15. 
tempera on wood. skrobucha, Icons in Czechoslovakia, pl. 44.
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Novoselytsia

1676–79. In situ in church of the dormition. mural. the mural has been 
restored by halyna druziuk and Lev skop. druziuk and skop, ‘Istoriia 
sozdaniia altarnoi pregrady,’ 214–16. Lohvyn, Po Ukraini, 355, 369–70. 
Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva, 3:164.

Oleksandrivka

1779. In situ in church of st paraskeva. mural. only fragments are visible.

Paszowa

sixteenth century. museum of folk architecture in sanok, 829. tempera 
on wood. central board only. kłosińska, ‘dwie ikony sądu ostatecznego.’ 
czajkowski et al., Ikona karpacka, pl. 20.

Piilo

1778–94. this no longer exists and is known only from some artists’ 
sketches. mural. the old wooden church burned down in 1965, and the 
parishioners suspect politically motivated arson. nothing was preserved 
from it. the parishioners tried to erect a new church shortly after the 
fire, but were denied permission. In fact, the authorities three times used 
tractors to demolish whatever structures the people put up there. finally 
in 1988 a delegation sent to moscow obtained permission and construc-
tion began in 1990. Zholtovs’kyi, Monumental’nyi zhyvopys, 117.

Plavie

seventeenth century. national museum in Lviv, 6492/I-1334. tempera 
on linden. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 
22. Zabolotnyi, Narysy z istorii ukrains’koho mystetstva, pl. 105–6 (not iden-
tified as plavie). Zholtovs’kyi, Ukrains’kyi zhyvopys XVII–XVIII st., 113.

Polana

fifteenth century (second oldest). national museum in kraków, Ic 25. 
tempera on wood. kłosińska, Ikony, 156–7. Biskupski, Ikony w zbiorach 
polskich, pl. 22.
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Popeli

eighteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 43037/I-3098. oil on can-
vas. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu 
v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 35.

Powroźnik

1623. In situ at the church of st James. tempera on wood. this icon has 
recently been restored. giemza and szewczuk, ‘Ikona sąd ostateczny.’ 
pieńkowska, ‘Ikony sądeckie XvII i XvIII wieku (ze zbiorów muzeum w 
nowym sączu),’ 588–9. giemza, O sztuce sakralnej, 137, pl. 145.

Przemyśl Land Museum

sixteenth century. national museum of the przemyśl Land, m.p.h. 1134. 
tempera on wood. Its provenance is unknown. kurpik, ‘Ikona sądu 
ostatecznego z muzeum Ziemi przemyskiej.’ Biskupski, Ikony w zbiorach 
polskich, pl. 37.

Przemyśl Region

Beginning of seventeenth century. national museum in kraków, Ic 32. 
tempera on wood. only the central board is preserved. provenance uncer-
tain, but probably from the environs of przemyśl. kłosińska, Ikony, 158–9.

Radelychi

second half of the sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 22996/I-
1698. tempera on linden. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii 
nmL,’ no. 8. sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 87–8.

Rakovčík

1789. museum of ukrainian-rusyn culture in svidník. canvas.

Roztoka

seventeenth century. stored in the narthex of the new church of the 
presentation of the mother of god when I visited in 2001, but may have 
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since been sold. tempera on wood. himka, ‘the Icon of the Last 
Judgment in the village of roztoka.’ Lohvyn, Ukrainskie Karpaty, 86–90.

Ruská Bystrá

mid-sixteenth century. museum of ukrainian-rusyn culture in svidník, 
1141/60. tempera on wood. attributed to master oleksii. Lakata, ‘try 
“ostanni sudy.”’ grešlík, ‘niekol’ko poznámok k ikonám 16. storočia,’ 
148–9. helytovych, ‘“strashnyi sud” seredyny XvI st. peremyshl’s’koho 
maliara oleksiia horoshkovycha.’ sydor, ‘Ikony maistriv oleksiia i 
dymytriia,’ 90. tkáč, Ikony, pl. 49–57.

Shelestovo

eighteenth century. transcarpathian museum of folk architecture in 
uzhhorod. tempera on wood. 

Skole

eighteenth century. private collection of rev. rostyslav hladiak. tempera 
on pine. only the left part of the icon has been reproduced. sydor and 
Lozynskyi, Ukrainian Icons, 22, 221, pl. 157.

Skoryky

1754. national museum in Lviv, 42822/I-3079. oil on linden boards. 
Lohvyn, Po Ukraini, 295, 297. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v 
kolektsii nmL,’ no. 30.

Smilna

eighteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 10002. on wood? 
Information from Lilya Berezhnaya, who consulted the museum’s fototeka 
(collection of photographs); for some reason this icon is not listed in 
sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL.’ no image was 
available to me.

Stanylia

second half of the sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 36455/I-
2123. tempera on linden. miliaieva, Stinopys Potelycha, 43. sydor, ‘reiestr 
ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 10.
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Sukhyi Potik

end of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 13408/I1478. tempera 
on pine. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho 
sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 17.

Świątkowa Mała

1687. In situ in the church of st michael the archangel (roman catholic). 
tempera on wood. 

Świątkowa Wielka

mid-eighteenth century. In situ in the church of st michael the archangel 
(roman catholic). tempera on wood. the dating is mine, because of its 
similarity to nieznajowa/rozstajne (dated 1737) and Bartne. the card cata-
logue at the castle museum in Łańcut dates it to the seventeenth century.

Sykhiv

1683. In situ in church of the holy trinity in sykhiv (now incorporated 
into Lviv). mural. the mural was restored in the early 2000s. Istoriia 
ukrains’koho mystetstva, 3: 166.

Tiushka

seventeenth century. city museum: spiritual treasures of ukraine, kyiv. 
tempera on three boards. the museum dated this icon to the sixteenth 
century, but many items in this newly established, private museum are 
dated too early and need to be corrected. 

Topol’a

seventeenth century. museum of ukrainian-rusyn culture in svidník, 
671/70. canvas. Lakata, ‘try “ostanni sudy.”’ kovachovychova-pushkar’ova 
and pushkar, Derev”iani tserkvy, 395.

Torky

1670. national museum in Lviv, 6498/I-1975. pine. only a small repro-
duction was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v ko-
lektsii nmL,’ no. 25.
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Tročany

seventeenth century. In situ in the church of st Luke. canvas. 
kovachovychova-pushkar’ova and pushkar, Derev”iani tserkvy, 405.

Trostianets

seventeenth century. national museum in Lviv, 6441/1, 2/I-1310. 
tempera on linden. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon 
strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 27.

Trushevychi

end of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 15812/I-1976. 
tempera on linden. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii 
nmL,’ no. 16. svientsits’kyi, Ikonopys’, pl. 55, 79.

Vanivka

fifteenth century (oldest). national museum in Lviv, 34503/I-1179. 
tempera on linden. the village is now called Węglówka. svientsits’ka, 
‘master ikon Xv veka iz sel vanivka i Zdvyzhen’,’ 280–2. svientsits’kyi, 
Ikonopys’, pl. 52, 72.

Velyke

1590s. national museum in Lviv, 42406/I-2982. tempera on linden. only 
central part preserved. no image was available to me. Istoriia ukrains’koho 
mystetstva, 2:261. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ 
no. 15.

Vilshanytsia

first half of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 30675/I-1914. 
tempera on linden. sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi.’

Volosianka

second half of seventeenth century. Budapest museum of ethnography 
(néprajzi múzeum), 87 194. tempera on wood. puskás, ‘aktual’ni prob-
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lemy vyvchennia davn’oho ikonopysu,’ 73. puskás, Between East and West, 
pl. 38. fejős, Images of Time, 142.

Volytsia Derevlianska

eighteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 27844/I-3645. oil on can-
vas. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu 
v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 33.

Vovche

second half of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 25380/I-1743. 
tempera on linden. svientsits’kyi, Ikonopys’, pl. 54, 75.

Vyšný Orlík

1660–80. Šariš museum in Bardejov. tempera on canvas. grešlík, Ikony 
Šarišského Múzea, 74–6, pl. 37. 

Wola Wyżna

second half of seventeenth century. historical museum in sanok, s/4947 
(old number 1106). tempera on wood. 

Yasinka Masova

Last third of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 29289/I-1904. 
tempera on pine. fragments of left board. no image was available to me. 
sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 12.

Yezupil

eighteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 4686/I-1381. oil on can-
vas. no image was available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu 
v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 34.

Zavadka

Last third of sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 
36569/1-6/I-1237/1-6. tempera on linden. six fragments. no image was 
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available to me. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ 
no. 14.

Zboj/Uličské Krivé

1660–80. Šariš museum in Bardejov. tempera on canvas. from either 
Zboj or uličské krivé. grešlík, Ikony Šarišského Múzea, 75–6, pl. 38. Božová, 
gutek, grešlík, Drevené kostolíky v okolí Bardejova, 181–2.

Zhovkva

mid-sixteenth century. national museum in Lviv, 38484/I-2641. tempera 
on wood. right board only. sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v ko-
lektsii nmL,’ no. 4.

Bukovina

Berehomet, Kitsman raion

second half of seventeenth century. In situ on the north wall in church 
of the transfer of the relics of st nicholas. mural. at present the mural 
is covered over by plywood and a thick wallpaper. Istoriia ukrains’koho 
mystetstva, 3:166–7. Lohvyn, Po Ukraini, 342, 344–5.

Dubivtsi, Kitsman raion

modern, twentieth-century. In situ on the south wall of the narthex in 
church of the dormition, built 1775. fresco. I would date this to the 
interwar period. the fresco is disfigured by pipes or wiring running 
across it. this indicates that the fresco was in place before the communists 
modernized and secularized the village.

Hlynytsia, Kitsman raion

nineteenth-twentieth century. In situ on the north wall of the nave in church 
of the nativity of the mother of god, constructed 1786. oil on canvas.

Horecha, now part of Chernivtsi

1767. In situ on the west wall of church of the nativity of the mother of 
god in horecha monastery. fresco.
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Kamianna, Storozhynets raion

1912. In situ on the north wall of the narthex of church of st michael, 
constructed in 1891. oil on canvas. there is a passion in the nave as 
well.

Kitsman

nineteenth century, perhaps the interwar period. chernivtsi oblast 
regional museum, 28317-I 2563. oil on canvas. originally from the 
church of the three holy hierarchs.

Lukivtsi, Vyzhnytsia raion

the church elder who ordered the Last Judgment and passion for vyviz 
said he wanted them because he had seen such icons in nearby Lukivtsi.

Pohorilivka, Zastavna raion

eighteenth century. chernivtsi oblast museum of art, chernivtsi, 443. 
canvas. Zholtovs’kyi, Ukrains’kyi zhyvopys XVII–XVIII st., 285. after 1908. 
In situ on the east wall of the narthex of the church of st nicholas, 
built in 1870–81. oil on canvas. there is also in the choir loft a 
passion in oils very similar in size and format to the eighteenth- 
century Last Judgment that ended up in the chernivtsi oblast 
museum of art. It was evidently painted to match the eighteenth-
century icon. since the passion is dated, to 1907–8, we can assume 
that the eighteenth-century Last Judgment was still in the church at 
that time. therefore the replacement icon was painted sometime 
later in the twentieth century.

Putyla, Putyla raion

In situ in church of st John the Baptist. a modern lithograph. a moun-
tain village.

Roztoky, Putyla raion

Late nineteenth-twentieth century. In situ on the west wall of the nave in 
the church of the dormition. oil on canvas with no inscriptions. a 
passion is next to the Last Judgment. a mountain village.
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Ust-Putyla, Putlya raion

Late nineteenth-twentieth century. In situ on the east wall of the narthex 
of church of st paraskeva, built 1891. oil on canvas. the Last Judgment 
is placed to the north, a passion to south. a mountain village. 

Vyviz, Storozhynets raion

1990s or early 2000s. In situ high up on the east wall of the nave of 
church of st george. oil on canvas. the church was built in 1947, closed 
in 1957, and reopened in 1991. a passion is on the west wall of the nave. 
vyviz is a khutir near kosovanka.

Maramureş

note: the literature on maramureş generally refers to the narthex as the 
‘pronaos,’ and I follow that custom here.

Bârsana

1806. In situ on the south wall of the pronaos of what is now a greek 
catholic church. small fragment of a mural. painted by toader hodor. 
pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 73.

Borşa

1775. In situ on the east wall of the pronaos. mural. pop-Bratu, Pictura 
murală maramureşeană, 91.

Budeşti-Josani

seventeenth century. In situ in the orthodox church built in oak in 1643. 
Icon on three boards that seem to have had canvas glued to the surface.

Budeşti-Susani

Late nineteenth-early twentieth century. In situ on the north wall. 
Lithograph.
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Călineşti-Căieni

1754. In situ on the east and south wall of the pronaos. mural. painted 
by alexandru ponehalski. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 
27–8.

Corneşti

early nineteenth century. In situ throughout the pronaos. mural. painted 
by toader hodor. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 62–4.

Cuhea

mid-eighteenth century. In situ in the pronaos. mural. pop-Bratu, Pictura 
murală maramureşeană, 53–5.

Deseşti

1780. In situ in the pronaos of the church erected in 1770. mural. 
painted by radu munteanu 1780. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramure-
şeană, 46–8.

Dragomireşti

turn of the nineteenth century. In situ on the west, south, and north 
walls of the pronaos. mural. perhaps by the same artist who painted 
poenile Izei. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 96,105.

Fereşti

Late eighteenth century. In situ on the south, west, and east walls of the 
pronaos. mural. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 78–9.

Giuleşti-mănăstirea

seventeenth or eighteenth century. In situ on the exterior west wall. 
fragment of mural. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 21–2,  
105.
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Ieud-Deal

1782. In situ throughout pronaos. mural. painted by alexandru 
ponehalski. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 35–7, pl. 26, 30–1.

Onceşti

eighteenth century. In situ on the west wall of the pronaos. mural. pop-
Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 49–50, 105.

Poienile Izei

1793–4. In situ on the east, south, and north walls of the pronaos of the 
church of st paraskeva. mural. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 
93–5, pl. 85.

Rogoz

1785. In situ in the pronaos of the church of the holy archangels 
michael and gabriel. mural. painted by radu munteanu and nicolae 
mon de fîntînele. rogoz is located just south of maramureş proper, in 
the Lăpuş region.

Rozavlea

1825. In situ in the pronaos. remnants of a mural (only paradise, on the 
south wall, is well preserved). painted by Ioan plohod. pop-Bratu, Pictura 
murală maramureşeană, 84–5.

Sat Şugătag

Late eighteenth century. In situ in pronaos. mural. costin, Biserici de lemn 
din Maramureş, 90.

Serednie Vodiane, Rakhiv Raion, Transcarpathia Oblast

seventeenth or eighteenth century. In situ on the east wall dividing the 
pronaos and narthex in the church of st nicholas. fragments of a mural. 
the inscriptions on the mural are in slavonic, not romanian, and 
ukrainian art historians treat the murals in this church as part of ukrainian 
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art history. But this is a Romanian village in historical maramureş that end-
ed up on the ukrainian side of the border. Inscriptions in slavonic indi-
cate the seventeenth rather than the early eighteenth century as proposed 
by pavlo Zholtovsky. Zholtovs’kyi, Monumental’nyi zhyvopys, 98, 108, 153. 
Lohvyn, Ukrainskie Karpaty, 148.

Şieu

Late 1820s. In situ on the west, south, and north walls of the pronaos. 
mural. attributed to Ioan plohod. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşea-
nă, 88–9.

Şurdeşti

eighteenth century. In situ on the entrance walls to the nave. mural. 
costin, Biserici de lemn din Maramureş, 66.
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Table 6.1 
Carpathian Icons and Murals Known Only from Visitation Records

Locality Deanery  
or Diocese

Type of Image Placement Source

Babuchów Rohatyn mural left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Bartatów Obroszyn mural left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Brzuchowice Dunajów icon on canvas babynets' Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Bubszczane Pomorzany icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Choro ciec Kozłów icon on canvas right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Czahrów urawno mural – Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Czernichów 
(Czernichowce)

Tarnopol icon on canvas babynets' Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Daniłcze Rohatyn icon on canvas – Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Gli sk ółkiew icon on wood right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Gorzyce Jarosław – – AB GK 25, p. 29.

Hołowecke 
Górne

Stary 
Sambór

– left wall AB GK 52, p. 28.

Horodysławice Bóbrka icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Jarczowce Zborów icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Jawcze Rozdół mural left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Kozowa Brze any icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Kulawa ółkiew mural right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Kulczyce 
Królewska

Sambór – north wall AB GK 47, p. 45.

Lisowice Bolechów icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Mokrzany Mokrzany mural right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Moniłówka Zborów icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Nowosiółka Zarwanica mural left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Radziejowice diec. 
kamieniecka

– right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Raków Dolina? icon on wood left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Remenów Kulików icon on wood right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Sarnki Dolne Bursztyn icon on canvas – Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Sarnki 
Horiszne 
(Górne)

Bursztyn mural – Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Serafi ce Horodenka icon on canvas north wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Sielec Mokrzany – below 
choir

AB GK 475, p. 526.
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Table 6.1 
Carpathian Icons and Murals Known Only from Visitation Records (Continued)

Locality Deanery  
or Diocese

Type of Image Placement Source

Skniłów Obroszyn icon on canvas babynets' Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Skwarzawa 
Nowa

ółkiew icon on canvas right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Stradcz Obroszyn mural left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Suchrów Rozdół mural left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Szczedrowa diec. 
kamieniecka

icon on canvas babynets' Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Tarnawska Jarosław icon on canvas babynets' AB GK 25, p. 117.

Tokarówka diec. 
kamieniecka

icon on canvas babynets' Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Tro cianiec Dolina icon on wood left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Wierzbica Rozdół icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Wierzbiłowce Rohatyn mural – Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Wola Kuni ska ółkiew icon on wood left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Wola 
Zołtaniecka

Kamionka 
Strumiłowa

icon on canvas left wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Zału e Rohatyn icon on canvas babynets' Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Zborów Zborów – right wall Gronek, Ikony M ki Pa skiej, 15–25.

Zubrzyca Rozłucz – – AB GK 6445, p. 3.
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notes

1. Introduction

1 gellner, Nations and Nationalism, 124–5.
2 himka, ‘history, christendom and traditional ukrainian culture.’
3 gould, Wonderful Life, 281.
4 Wuthnow, Rediscovering the Sacred, 52–5.
5 this is using ‘icons for historians,’ as called for by Woodsworth, ‘the 

venerated Image.’
6 aleksandrovych, ‘rybotycki ośrodek malarski,’ 341.
7 a carpathian Last Judgment icon (vyšný orlík) is panned to great effect in 

the concluding scenes of peter kerekes’s film Murder Ballads and Legends 
from Ladomirova.

8 many of the illustrations to this book can also be found in colour on the 
internet, on the site of the Leopolis project (cIus research programs>Last 
Judgment Iconography project): http://www.leopolis-huri.org.ua/ 
cambridge_face/external/campus02/go/horizon3/form004?id=1017. 

9 himka, ‘episodes in the historiography of the ukrainian Icon.’
10 himka, ‘What constitutes a ukrainian cultural artifact?’
11 I use this spelling as a compromise among its historical names: Bukowina 

(german), Bucovina (romanian), and Bukovyna (ukrainian). 
12 for further information on the historical background and social conditions, 

see Encyclopedia of Ukraine; Encyclopedia of Rusyn History and Culture; rozdol-
ski, Stosunki poddańcze w dawnej Galicji; mytsiuk, Narysy z sotsiial’no 
hospodars’koi istorii; magocsi, Galicia; magocsi, Carpatho-Rusyn Studies.

13 on the syriac ephraim, see Brock, The Luminous Eye. 
14 Brock, ‘ephrem’s Letter to publius.’

http://www.leopolis-huri.org.ua/cambridge_face/external/campus02/go/horizon3/form004?id=1017
http://www.leopolis-huri.org.ua/cambridge_face/external/campus02/go/horizon3/form004?id=1017
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15 taylor, ‘st. ephraim’s Influence on the greeks,’ 6. the texts on the Last 
Judgment are not included in the Patrologia Graeca, but old slavonic 
versions with the greek originals and a german translation can be found 
in Bojkovsky and aitzetmüller, Paraenesis. there are good and accessible  
russian translations of the most important sermons in ephraem syrus, 
Tvoreniia. for an illustrated discussion on the impact of ephraim the syrian 
(graecus) on orthodox iconography of the Last Judgment, see gavrilovic, 
‘st. ephraim the syrian’s thought and Imagery as an Inspiration to 
Byzantine artists.’ sermons attributed to ephraim appeared in carpathian 
homiliary gospels for meatfare sunday. see, for example, ‘poucheniie 
sviataho Iefrema o budushchem sudi,’ Biblioteka narodowa (Warsaw), 
manuscript division, akc. 2740, microfilm 15353.

16 The Lenten Triodion, 150–65.
17 Ibid., 153.
18 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 1:315.
19 for full bibliographical details, please see the bibliography.
20 see kots’-hryhorchuk, ‘nove pro naidavnishi zrazky ukrains’koho ikonopy-

su,’ and ovsiichuk, ‘Janina kłosińska. Ikony.’
21 czajkowski et al., Ikona karpacka. see the analysis in himka, ‘episodes in the 

historiography of the ukrainian Icon,’ 153–6.
22 he has written very good surveys of the literature on ‘West ruthenian’ icons 

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: kruk, ‘stan badań nad atrybucjami 
warsztatowymi.’ kruk, ‘stan badań nad zachodnioruskim malarstwem 
ikonowym.’

23 himka, ‘“social” elements in ukrainian Icons of the Last Judgment.’
24 svientsits’ka and otkovych, Ukrains’ke narodne maliarstvo XIII–XX stolit’.
25 see himka, ‘episodes in the historiography of the ukrainian Icon,’ 160–6.
26 magocsi, Our People, 111–43.

2. Origins

1 himka, ‘episodes in the historiography of the ukrainian Icon,’ 150–2, 
154–5, 158–9, 167. himka, ‘What constitutes a ukrainian cultural artifact?’ 
232–3.

2 Icons in museums are commonly referred to by the names used by the mu-
seums themselves. thus, although vanivka came from a village now in poland, 
it is held by the national museum in Lviv and hence called by its ukrainian 
name. similarly, polana, though from a village now in ukraine, is held by the 
national museum in krakow and hence called by its polish name.
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3 Information from romuald Biskupski, 2 June 2000.
4 sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ 90. 
5 skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts,”’ 61.
6 helytovych, ‘datovani ikony,’ 53, 57. a volhynian icon was dated even 

earlier, in 1532.
7 goldfrank, ‘Who put the snake on the Icon and the tollbooths on the 

snake?’ for another interpretation of the relationship between eschato-
logical concerns and changes in iconography in northern rus', see flier, 
‘till the end of time.’

8 Węglówka (vanivka) was founded in the first half, poliana in the second half 
of the fifteenth century. czajkowski, ‘dzieje osadnictwa historycznego na 
podkarpaciu,’ map 3. mshanets was first mentioned in historical records in 
1446. Istoriia gorodov i sel Ukrainskoi SSR. L’vovskaia oblast’, 637.

9 sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ 90.
10 kłosińska, Ikony, 156. she does not mention the three boards, but they are 

visible in the photograph on the previous page.
11 sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ 90.
12 Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 89–90, 102–3.
13 the icon was originally published in sotiriou, Icones du Mont Sinaï, vol. 1, pl. 

151, but there is a larger and clearer black-and-white reproduction in 
Jónsdóttir, An 11th Century Byzantine Last Judgement in Iceland, ill. 6 (entire 
icon) and ill. 24 (detail of the personification of the sea). the sotirious date 
the icon to the second half of the twelfth century on 2:131. Jónsdóttir 
describes the icon in on pp. 16 and 23–4. there is a colour reproduction 
and some commentary in Weitzmann, The Icon, 84–5, pl. 23. heinz 
skrobucha has also compared this icon with russian icons of the Last 
Judgment in skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts.”’ 

14 on the deesis, see Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 95–8, and mazurkiewicz, 
Deesis.

15 Jónsdóttir only identified them as ‘a group of five figures.’ that they are 
condemned sinners is clear from the inscription: ‘depart from me, ye 
cursed, into the outer fire.’ (this is a corruption of mt 25:41 which reads 
‘into everlasting fire’ to pur to aiōnion instead of, as in the icon inscription, to 
pur to exōteron. Sto pur to exōteron is the common modern greek expression 
for ‘go to hell.’) they may, in fact, be Jews. see below, n. 53.

16 see below, fig. 2.43.
17 It appears in the Last Judgment fresco of the chora monastery painted in 

1316–21. underwood, The Kariye Djami, 3:389. It is also to be found in the 
sixteenth-century fresco in the church of the nativity in arbanasi, Bulgaria.
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18 ‘de exitu animi,’ 1076 d. It is unlikely that the historical cyril of alexandria 
wrote this text.

19 radelychi (second half of the sixteenth century), mala horozhanka (end of 
sixteenth-early seventeenth century), dobroslava (second half of the 
seventeenth century), drohobych-national museum (1685), moldavsko 
(1720).

20 Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 103, 163.
21 patriarch dymytrii (yarema) discerns the signs of the zodiac in the land and 

sea beasts in the mshanets resurrection scene. I do not. dymytrii, Ikonopys 
Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 248.

22 king James reads: ‘Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne’ 
(ps 89:14). on the hetoimasia, see Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 71, 98, 
and różycka-Bryzek, ‘Bizantyńsko-ruskie malowidła ścienne w kaplicy 
Świętokrzyskiej,’ 224–6.

23 for an interesting discussion of this theme in Byzantine theology and 
ukrainian and russian iconography, see Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie mortis,’ 
20–2.

24 this point was made by sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 85.
25 heinz skrobucha calls this the earliest russian icon of the Last Judgment. 

he states that it is usually dated to the first half of the fifteenth century, 
which he finds too early. skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten 
gerichts,”’ 54, 54 n. 14. Below I will refer to another fifteenth-century 
russian icon, from the dormition church in moscow, that has more archaic 
features and is probably older. mikhail alpatov dates it to the mid-fifteenth 
century. Weitzmann et al., The Icon, 280–1.

26 haustein-Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht, 4, 6, 8, 40, 50, pl. 1–2.
27 ephraem syrus, Tvoreniia, 217.
28 I am grateful to mother sophia senyk for turning my attention to this. the 

first ten verses of chapter 3 of the Wisdom of solomon are read on the 
sunday of all saints (the first sunday after pentecost) and on the feasts of 
st theodosius the cenobiarch (11 January), the three holy hierarchs 
(30 January), and st george (23 april).

29 ‘de exitu animi,’ 1081 c.
30 kretzenbacher, Die Seelenwaage. Brandon, The Judgment of the Dead, 28–9, 47, 

78–9, and ill. 1, 5, 8. hegel mentions the weighing of souls in ancient egypt 
in his Philosophy of History, 217: ‘after the death of an egyptian, judgment 
was passed upon him. – one of the principal representations on the 
sarcophagi is this judicial process in the realm of the dead. osiris – with Isis 
behind him – appears, holding a balance, while before him stands the soul 
of the deceased.’
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31 at gračanica. der nersessian, ‘program and Iconography,’ 331.
32 at the church of the holy apostles in salonika. Ibid. the hand of god has a 

much older lineage in christian iconography, but it is not clear to me 
whether any of these earlier depictions included also the souls of the 
righteous. kirschbaum, Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie, s.v. ‘hand 
gottes.’ the hand of god with souls appears in a fresco from the 1370s-
1380s in the church of the dormition in the volotovo field near novgorod. 
Lazarev, Drevnerusskie mozaiki i freski XI–XV vv., ill. 362. the image also 
appears as an illustration to psalm 23 in the late fourteenth- or early 
fifteenth-century munich serbian psalter. the illumination depicts how the 
Lord founded the earth upon the seas (ps 23:2). Der Serbische Psalter. 
Faksimile, folio 33.

33 moscow dormition has been dated differently, both from the second 
quarter and from the end of the fifteenth century. goldfrank, ‘Who put the 
snake on the Icon and the tollbooths on the snake?’ 189.

34 kretzenbacher, Die Seelenwaage, 152. réau, Iconographie de l’art chrétien, 2:742.
35 Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 100–1.
36 underwood, The Kariye Djami, 3:386.
37 for the purposes of this book, it does not matter whether the painting on 

the east wall of the narthex in Luzhany properly belongs to the set of 
moldavian frescoes or not. although I am including them here, I recognize 
that they are anomalous. these frescoes were restored only in the 1990s and 
demand more study. on the one hand, the church in Luzhany is shaped like 
a typical moldavian church and even has traces of paint on the exterior, so 
typical of northern moldavia. the style of the frescoes also suggests that they 
are moldavian. the founder of the church was a court boyar of the mol-
davian prince, alexander I. on the other hand, these frescoes are much 
earlier than the others and also relatively far to the north of them. the 
boyar who built the church had the rus'-Lithuanian name of feodor vitolt. 
ukrainian scholars have concluded from the language of the inscriptions 
that the painters of the frescoes came from northern volhynia, that is, rus' 
territory under Lithuanian rule. (I would feel more comfortable if roma-
nian scholars had come to that conclusion on the language.) pyvovarov, 
Khrystyians’ki starozhytnosti, 60–1. nimchuk and shynkaruk, ‘epihrafiia 
voznesens’koi tserkvy.’ himka, ‘What constitutes a ukrainian cultural 
artifact?’ 232.

38 In serbian Last Judgment frescoes in dečani (1327–48) and morača 
(1577–8) the scales are not held by an angel, but suspended from a segment 
of a circle representing the heavenly realm. gavrilovic, ‘st. ephraim the 
syrian’s thought and Imagery as an Inspiration to Byzantine artists,’ ill. 20. 
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petković, Morača, 255. the moldavian frescoes in humor and voroneţ 
combine the serbian circle segment and the rus' hand; suceava: st demet-
rius and moldoviţa may also reflect serbian influence.

39 this is also the view of Lilya Berezhnaya. she discusses the debate around 
the issue in ‘sub specie mortis,’ 8–10. an icon painter in the mid-1650s 
wrote near the serpent and tollbooths: ‘this is the serpent which for the 
devils led adam and eve in paradise into sin.’ this would not be a survival 
of the original knowledge from a century and a half earlier, but an expres-
sion of how the iconographer understood the element. the icon with this 
inscription is Jedlinka. 

40 an imaginative alternative explanation of the tollbooths on the serpent has 
been proposed by patriarch dymytrii (yarema). he wrote that reports of 
near-death experiences recorded by physicians mention ‘a terrible, dark cor-
ridor, or tube (the body of the serpent)’ that souls passed through. ‘clearly, 
our ancestors also knew about the “corridor-tube” …’ dymytrii, Ikonopys 
Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 247. also imaginative is v.k. tsodikovich’s attempt to 
demonstrate that the tollbooth rings on the serpent have a pre-christian 
origin. tsodikovich, Semantika ikonografii ‘Strashnogo Suda.’

41 ‘de exitu animi.’ 
42 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago. a popular condensation of the Life is 

antonii, Sud za grobom. a brief summary of the Life can be found in appen-
dix 3 of this book. on the tollbooths in the Life of st Basil the new, see also 
every, ‘toll gates on the air Way.’

43 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 1:304–12. podskalsky, Christentum, 102–3. 
there is an old, but still useful survey of the eschatological literature of old 
rus': sakharov, Eskhatologicheskiia sochineniia i skazaniia.

44 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 1:269–70.
45 pokrovskii, ‘strashnyi sud v pamiatnikakh vizantiiskago i russkago iskusstva.’ 

goldfrank, ‘Who put the snake on the Icon and the tollbooths on the 
snake?’

46 Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 193.
47 The Hagiography of Kievan Rus', 143–4.
48 Der Serbische Psalter. Fakismile, folio 1v.
49 himka, ‘on the Left hand of god,’ 328.
50 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 1:43–5, 52–3 n. 4.
51 the translation here is from the slavonic.
52 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 1:50.
53 revel-neher, The Image of the Jew in Byzantine Art, 80–1, states that Jews did 

not appear in Byzantine Last Judgments at all. Both miltos garidis and 
eva haustein-Bartsch write that the first appearance of the Jews in Last 
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Judgment iconography dates to the twelfth-century mount sinai icon that 
we examined above. garidis, ‘La représentation des “nations,”’ 86. haustein-
Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht, 12. as we have seen above, n. 15, the five figures 
on the left-hand side are clearly identified as condemned sinners, but not 
specifically as Jews. garidis and haustein-Bartsch apparently based their 
opinion on the costumes. sirarpie der nersessian makes a similar judgment 
with regard to the Last Judgment fresco in the chora monastery of the 
fourteenth century. the fresco contains a ‘group of old men above the lake 
of fire’ who ‘wear long mantles and scarfs [sic] that cover their heads and 
shoulders.’ the costumes and a comparison with other images indicate, in 
his opinion, that these figures are Jews. der nersessian, ‘program and 
Iconography,’ 328–9. see the reproduction: underwood, The Kariye Djami, 
3:390. the inscription again only identifies them as condemned sinners.

54 see above, n. 37.
55 Kievskaia psaltir’, fol. 180.
56 sarab’ianov, ‘“strashnyi sud” v rospisiakh sobora snetogorskogo monasty-

ria,’ 23–5.
57 pokrovskii, ‘strashnyi sud v pamiatnikakh vizantiiskago i russkago iskusstva,’ 

314–15.
58 garidis, ‘La représentation des “nations,”’  86–8. a.n. grabar, ‘Ikonografi-

cheskaia skhema piatidesiatnitsy,’ 223–6, 232.
59 Lukov-venecia also has the same peoples as vanivka and polana, but without 

moses. I do not think, however, that this is additional testimony to the 
existence of the peoples as a separate element. this icon is clearly modelled 
on vanivka, but it is a less competent piece of artistry which was unable to 
maintain vanivka’s proportions; the painter of Lukov-venecia simply ran out 
of room for moses. hypothetically, both it and vanivka could have been 
copied from an even earlier icon that lacked moses and only depicted the 
peoples, but the placement of clearly labelled Jews as first in the troupe 
strongly suggests that this was modelled on an icon with the full comple-
ment of moses, Jews, and other peoples.

60 skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts,”’ 58.
61 see the comparisons in himka, ‘on the Left hand of god,’ 322–6.
62 Jarosław giemza told me on 20 June 2000 that he visited the conservation 

site and saw ‘the condemned peoples.’
63 różycka-Bryzek, ‘Bizantyńsko-ruskie malowidła ścienne w kaplicy swiętokrzy-

skiej,’ 182, 220.
64 sarab’ianov, ‘‘‘strashnyi sud” v rospisiakh sobora snetogorskogo monasty-

ria,’ 25.
65 haustein-Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht, 12, 14, pl. 17.
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66 podskalsky, Byzantinische Reichseschatologie. nersesian, ‘videnie proroka 
daniila.’

67 I consulted an example contained in a mid-sixteenth-century West ukrain-
ian miscellany, which identified the first beast as the persian kingdom, the 
second as the macedonian, the third as the Babylonian, and the fourth as 
the roman. L’vivs’ka naukova biblioteka im. v. stefanyka [LnB], viddil 
rukopysiv, f. 77, op. 1, spr. 138, 45v–6, 167–71v.

68 nersesian, ‘videnie proroka daniila.’ sarab’ianov, ‘“strashnyi sud” v 
rospisiakh sobora snetogorskogo monastyria,’ 25–7. Briusova, Andrei Rublev, 
pl. 99.

69 haustein-Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht, 14, pl. 18.
70 I thank mother sophia senyk for pointing me in this direction.
71 ‘nyni v nebesnykh obytelekh zhyvete veseliashcheshia, idizhe lykuiut’ 

anhely.’
72 ‘anhelov dostyhoste chyny.’
73 there is an english translation in Zenkovsky, Medieval Russia’s Epics, 

Chronicles, and Tales, 153–60.
74 franko, ‘k istorii iuzhno-russkikh apokrificheskikh skazanii,’ 427.
75 franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 151.
76 mil’kov, Drevnerusskie apokrify, 613.
77 nersesian, ‘voznesenie monakhov i padenie angelov.’ for passages that 

appear to support this view, see kazakova and Lur’ie, Antifeodal’nye ereticheskie 
dvizheniia, 319, 400. I am grateful to one of the anonymous reviewers for the 
latter reference.

heinz skrobucha connects the ascent of the monks with a vision of John 
colobus on the basis of an inscription on the recklinghausen icon from the 
second half of the seventeenth century. the main problem with this is that 
knowledge about iconographic elements declined over time; it did not 
improve. the monks flying into paradise made their appearance in the 
fifteenth century. the inscription linking it to the vision came two hundred 
years later. there is also a problem with dating: the earliest known rus' 
version of the colobus vision seems to come after the first appearance of the 
element in both carpathian and northern rus' icons. furthermore, the 
colobus vision has the monks with fiery wings specifically flying into the 
upper Jerusalem, and this is what is depicted on the recklinghausen icon; 
but in the fifteenth-century icons, the monks fly into paradise with ordinary 
wings. I suggest that the text of the colobus vision subsequently influenced 
and modified the image in russian iconography of the Last Judgment, 
giving the monks red (fiery) wings and directing them to the heavenly 
Jerusalem on the top right rather than to paradise on the bottom right. 
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skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts,”’ 59. see also 
haustein-Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht, 38, 48, pl. 2.

78 nersesian somehow overlooked novgorod-tretiakov (and the carpathian 
icons) when he dated the appearance of the ascension of the monks to the 
middle of the sixteenth century. perhaps he discounted it because the 
monks were flying into paradise, not into the heavenly Jerusalem. nersesian, 
‘voznesenie monakhov i padenie angelov,’ 262.

79 alekseev, ‘“slovo o iskhode dushi” kirilla filosofa,’ 15. LnB, viddil 
rukopysiv, f. 77, op. 1, spr. 210, 35.

80 stichel, Studien zum Verhältnis von Text und Bild, 17–48.
81 kłosińska, Ikony, 161. Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie mortis,’ 23, 23 n. 62 (refer-

ences to possible prototypes in polish art).
82 stichel, Studien zum Verhältnis von Text und Bild, 19.
83 smotryts’kyi, The Jevanhelije učitelnoje, fols 21v–2.
84 Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie mortis,’ 24–5.
85 see those in tiushka, roztoka, and the museum of the history of religion. 

the first two of these icons definitely come from the ukrainian-inhabited 
northern part of máramaros/maramureş. the provenance of the third is 
not documented, but details of the iconography convince me it is from the 
same region as the others.

86 LnB, viddil rukopysiv, f. 77, op. 1, spr. 1: a sixteenth-century Izmarahd (it 
was being restored and I was unable to consult it); spr. 69, fol. 56–56v: a 
sixteenth-century Zbornyk composed of extracts from the Izmarahd and 
teachings of the fathers; spr. 27, fols 497v–8v: a sixteenth-century Proloh. an 
early seventeeth-century russian Izmaragd contains the tale as well and is 
available on the internet: ‘slaviansie rukopisy’ (joint project of russian state 
Library and st sergius trinity monastery) http://www.stsl.ru/manuscripts/
medium.php?col=1&manuscript=202 (accessed 11 november 2007). see the 
excellent treatment of the almsgiving fornicator in Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie 
mortis,’ 17–20. she deals well with an erroneous interpretation advanced by 
paslavs’kyi, ‘uiavlennia pro potoibichnyi svit.’

87 I am grateful to spencer young for calling my attention to this fact.
88 mil’kov, Drevnerusskie apokrify, 589–90. franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 136, 

146 (here in addition to slanderers are informers [iabednyky]).
89 mil’kov, Drevnerusskie apokrify, 613. franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 138.
90 mil’kov, Drevnerusskie apokrify, 591.
91 the inscription is partly illegible, but a cannibal probably appeared in the 

new hell in dolyna, an icon from the 1560s.
92 Le goff, The Birth of Purgatory, 36–7.
93 garidis, Études sur le Jugement dernier post-Byzantin, 86–114.

http://www.stsl.ru/manuscripts/medium.php?col=1&manuscript=202
http://www.stsl.ru/manuscripts/medium.php?col=1&manuscript=202
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94 mijović, Dečani, 39, 41.
95 Brenk, Tradition und Neuerung, 81.
96 garidis, Études sur le Jugement dernier post-Byzantin, pl. X.19. 
97 orosz, ‘gotycka polichromia,’ 180.
98 kliś, Paruzja, 234. 
99 orosz, ‘gotycka polichromia,’ 176, 178.

100 kłosińska, Ikony, 156.
101 In this I disagree with patriarch dymytrii (yarema), who thought the 

novgorod Last Judgments were no older than the ukrainian ones. 
dymytrii, Ikonopys Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 257.

102 I am grateful to one of the anonymous reviewers for turning my attention 
to the significance of these differences.

103 vilinskii, Zhitie sv. Vasiliia Novago, 1:233–4. a Life of st Basil the new, 
however, is in an early sixteenth-century miscellany of the former Library 
of the Zamoyski ordination, now in the national Library in Warsaw. Zema, 
‘eskhatolohichni motyvy,’ 4.

104 Biskupski, Król Chwały, 7, 10–13. It is one of the failings of mariia 
helytovych’s in many other ways exemplary catalogue of these icons in the 
national museum in Lviv that she skirts entirely the issue of their connection 
with the iconography of northern rus'. Ukrains’ki ikony ‘Spas u Slavi,’ 4. 
there is an english translation of the relevant passage in the book’s 
summary: ‘the appearance of ‘‘the saviour in glory’’ in ukrainian iconog-
raphy in the formative stages can be traced to the painting of the church 
of the holy trinity in Lublin, poland in 1415. It is more problematic to 
propose that this theme was brought in from russia, after being presented 
by theofan the greek and developed by andrei rublev. In ukrainian 
iconography it may have had a separate development.’ no reason is ad-
vanced why this is ‘more problematic.’ Ibid., 24. moreover, it is likely that 
the frescoes in Lublin were painted by iconographers from northern rus'. 
różycka-Bryzek, Bizantyńsko-ruskic malowidɫa w kaplicy zamku lubelskiego.

105 gronek, Ikony Męki Pańskiej, 134–5, 138, 144.
106 patriarch dymytrii (yarema) felt that there must have been an icon 

bridging the novgorod and galician Last Judgments, namely the kyivan 
Last Judgment. he suggested that the solvichegod Last Judgment was 
perhaps the work of kyivan masters. But a comparison it with the reckling-
hausen icon shows clearly that it is in the russian tradition. dymytrii, 
Ikonopys Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 257–60. haustein-Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht.

107 Inkin, Sil’sk’e suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 7, 12, 14.
108 różycka-Bryzek, ‘Bizantyńsko-ruskie malowidła ścienne w kaplicy Święto-

krzyskiej.’
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109 rogov, ‘Iz istorii kul’turnykh sviazei galitsii i moldavii,’ 250–2.
110 Ibid., 235.
111 Information from mariia helytovych, 13 June 2005. she is the head of the 

department of old ukrainian art at the national museum and a native of 
Lavriv. she also sees a resemblance between inscriptions on the Lavriv 
frescoes and inscriptions on the icons of master oleksii, one of whose 
icons has been firmly dated to 1547. helytovych, ‘datovani ikony,’ 56.

112 rogov, ‘Iz istorii kul’turnykh sviazei galitsii i moldavii.’
113 dvořáková et al., Středkověká nástěnná malba na Slovensku, 147–8.
114 svinica was a village ‘with significant carpatho-rusyn settlement’ in 1806. 

magocsi, Carpatho-Rusyn Settlement.
115 Inkin, Sil’sk’e suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 25–6.
116 patterson, Wooden Churches of the Carpathians, 116.
117 unfortunately, I omitted to record her name. this was during my visits on 

22–3 June 2005.
118 Information from 13 June 2005.
119 gronek, Ikony Męki Pańskiej, 37–8.
120 an agrotechnical crisis that began in the mid-seventeenth century hurt 

both the peasants and the landlords’ folwarks. the size of peasant holdings 
declined over the course of the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. 
Inkin, Sil’sk’e suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 35.

121 miliaieva, Stinopys Potelycha, 125. for an account of how icon painters 
prepared the wood, see the appendix ‘the painting of Icons’ by richard 
temple in Baggley, Doors of Perception, 102–3.

122 grabar, Die Freskomalerei der Dimitrij Kathedrale in Wladimir, 32.
123 It graces the cover of czajkowski et al., Ikona karpacka. Its technique is 

discussed in grządziela, ‘twórczość malarza ikon z Żohatyna,’ 61.
124 see also above n. 59.
125 gronek, Ikony Męki Pańskiej, 163.
126 senyk, Women’s Monasteries, 55.
127 krypiakevych, ‘serednevichni monastyri v halychyni,’ 70, 74–5, 96–101; 

there is a map on p. 105, but I have not been able to read it from the 
microfiche copy to which I had access.

128 slobodian, Tserkvy Ukrainy. Peremys’ka ieparkhiia, 127. vavryk, Narys rozvytku i 
stanu Vasyliians’koho chyna, 192, also dates the monastery to 1613. the 
dobromyl monastery is not included in krypiakevych’s list of monasteries 
through the fifteenth century. oleh sydor has suggested that about thirty 
icons in the vicinity were produced by monks from dobromyl, the so-called 
master of poliana and his school. the chronology does not work well, 
however, since sydor has in mind icons of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
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century. see his introduction to sydor and Lozynskyi, Ukrainian Icons 
13th–18th Centuries, 17.

129 shved, Spas’kyi ta Lavrivs’kyi monastyri.
130 senyk, ‘ruthenian monasticism in decline: 1300–1600.’
131 Information from yuriy Zazuliak, 4 august 2006.
132 Şandru and viţega, Made by Man, Created by God.
133 Encyclopedia of Rusyn History and Culture, s.v. ‘hrushovo monastery of st. 

michael the archangel’ by Ivan pop. völkl, Das rumänische Fürstentum 
Moldau und die Ostslaven, 43.

134 rusu et al. Dicţionarul mănăstirilor, 64.
135 völkl, Das rumänische Fürstentum Moldau und die Ostslaven, 13–26.
136 pereswetoff-morath, ‘Whereby We Know That It Is the Last Time,’ 80.
137 völkl, Das rumänische Fürstentum Moldau und die Ostslaven, 91, 105.
138 In 1623 bishop and archimandrite meletii smotrytsky travelled from 

vilnius to constantinople and the holy Land. ‘he seems to have followed 
the normal route through moldavia and onto the Black sea at the mouth 
of the danube, thence toward Bosporus and constantinople.’ he returned 
to eastern europe in 1625, but not to vilnius. Instead, by 1627 he could be 
found in derman monastery in volhynia. david frick, ‘Introduction,’ 
smotryts’kyi, Rus' Restored, l (quote), liii.

139 senyk, ‘ruthenian monasticism in decline: 1300–1600,’ 107.
140 ‘the royal mandate, issued by the king sigismund I on april 2, 1511, 

ordered the Lviv catholic archbishop to keep watch on popones ritus 
Ruthenici, who often traveled to moldavia and were suspected by poles of 
being moldavian spies. (see: corpus iuris polonici, vol. 3, #71, datum 
cracoviae, 2 aprilis, a. 1511, p. 160.)’ personal communication from yuriy 
Zazuliak, 4 august 2006.

141 völkl, Das rumänische Fürstentum Moldau und die Ostslaven, 54–6.
142 a certain deacon mihail ‘was of ukrainian origin (Rusac) and lived at 

suceava’ in the sixteenth century, perhaps at the archbishop’s palace. 
turdeanu, ‘centres of Literary activity in moldavia,’ 116.

143 völkl, Das rumänische Fürstentum Moldau und die Ostslaven, 45–6.
144 turdeanu, ‘centres of Literary activity in moldavia,’ 102.
145 ‘under 6852 [1344] psrL 15/1, 2nd ed., writes about greek artists of 

metropolitan theognost painting a church in moscow. theognost, like all 
the metropolitans of this period, although their principal residence was 
moscow, actually moved around quite a bit, and theognost spent a long 
period in volyn’ in particular. the greek artists that he brought with him 
when he was named to rus' weren’t engaged the whole time in moscow; 
they must have found commissions elsewhere in rus' and also have had 
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native apprentices.’ Letter from mother sophia senyk to the author,  
13 november 2001.

146 różycka-Bryzek, ‘Bizantyńsko-ruskie malowidła ścienne w kaplicy 
swiętokrzyskiej,’ 175.

147 różycka-Bryzek, Bizantyńsko-ruskie malowidła w kaplicy zamku lubelskiego.
148 all the many inscriptions are in greek.
149 helytovych, ‘datovani ikony,’ 53, 56. for further evidence of moldavian 

connections with ukrainan sacral art, see petrov, ‘rumynskie khudo-
zhestvennye pamiatniki.’

3. Further Elaboration

1 sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 13. the village 
was called dovhe and it was in the drohobych region, but there are two 
villages that match those specifications, so I was unable to map it.

2 there is also a torky near przemyśl, closer to other sites of Last Judgment 
icons. I cannot help but wonder if an error has crept into sydor, ‘reiestr 
ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 25, upon whose information I 
have relied to situate the provenance of the torky icon.

3 giemza, ‘Ikony XvI i XvII wieku,’ 25.
4 radwan, Wizytacje generalne.
5 for a vision of how the visitation records can expand historical knowledge, 

see skochylias, Heneral’ni vizytatsii, xv–xxx. 
6 chlenova et al., Shedevry ukrains’koho ikonopysu, no. 30.
7 haustein-Bartsch, Ikonen, 37–41.
8 Information from halyna hol’chuk, 11 June 1998. the catalogue of the 

Lutsk collection, kot et al., Volyns’ka ikona, has no Last Judgment icon. 
there is a seventeenth-century Last Judgment icon in volhynia, however, at 
the cemetery chapel in ostroh. Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva, 2:286. I am not 
sure whether it is painted on wood or canvas.

9 Ikony ta suchasne ukrains’ke mystetstvo.
10 konstantynovych, Opisanie ikon.
11 helytovych, who has not to my knowledge ever mapped the surviving icons, 

nonetheless sees stylistic similarities among the icons of the staryi sambir 
(mshanets-poliana-Lavriv-spas), drohobych, and dolyna regions. 
helytovych, ‘datovani ikony,’ 58.

12 shepherds from the sambir region and from transcarpathia took their 
sheep to the same hills. occasionally their interests clashed. Inkin, Sil’sk’e 
suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 26.

13 Encyclopedia of Ukraine, s.v. ‘krasný Brod [sic].’
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14 helytovych, ‘“strashnyi sud” seredyny XvI st. peremyshl’s’koho maliara 
oleksiia horoshkovycha.’ I am not certain about this attribution, but I defer 
to mariia helytovych’s judgment here. I do not accept as proven, however, 
the identification of this oleksii with oleksii horoshkovych, a member of 
the przemyśl goldsmith guild. the identification was originally proposed by 
volodymyr aleksandrovych. see aleksandrovych, ‘ukrains’ke maliarstvo v 
peremyshli,’ 45, and aleksandrovych, Zakhidnoukrains’ki maliari XVI stolittia, 
64–70. sydor, ‘Ikony maistriv oleksiia i dymytriia,’ 90, explains why this 
identification is problematic. 

15 sydor, ‘Ikony maistriv oleksiia i dymytriia,’ 99–116.
16 see above, p. 255 n111.
17 sydor, ‘Ikony maistriv oleksiia i dymytriia,’ 91–5.
18 Information from romuald Biskupski, 3 June 2000.
19 otkovych, Narodna techiia, 43–4.
20 according to Jarosław giemza, the curator of the icon collection in which 

Bartne is held, there was a bottom half to this icon, but it was taken by the 
germans during the second World War. Letter to the author, 6 april 2007. I 
would need to see the evidence before I could change my opinion on this 
matter.

21 gronek, Ikony Męki Pańskiej, 215.
22 see the inflated view in otkovych, Narodna techiia, 48–74. this account 

needs to be balanced by aleksandrovych, ‘rybotycki ośrodek malarski.’
23 puskás, ‘aktual’ni problemy vyvchennia davn’oho ikonopysu,’ 73.
24 gronek, Ikony Męki Pańskiej, 221.
25 otkovych, Narodna techiia, 55.
26 gronek, ‘Ikona męki pańskiej z Lipia,’ 29, 33. gronek, Ikony Męki Pańskiej, 

203.
27 Biskupski, ‘sztuka kościoła prawosławnego i unickiego,’ 356.
28 helytovych, ‘datovani ikony,’ 53. helytovych, ‘Zakhidnoukrains’ki ta 

volyns’ki ikony XvI st. z vkladnymy tekstamy,’ 34–5.
29 see also below, p. 152.
30 Biskupski, ‘sztuka kościoła prawosławnego i unickiego,’ 356–7.
31 patterson, Wooden Churches of the Carpathians, 116.
32 aleksandrovych, ‘ukrains’ke maliarstvo v peremyshli.’
33 Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva, 3:198–204.
34 Ibid., 2: 244. I was forced to the conclusion of the extinction of traditional 

icon painting in Lviv after looking up the references to Lviv in the index to 
vols 2 and 3 of Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva. 

35 such was the case in maramureş. patterson, Wooden Churches of the Carpath-
ians, 45.
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36 cited in gronek, ‘duchowieństwo wschodnie,’ 85.
37 Bartrum, German Renaissance Prints, 9.
38 for example: sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi’; kłosińska, ‘dwie 

ikony sądu ostatecznego’; Škoviera, ‘Ikona strašného súdu a jej text(y)’; 
himka, ‘the Icon of the Last Judgment in the village of roztoka.’

39 I am grateful to mother sophia senyk for pointing out the scriptural source 
to me. the verse reads somewhat differently in the king James Bible: ‘the 
memory of the just is blessed.’

40 sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 88.
41 the heavenly Jerusalem can be found in vilshanytsia, Lukov-venecia, 

Zhovkva, Bahnovate, dolyna, drohobych-elevation, vovche, krásny Brod, 
radelychi, kamianka strumylova (?), przemyśl Land museum, korytniki, 
and Wola Wyżna. the fall of the rebel angels can be found in vilshanytsia, 
Lukov-venecia, Bahnovate, dolyna, vovche, klitsko, krásny Brod, radelychi, 
kamianka strumylova (?), powroźnik, and przemyśl Land museum. daniel 
can be found in Lukov-venecia, Bahnovate, krásny Brod, mala horozhanka, 
and przemyśl Land museum. the four evil beasts/kingdoms can be found 
in vilshanytsia, Lukov-venecia, Bahnovate, krásny Brod, paszowa, radelychi, 
and przemyśl region. monks flying into paradise can be found in vilshany-
tsia, drohobych-elevation, kamianka strumylova, krásny Brod, mala 
horozhanka, przemyśl Land museum, korytniki, and Wola Wyżna.

42 the heavenly Jerusalem can be found in drohobych-national museum, 
tiushka, and moldavsko. the fall of the rebel angels can be found in 
volosianka, tiushka, and moldavsko. daniel can be found only in roztoka. 
the four evil beasts/kingdoms can be found only in moldavsko. monks 
flying into paradise can be found only in tiushka.

43 tkáč, Ikony, 240, 242.
44 Lukov-venecia, paszowa, vovche, krásny Brod, mala horozhanka, 

powroźnik, przemyśl region, and przemyśl Land museum.
45 Jedlinka, Wola Wyżna, and volosianka.
46 sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 82.
47 vilshanytsia, Bahnovate, ruská Bystrá, stanylia, radelychi, trushevychi, and 

hankowice.
48 Bogliarka, Lipie, drohobych-national museum, shelestovo, Świątkowa mała, 

moldavsko, Bartne, nehrovets, and torky.
49 Lilya Berezhnaya suggests that both the booth and the zigzag form of the 

tollbooths were derived from the iconography of the ladder of John 
climacus, but I fail to see the resemblance. Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie mortis,’ 
11–13.

50 dolyna.
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51 tiushka, roztoka, skole, and museum of the history of religion.
52 plavie, Izky, nová sedlica, nieznajowa/rozstajne, Świątkowa Wielka, Brzegi, 

galicia-city museum 1, and galicia-city museum 2.
53 that the peoples were enveloped by the river of fire did not actually signify 

that they were condemned; many texts testify to this. from one of the stichera 
for the vespers preceding meatfare sunday we read: ‘the terrifying fiery river 
before your seat of judgment carries all’ (vlechet vsikh). cyril the philosopher, 
in his ‘sermon on the exit of the soul,’ wrote that the river of fire will go 
through the entire world of mankind (vsemu myru chelovicheskomu proity), 
through the entire human race (vsemu rodu chelovicheskomu proity). 
sinners will be burned, but the righteous will feel coolness, not fire; the fire 
will clean and illumine them. alekseev, ‘“slovo o iskhode dushi” kirilla 
filosofa,’ 18. ‘slovo sviatoho ottsa nasheho kyrylla o iskhodi dushi,’ LnB, f. 
77, op. 1., spr. 210, 40. a West ukrainian sermon from about 1600 also stated 
that ‘the entire human people’ (vshytkomu narodu chelovicheskomu) will 
feel the fire of the river. ‘pryslukhaizhesia pylno,’ Biblioteka narodowa 
(Warsaw), akc. 2930 and 2584, microfilms 15620 and 14281, 28. 

54 carpathian icons in which the orthodox are omitted are dolyna, stanylia, 
przemyśl Land museum, hankowice, Bogliarka, Lipie, tiushka, shelestovo, 
and skoryky.

55 perhaps an icon from 1737, nieznajowa/rozstajne, also has its peoples in 
order of religion, but I am not sure. as I have deciphered the inscriptions, 
the peoples portrayed there are [Jews], greeks, rus', serbs, turks, arabs, 
muntenians (?), and kalmyks (?). perhaps what I am reading as muntenians 
actually said Ishmaelites, which would then make the order fit religion. this 
icon was surely produced by a craftsman.

56 an icon with sixteenth-century lettering, once held by the stauropegial 
Institute in Lviv but now lost, was reported to have portrayed Lutherans 
among the peoples. svientsits’kyi, Opis’ muzeia Stavropigiiskago Instituta, 185, 
no. 130.

57 museum of the history of religion.
58 moldavsko and Bartne.
59 roztoka and museum of the history of religion.
60 Świątkowa mała, Bartne, and skoryky.
61 moldavsko, nieznajowa/rozstajne (probably), and Bartne.
62 ‘mohylevs’ka khronika t.r. surty i Iu. trubnyts’koho,’ chastyna 3, ‘Lytovs’ko-

bilorus’ki litopysy (psrL t. XXXII; t. XXXv)’ http://izbornyk.narod.ru/
psrl3235/lytov30.htm (accessed 11 november 2007).

63 vilshanytsia, dolyna, stanylia, przemyśl Land museum, mala horozhanka, 
Bogliarka, plavie, roztoka, tiushka, moldavsko, and nieznajowa/rozstajne.

http://izbornyk.narod.ru/psrl3235/lytov30.htm
http://izbornyk.narod.ru/psrl3235/lytov30.htm
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64 Bahnovate, Bogliarka, volosianka, museum of the history of religion 
(probably), Świątkowa mała, and Bartne.

65 vilshanytsia, paszowa, vovche, stanylia, przemyśl Land museum, and 
volosianka.

66 kamianka strumylova, volosianka (probably), tiushka, and Bartne. also on 
the lost stauropegial icon; see above, note 56.

67 kamianka strumylova and roztoka.
68 vilshanytsia. also on the lost stauropegial icon; see above, note 56.
69 volosianka and nieznajowa/rozstajne (probably).
70 vilshanytsia (sydor here reads Bulgarians), Bahnovate, volosianka, and 

Bartne. sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 80. 
71 moldavsko, nieznajowa/rozstajne, and Bartne.
72 volosianka.
73 museum of the history of religion. the restorer yurii ostrovsky told me on 

13 december 2001 that he now reads the inscription kozaky as kazakhy. I 
think the original reading is the correct one.

74 Świątkowa mała.
75 Bahnovate and Wola Wyżna (perhaps vlachs).
76 on the lost stauropegial icon; see above, note 56.
77 all these readings are from sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 

88. I had no access to trushevychi and could not read any of the inscrip-
tions on kamianka strumylova.

78 trushevychi.
79 kamianka strumylova.
80 vilshanytsia, ruská Bystrá, dolyna, mala horozhanka, krásny Brod, hanko-

wice, Jedlinka, plavie, Wola Wyżna, Lipie, dobroslava, Świątkowa mała, 
roztoka, moldavsko, shelestovo, and nehrovets.

81 ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms, 119.
82 ruská Bystrá (melnyk nepravdyvyi).
83 dolyna, shelestovo, and nehrovets.
84 dolyna and moldavsko.
85 dolyna. 
86 plavie, Lipie, roztoka, and nehrovets.
87 roztoka.
88 Lipie.
89 himka, ‘“social” elements,’ 238.
90 peters, ‘Between catholicism and orthodoxy: Wall paintings,’ 333.
91 franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 145–8.
92 vilshanytsia, roztoka, and nehrovets.
93 poienile Izei.
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94 franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 146.
95 stanylia (merciless rich man), dobroslava, Lipie (merciless rich man), and 

roztoka (twice).
96 smotryts’kyi, The Jevanhelije učitelnoje, 27.
97 vovche and dolyna.
98 moldavsko, shelestovo, and nehrovets.
99 roztoka.

100 franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 149.
101 ephraem syrus, Tvoreniia, 225.
102 Inkin, Sil’sk’e suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 40.
103 sorceresses: vilshanytsia, ruská Bystrá, dolyna, krásny Brod, Bogliarka, 

and plavie (also holding a vessel for mixing potions). Infanticides: 
przemyśl region, Lipie, and moldavsko.

104 Jedlinka (twice), Bogliarka, Wola Wyżna (the inscription reads ‘vipers suck 
the childless woman’), roztoka, moldavsko, and shelestovo. a childless 
woman also has her breasts attacked in the mural in rogoz in romanian 
maramureş. 

105 dobroslava.
106 roztoka. on the misunderstanding of the almsgiving fornicator, see 

himka, ‘the Icon of the Last Judgment in the village of roztoka,’ 368.
107 nehrovets.
108 vilshanytsia and ruská Bystrá.
109 plavie, roztoka, shelestovo, and nehrovets (in the latter two icons the 

couple seem to share one tongue and the depiction is almost identical).
110 mil’kov, Drevnerusskie apokrify, 613. franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 138.
111 medwidsky, ‘cantors and godparents in ukrainian folkore,’ 118–19.
112 vilshanytsia (otchaianyk). sydor, ‘Ikona strashnoho sudu z vil’shanytsi,’ 81.
113 nehrovets.
114 Jedlinka and moldavsko.
115 roztoka.
116 (Svarlyvyi) przemyśl Land museum.
117 roztoka.
118 roztoka.
119 Bahnovate, dolyna, vovche, kamianka strumylova, trushevychi, krásny 

Brod, przemyśl region, Jedlinka, Bogliarka, dobroslava, plavie, Lipie, 
roztoka, nová sedlica, museum of the history of religion, máramaros-
néprajzi, moldavsko, and skole.

120 trushevychi, Lipie, and Bogliarka (here the devil’s whispering is omitted, and 
the inscription just reads: ‘the tavernmaid does not pour a full measure’). 
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Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie mortis,’ 27 n. 27, also mentions przemyśl region in 
this connection, but I see no such inscription on the icon.

121 romuald Biskupski saw in słopa nowo (poznań region) a roman catholic 
church that had, under the choir, a picture of a tavernmaid being pulled 
by a devil. the inscription read exactly as the formulas used on our icons: 
‘because she did not pour a full measure’ (bo nie dolewała; Lipie: zheby 
nedolyvala, Bogliarka: kachmarka nedolyvaie).’ Information from romuald 
Biskupski, 2 June 2000.

122 vilshanytsia, ruská Bystrá, dolyna (ancient of days only; inscription 
instead of depiction), przemyśl Land museum (holy spirit only), stanylia, 
mala horozhanka, trushevychi (ancient of days only), hankowice, 
przemyśl region, Jedlinka, moldavsko (ancient of days only), and skole 
(holy spirit only).

123 sarab’ianov, ‘“strashnyi sud” v rospisiakh sobora snetogorskogo monasty-
ria,’ 26–7.

124 haustein-Bartsch, Das Jüngste Gericht, 6, pl. 6.
125 Zlatohlávek et al., Sąd Ostateczny, 98.
126 gormin and yarosh, Novgorod, pl. 197. I am grateful to one of the anony-

mous reviewers for calling my attention to this.
127 pătrăuţi, probota, humor, suceava: st demetrius, moldoviţa, arbore, 

voroneţ, and suceviţa.
128 pătrăuţi, probota, humor, voroneţ, râşca, and suceviţa.
129 stichel, Studien zum Verhältnis von Text und Bild, 23.
130 Kievskaia psaltir’, 183.
131 the one exception is the icon that once belonged to george r. hann and 

is now in a private collection in munich. It is illustrated in garidis, Études 
sur le Jugement dernier post-Byzantin, pl. XIX.38. the icon has both scenes. 
the reproduction in garidis is too small to make out any inscriptions. 
Berezhnaya, ‘sub specie mortis,’ refers to the scene depicted here as ‘the 
parable of dives and Lazarus,’ 24.

132 vilshanytsia, paszowa, ruská Bystrá, korytniki, dolyna, przemyśl Land 
museum, klitsko, stanylia, vovche, radelychi, Bahnovate, kamianka 
strumylova, trushevychi, mala horozhanka, hankowice, przemyśl region, 
powroźnik, Bogliarka, volosianka, Wola Wyżna, drohobych-national 
museum, Jedlinka, Świątkowa mała, Lipie, tiushka, roztoka, moldavsko, 
shelestovo, and nehrovets.

133 paszowa, ruská Bystrá, przemyśl Land museum, stanylia, vovche, mala 
horozhanka, hankowice, przemyśl region, powroźnik, Wola Wyżna, 
tiushka, and shelestovo. 
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134 vilshanytsia, Bahnovate, radelychi, dolyna, kamianka strumylova, 
Bogliarka, volosianka, and drohobych-national museum.

135 this is the septuagint reading. king James has: ‘evil shall slay the wicked’ 
(ps 34:21).

136 I had difficulty reading this at all. patriarch dymytrii (yarema) read it as 
proverbs 10:7: ‘the memory of the righteous is with praises.’ dymytrii, 
Ikonopys Zakhidnoi Ukrainy, 256. this text is also on an icon of the novgo-
rod school. Ibid., 257.

137 kamianka strumylova, mala horozhanka, Jedlinka, Bogliarka, volosianka, 
Wola Wyżna, plavie, Lipie, drohobych-national museum, Świątkowa mała, 
museum of the history of religion, roztoka, nová sedlica, máramaros-
néprajzi, galicia-city museum 1, shelestovo, and nehrovets.

138 nehrovets.
139 volosianka.
140 shelestovo.
141 Inkin, Sil’sk’e suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 34–5, 152, 155.
142 franko, Apokrify eskhatolohichni, 149.
143 garidis, Études sur le Jugement dernier post-Byzantin, 109.
144 dolyna, kamianka strumylova, mala horozhanka, volosianka, roztoka, 

museum of the history of religion, tiushka, galicia-city museum 1, 
shelestovo, skoryky (the sinner is held upside down), and nehrovets.

145 roztoka and museum of the history of religion (two closely related icons).
146 volosianka.
147 roztoka.
148 dolyna.
149 volosianka. 
150 galicia-city museum 1.
151 shelestovo (probable reading).
152 Bahnovate, Jedlinka, Bogliarka, plavie, Lipie, drohobych-national mu-

seum, museum of the history of religion, roztoka, nová sedlica, and 
máramaros-néprajzi.

153 Bad confession only: vilshanytsia, radelychi, przemyśl Land museum, Wola 
Wyżna, volosianka, Świątkowa mała, tiushka, galicia-city museum 1, 
shelestovo, and nehrovets. sleeping in only: dobroslava.

154 alekseev, ‘“slovo o iskhode dushi” kirilla filosofa,’ 17. ‘slovo sviatoho ottsa 
nasheho kyrylla o iskhodi dushi,’ LnB, f. 77, op. 1., spr. 210, fol. 38–8v.

155 cuhea. pop-Bratu, Pictura murală maramureşeană, 55.
156 mil’kov, Drevnerusskie apokrify, 589.
157 garidis, Études sur le Jugement dernier post-Byzantin, 89.
158 poienile Izei and cuhea. source for the latter: pop-Bratu, Pictura murală 

maramureşeană, 55.
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159 a list of preserved manuscripts can be found in Lebedeva, Povest’ o 
Varlaame i Ioasafe, 294–5.

160 John damascene, Barlaam and Ioasaph, 187, 189, 191. see also Lebedeva, 
Povest’ o Varlaame i Ioasafe, 160–1.

161 I could not read it. neither could mariia helytovych. none of the litera-
ture on this icon attempts it either.

162 skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts,”’ 70–1.
163 Ibid., 70.
164 réau, Iconographie de l’art chrétien, 2:747–8.
165 goar, Euchologion sive rituale graecorum, 429. Evkholohion abo Trebnyk Mytropo-

lyta Petra Mohyly, 629. I am grateful to Ihor Ševčenko, Jack kollman, tom 
dykstra, and William ryan for helping me to decipher this element.

166 Der Serbische Psalter. Faksimile, folio 2. Textband, 188–9.
167 stichel, Studien zum Verhältnis von Text und Bild, 114–15.

4. Disintegration

1 sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 27 (trostianets), 
no. 28 (again trostianets), and no. 30 (skoryky).

2 Inkin, Sil’sk’e suspil’stvo Halyts’koho Prykarpattia, 25.
3 dolyna, yasinka masova, and sukhyi potik.
4 medynychi, torky, drohobych-national museum, moldavsko, dmytriie, and 

skole.
5 mytsiuk, Narysy z sotsiial’no hospodars’koi istorii, 1:170–1.
6 sydor, ‘reiestr ikon strashnoho sudu v kolektsii nmL,’ no. 32 (volytsia 

derevlianska, tempera and oil on canvas, end of seventeenth century), no. 33 
(volytsia derevlianska, oil on canvas, eighteenth century), no. 34 (yezupil, oil 
on canvas, eighteenth century), no. 35 (popeli, oil on canvas, eighteenth 
century), and no. 36 (galicia, oil on canvas, nineteenth century).

7 radwan, Wizytacje generalne: ‘By the left [wall], an image of god [as] the 
terrible Judge, showing the last day of his judgment, also painted on canvas.’ 
kutiużyńce, 1791 (721). Last Judgment on canvas in pryluka (city), left wall, 
1791 (833). sopin, 1791, left wall: ‘the secret of st John the theologian, of 
the apocaypse, of the terrible judgment of the Lord, painted on canvas’  
(850). samhorodek, 1791, right wall: ‘[the image] of st John the theolo-
gian, or the apocalypse, on canvas’ (854). turbów, 1791, right wall: ‘the 
image of god [as] the terrible Judge, also painted on canvas’ (869). the 
visitors wrote in polish, using terminology that was more Latin than eastern.

8 sumtsov, ‘k istorii ukrainskoi ikonopisi,’ 134–5.
9 see above, p. 79.

10 Letnianchyn, ‘obraz sviatoho apostola pavla,’ 168, 171.
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11 Information from myroslav marynovych.
12 otkovych, ‘Wyposażenie cerkwi p.w. świętego mikołaja w dmytrowicach,’ 

499.
13 Information from the pastor, father Iosyp hnatyshyn, 26 June 2005.
14 Jarosław giemza, who supervised the restoration of the chotyniec mural, 

disagrees with this interpretation. Letter to the author, 6 april 2006.
15 Information from Jarosław giemza, 20 June 2000. the kozachkovsky 

engraving originally appeared in a volume entitled Akafisty i kanony. Zapasko 
and Isaievych, Pam”iatky knyzhkovoho mystetstva, no. 1863. 

16 Zholtovs’kyi, Monumental’nyi zhyvopys, 117.
17 In addition to the Last Judgment icon on glass illustrated here, another, also 

from the second half of the nineteenth century, is held by the museum of 
ethnography in Lviv. It was on display in July 1997.

18 Irimie and focşa, Romanian Icons Painted on Glass, pl. 66–7, 87–8, 119–21. 
szacsvay, Üvegképek, pl. 368.

19 vasylyna ushak and Ivan hrechko, ‘Icons on glass,’ in Zarivna and Loza, 
Ukrainian Antiquities, 328.

20 andriy tsybko and taras Lozynsky, ‘tiles,’ in Zarivna and Loza, Ukrainian 
Antiquities, 333.

21 nehrovets and novoselytsia; dolyna, piilo, and yezupil.
22 Inventory no. 15959.
23 I am grateful to vladislav grešlík for giving me the key to the transcription.
24 so is the cross inscription on the kožuchovce mural, but I am unable to 

make out any other inscriptions from the photograph I have.
25 radwan, Wizytacje generalne, 14. skochylias, Heneral’ni vizytatsii, xxvii.
26 otkovych, Narodna techiia, 56.
27 Ibid., 52–3.
28 cracraft, The Church Reform of Peter the Great, 212. the quotation is the words 

of peter’s decree in the translation of James cracraft. the decree of 1722 
was very much in the tradition of earlier state and ecclesiastical legislation 
concerning icon painting. cracraft, The Petrine Revolution in Russian Imagery, 
49–57, 296.

29 Ibid., 51.
30 chyzhevs’kyi, Poza mezhamy krasy, 9.
31 Wawrzeniuk, Confessional Civilising in Ukraine.
32 Nauky parokhial’nyia, foreword [unpaginated], 278, 282. copies are in the 

Basilian monastery, Warsaw, starodruky 184 and 185; also in the Lviv 
historical museum, starodruk 231.
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5. Conclusions

1 himka, ‘history, christendom and traditional ukrainian culture.’
2 The Russian Primary Chronicle, 110. Litopys rus’kyi, 59–60. see also the related 

tale about Bulgaria, in mango, Art of the Byzantine Empire, 190–1.
3 I note that gerold vzdornov has posited that the illuminator was of north-

ern rus' origin. vzdornov, Issledovanie o Kievskoi Psaltiri, 20–33. But see 
himka, ‘What constitutes a ukrainian cultural artifact?’ 231–2.

4 himka, ‘episodes in the historiography of the ukrainian Icon,’ 153–6.
5 notably skrobucha, ‘Zur Ikonographie des “Jüngsten gerichts”’; and gold-

frank, ‘Who put the snake on the Icon and the tollbooths on the snake?’
6 Istoriia ukrains’koho mystetstva, 2:286.
7 see above, p. 182.
8 stepovyk, Istoriia ukrains’koi ikony, 52–73.
9 Ibid., 10, 73.

10 putsko, ‘ukrains’kyi ikonopys XIII – pershoi polovyny XvII st.,’ 309.
11 for example, Zholtovs’kyi, Khudozhnie zhyttia, 50.
12 It is now held by the national museum in kyiv, I–13.
13 Zholtovs’kyi, Ukrains’kyi zhyvopys XVII–XVIII st., 284.
14 see also himka, ‘What constitutes a ukrainian cultural artifact?’ 234–5.
15 himka, ‘history, christendom and traditional ukrainian culture.’

Appendix 4

1 an old but clear and useful introduction is katajew, Geschichte der Predigt in 
der russischen Kirche.

2 on teaching gospels, see chuba, ‘do problemy typolohichnoho rozr-
iznennia uchytel’nykh Ievanhelii.’ chuba, ‘ukrains’ki uchytel’ni Ievan-
heliia.’ korzo, Obraz cheloveka v propovedi XVII veka. korzo, ‘rukopisnye 
uchitel’nye evangeliia.’

3 smotryts’kyi, The Jevanhelije učitelnoje. references in the text are to this 
edition.

4 Biblioteka narodowa (Warsaw): akc. 2797, pp. 5v–10v (early seventeenth 
century); akc. 2795 mf. 15405, pp. 30–7v (1665–66). LnB, manuscript 
division: f. 77, spr. 30, pp. 3–9 (sixteenth century); f. 2, spr. 31 (first half of 
seventeenth century), pp. 8v–14v; f. 1, spr. 465, pp. 20v–6v (early seven-
teenth century).

5 kharlampovich, Malorossiiskoe vlianie, 108–9.
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6 Lviv historical museum, starodruk 215; Basilian monastery in Warsaw, 
starodruk 1.

7 radyvylovskii, Vinets Khrystov. I used the copy in the historical museum in 
sanok, 9207.

8 see above, p. 191.
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abraham, 35, 140, 166; bosom of, 38 
fig. 2.13, 40 fig. 2.15, 104, 144, 
152–4, 176 fig. 4.52, 181

acheiropoietos, 80, 83 fig. 2.49
adam and eve, 37, 38 fig. 12, 103–4, 

144, 150 fig. 4.11, 152, 154, 157
aleksandrovych, volodymyr, 6–7, 22, 

258n14
alexander I (prince of moldavia), 

249n37
almsgiving fornicator, 42, 64–5, 65 figs 

2.38, 2.39, 104, 144, 154, 157, 177
alpatov, mikhail, 248n25
ancient of days, 72–3, 103, 128–9, 

129 fig. 3.36, 144, 154, 220
anthony, saint, of the kyiv caves 

monastery, 179
antichrist, 19, 34, 59–60
apocalypse, icons of, 182
apocalypse (biblical book). See 

revelation
apocalypse of paul, 68
apocalypse of peter, 36
apostles, 31, 33, 103, 152, 154, 160 

fig. 4.26, 166, 175 fig. 4.48
arbore, 47, 263n127
athos, mount, 63, 86, 193

augustine, saint, 221
austria. See habsburg monarchy
avraamii of smolensk, saint, 52–3

Babylonia, 59–60
bagpipers, 104, 126 fig. 3.33, 127 

fig. 3.34
Bahnovate, 65 fig. 2.39, 89, 116, 131 

fig. 3.38, 134 fig. 3.43, 259nn41, 47, 
261nn64, 70, 75, 262n119, 
263n132, 264nn134, 152

Barlaam and Ioasaph, 133
Bârsana, 86
Bartne, 92, 97, 98 fig. 3.4, 113 

fig. 3.15, 118, 181–2, 183 fig. 4.61, 
258n20, 259n48, 260nn58, 60, 61, 
261nn64, 66, 70, 71

Bazylii (presbyter), 96
Berehomet, 165 fig. 4.32
Berezhnaya, Lilya, 23, 63, 250n39, 

253n86, 259n49
Bessarabia, 14
Biskupski, romuald, 20–1, 263n121
Bodružal, 160, 162 figs 4.28, 4.29, 

163, 177, 179
Bogliarka, 92, 259n48, 260nn54, 63, 

261n64, 262nn103, 104, 119, 120, 
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263nn121, 132, 264nn134, 137, 
152

Boikos, 14, 25, 94
Bolsheviks, 199
Boretsky, Iov, 219
Borshchovychi, 92
Bratslav palatinate, 93, 151
Brenk, Beat, 6, 19
Brest, church union of, 16, 115
Brzegi, 93, 260n52
Budapest, 21
Budeşti-Josani, 53 fig. 2.28, 64–5, 75, 

110, 135, 137 fig. 3.47, 140, 173–4, 
174 fig. 4.46, 182

Budeşti-susani, 174
Bukovina, 16, 75, 78, 150, 163, 

165–73, 177, 184, 189, 192; usage, 
14

Bulgaria, 86, 132, 218, 247n17
Byzantium, 20, 29, 34, 59, 74, 193, 

196, 198–9

calendar icons, 30
callistus, pseudo-, 218–19
carpathian icons, 20; defined, 8, 10
carpathian region: defined, 8, 9 map 

1; history, 14–16
castle museum in Łańcut, 21
chełm, 117; eparchy, 92
cherkasy region, 151
chernivtsi, 165; oblast, 14, 163
chora monastery, 247n17, 250–1n53
chotyniec, 157, 158 figs 4.22, 4.23, 

184, 185 fig. 4.62, 186 fig. 4.65
chyzhevsky, dmytro, 184
composition, 43, 46, 52, 56–8, 60, 62, 

64–5, 68, 72
confession, bad, 105, 132–4, 134 figs 

3.42, 3.44, 144, 153
constantinople, 47, 86, 193, 256n138

cossacks, 117–18
counter-reformation, 16, 190–1, 218
cozia, 86
craftsmen: as icon painters, 96–7, 

101, 140, 190, 193–4, 258n14, 
260n55; as inhabitants of hell, 
119–20, 119 figs 3.22, 3.23, 151–2, 
157, 166, 189 figs 4.71, 4.72

crete, 133
crown of thorns, 46
crucifix and instruments of christ’s 

passion, 41, 46, 103, 152, 154, 166, 
168, 219–20

crucifixion, icons of the, 80, 81 
fig. 2.47, 82 fig. 2.48

cuhea, 136
cyril of alexandria, saint, 18, 35, 

46–7, 248n18
cyril the philosopher, 62, 133, 

260n53
czechoslovakia, 11, 199

daniel (biblical book), 17, 30, 34, 37, 
43, 46, 54, 57–9

daniel (prophet), 41, 57–8, 58 fig. 
2.32, 72, 107, 128, 202, 259nn41, 42

david, 19, 129, 166
death (personification), 41, 62–4, 63 

fig. 2.36, 73–4, 97 fig. 3.3, 106, 109 
fig. 3.12, 140, 153–4, 156 fig. 4.21

death of Lazarus and the rich man, 
130–1, 131 fig. 3.38

death of the righteous man and 
sinner, 105, 129–31, 130 fig. 3.37, 
153

dečani, 68, 120 fig. 3.24, 121, 249n38
deesis, 31, 33 fig. 2.6, 103, 152, 154, 

157, 166, 168, 202
deposition from the cross, icon of, 

73
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derman monastery, 256n138
der nersessian, sirarpie, 250–1n53
descent into hades, icon of. See 

resurrection, icon of 
diffusion of Last Judgment images, 

89–95, 140, 144, 150–1, 160, 173, 
186, 189, 192, 199

dionysius the areopagite, pseudo-, 
43

Dioptra, 61
disciplining, social, 190, 202
dmytriie, 92, 265n4
dmytrovychi, 157
dobromyl, 82, 255n128
dobroslava, 93 fig. 3.1, 123 fig. 3.28, 

248n19, 261n80, 262nn95, 105, 
119, 264n153

dolyna, 89, 92, 95, 111, 119 fig. 3.23, 
121, 135, 137 fig. 3.45, 253n91, 
259nn41, 50, 260nn54, 63, 
261nn80, 83, 84, 85, 262nn97, 103, 
119, 263nn122, 132, 264nn134, 
144, 148, 265n3; region, 257n11

domazhyr, 96
dovhe, 257n1
drohobych, 78, 92; region, 257nn1, 

11
drohobych-elevation, 259n41
drohobych-national museum, 

248n19, 259nn42, 48, 263n132, 
264nn134, 137, 152, 265n4

drohobych-st george, 152, 153 figs 
4.14, 4.15, 154 figs 4.16, 4.17

dubivtsi, 172 fig. 4.44, 173
dubrovytsia, 92
dürer, albrecht, 101
dykstra, tom, 265n165
dymytrii (painter), 95
dymytrii (yarema) (patriarch of the 

ukrainian autocephalous 

orthodox church), 22–3, 248n21, 
250n40, 254nn101, 106, 264n136

east slovakian museum, 103
economy and society, 15–16, 78, 87, 

122, 131–2, 140–1, 255n120
egypt, 248n30
ephraim the syrian, saint, 17–18, 30, 

46, 121, 219

fall of the rebel angels, 41, 43, 44 fig. 
2.20, 103, 107, 144, 259nn41, 42

feasts, icons of the twelve major, 75
fedorov, Ivan, 218
fedusko of sambir, 100
first carpathian elaboration, 39–74
florence, church union of, 16
four beasts/kingdoms, 41, 58–60, 59 

fig. 2.33, 71–2, 107, 202, 252n67, 
259nn41, 42

frescoes, 75–80, 193, 201; 
Bukovinian, 165–6, 173; 
moldavian, 47, 53, 57–8, 64, 73–6, 
77 table 2.3, 130, 140, 163, 197, 
249n37; rus´, 75, 76 table 2.2, 129, 
195

gabriel (archangel), 57, 59
galicia, 16, 82, 150, 218; usage, 11
galicia-city museum 1, 181, 260n52, 

264nn137, 144, 150, 153
galicia-city museum 2, 260n52
galician-volhynian principality, 196
gamblers, 144, 150 fig. 4.10, 168 fig. 

4.38
garidis, miltiadis k. (miltos), 19, 

250–1n53
gehenna, 33, 103, 220–1
gellner, ernest, 3
genesis, 47, 139
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germans, 8, 73
giemza, Jarosław, 21, 157, 251n62, 

258n20, 266n14
ginzburg, carlo, 119
glińsk, 93
glove, 144, 151 fig. 4.13
gniezno, 87
goldfrank, david, 23, 29
gospel Book, 71, 152, 154, 166, 168, 

177
gothic art, 34, 64 fig. 2.37, 68, 69 figs 

2.43, 2.44, 70 fig. 2.45, 71, 73, 77, 
88, 193, 198–9

grabar, Igor, 80
gračanica, 249n31
grecia, 59–60
grešlík, vladislav, 21, 266n23
gronek, agnieszka, 20, 79, 80, 93, 97, 

99, 141
grotesque scenes. See torments

habsburg monarchy, 11, 14–16, 150
halych, 11, 20, 25, 74, 193, 196–7
hand cart to hell, 106, 131–2, 132 

figs 3.39, 3.40, 144, 147 fig. 4.5, 
152, 154

hand of god, 41, 46–7, 49 fig. 2.26, 
72, 74, 103, 144, 152, 157, 249n32

hankovychi, 92
hankowice, 119 fig. 3.22, 131, 

259n47, 260n54, 261n80, 
263nn122, 132, 133

hann, george r., 263n131
haustein-Bartsch, eva, 23, 250–1n53
havryil (kremianetsky) (metropol-

itan of kyiv), 182
hegel, g.W.f., 248n30
hell, 34, 70 fig. 2.45, 166, 220; 

diversification of inhabitants, 
119–26; effacement of, 179–82, 

181 fig. 4.60, 193; new, 42, 66–9, 67 
figs 2.40, 2.41, 2.42, 69 figs 2.43, 
2.44, 73, 104, 105 fig. 3.9, 109, 
153–4

helytovych, mariia, 22, 77–8, 95, 
254n104, 255n111, 257n11, 
258n14, 265n161

hetoimasia. See throne, preparation 
of

historical museum in sanok, 20
historiography, 19–23
hlynytsia, 168, 170, 177, 178 fig. 4.55
holy Land, 193, 256n138
holy spirit, 103, 128–9, 129 fig. 3.36, 

154
hordyns’kyi, sviatoslav, 22
horecha, 165–6, 166 figs 4.33, 4.34, 

4.35, 4.36
horodok, 92
horoshkovych, oleksii, 258n14
hrushovo, 84
humor, 47, 77, 83–4, 249–50n38, 

263nn127, 128
hungarians, 8
hungary, 11, 14–16, 115, 160

Icon museum in recklinghausen, 43, 
94, 252n77, 254n106

icons: on canvas, 75, 78 143–52, 173, 
176, 186, 189, 194; on glass, 163, 
164 fig. 4.30, 190, 266n17; on 
wood, 78–80, 88–9, 143, 186, 193, 
197

Ilie (painter from khust), 101
inscriptions in cyrillic and Latin 

alphabets, 177, 179 fig. 4.56
Institute of fine arts, folklore, and 

ethnography of the academy of 
sciences of the ukrainian ssr 
(Lviv), 21
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instruments of christ’s passion. See 
crucifix and instruments of 
christ’s passion

Isaac, 38
Isaiah, 34
Ivano-frankivsk oblast, 11, 163
Izky, 93, 95, 181, 260n52

Jacob, 38
Jagiellonian university, 20
Jedlinka, 93, 96, 102–7, 102 fig. 3.8, 

105 fig. 3.9, 106 fig. 3.10, 109, 116, 
130–1, 250n39, 259n45, 261n80, 
262nn104, 114, 119, 263nn122, 
132, 264nn137, 152

Jerusalem, heavenly, 41, 43, 44 fig. 
2.19, 62, 103, 107, 252n77, 
253n78, 259nn41, 42

Jews, 8, 166, 176 fig. 4.50, 220, 
247n15, 250–1n53. see also moses 
and the Jews and the peoples

Joachim and anna, 138 fig. 3.49
Job, 46
John, gospel of, 54, 71
John climacus, saint, 259n49
John colobus, saint, 252n77
John damascene, saint, 133
John the Baptist, saint, 71
Jónsdóttir, selma, 247nn13, 15
Joseph II (emperor of austria), 16
Journey of the mother of god among 

the torments, 60–1, 68, 120–1, 
123, 132–3, 193

Judas Iscariot, 34, 104, 152

kalmyks, 117
kamianka strumylova, 29, 92, 126 fig. 

3.33, 259n41, 261nn66, 67, 77, 78, 
262n119, 263n132, 264nn134, 137, 
144

kamianna, 170, 172 fig. 4.43, 184, 
188 fig. 4.69, 190

karlovci, treaty of, 15
kastoria, 68
kazimierz Jagiellończyk (king of 

poland), 76, 87
kitsman, 170, 173, 184, 187 fig. 4.68, 

190
klitsko, 92, 259n41, 263n132
kłosińska, Janina, 20, 63, 71
kollman, Jack, 265n165
korytniki, 259n41, 263n132
kos, hanna, 23
košice, 103
kozachkovsky, averkii, 157, 159 

fig. 4.24
kožany, 144, 149 fig. 4.8, 150 fig. 4.10, 

151 fig. 4.12, 163, 179, 180 fig. 4.58
kožuchovce, 160, 161 fig. 4.27, 163, 

179, 266n24
kraków, 76, 87, 197
krásny Brod, 92, 94, 107–10, 108 fig. 

3.11, 109 fig. 3.12, 140, 259nn41, 
44, 261n80, 262nn103, 119

krempna, 80
kruk, mirosław p., 20
krylos, 218
krypiakevych, Ivan, 82
kutiużyńce, 265n7
kyiv, 22, 86, 94, 182, 200, 221, 

254n106; medieval, 10, 20, 25, 74, 
193, 195–7; palatinate, 93, 151; 
region, 199

kyivan psalter, 54, 130, 195
kyiv caves monastery, 157, 179
kyiv theological academy, 151

lamb, 42, 71–2, 71 fig. 2.46, 73–4
lance, 46
Lavriv, 76–7, 82, 87, 95, 192, 255n111
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Lazarus, 35
Lemko region, 11, 16, 25, 170, 196
Lemkos, 11, 14, 80
Life of st Basil the new, 18, 47, 49, 

50–1 table 2.1, 52, 54, 56, 68, 73
linden boards. See under icons: on 

wood
Lipie, 89, 99, 121 fig. 3.26, 127 

fig. 3.34, 131–2, 134 fig. 3.44, 
259n48, 260n54, 261nn80, 86, 87, 
262nn95, 103, 119, 120, 
263nn121, 132, 264nn137, 152

Liskowate, 95
lithographs, 170, 171 fig. 4.42, 173–4
Lithuania, 197, 218, 249n37
Lohvyn, hryhorii, 22
lord or lady, merciless. See rich man, 

merciless
Lublin, 87, 254n104
Luke, gospel of, 38
Lukivtsi, 78
Lukov-venecia, 30, 31 fig. 2.4, 34, 59, 

65–6, 68, 70–1, 80, 84 fig. 2.50, 92, 
99–100, 107, 108 fig. 3.11, 109, 
140, 251n59, 259nn41, 44

Lutsk, 94
Luzhany, 47, 54, 55 fig. 2.30, 87, 

249n37
Lviv, 11, 20, 86, 94, 101, 196, 258n34, 

260n56; eparchy, 16, 151; oblast, 
11, 140

Łysa góra, 87

macedonia, 59–60
magocsi, paul r., 24
mala horozhanka, 92, 118 fig. 3.21, 

129 fig. 3.36, 136, 248n19, 
259nn41, 44, 260n63, 261n80, 
263nn122, 132, 133, 264nn137, 
144

maniava skete, 16
máramaros, 15–16, 93, 117, 138, 153, 

160, 253n85; usage, 14
máramaros-néprajzi, 93, 262n119, 

264nn137, 152
maramureş, 57–8, 75, 78, 84, 101, 

113, 121, 133, 135, 160, 163, 168, 
173–6, 182, 189, 192, 258n35, 
262n104; usage, 14

matthew, gospel of, 17, 23, 30, 37, 
43, 46, 103. see also meatfare 
sunday, gospel of

mattingly, h., 133
meatfare sunday, 18, 30, 33, 200, 

220–1, 260n53; defined, 17; 
gospel of, 17, 54, 139, 219

media, 59
medyka, 100, 163
medynychi, 92, 143, 265n4
medytsky, stefan popovych, 152
methodology, 3–6, 194–202
michael (archangel), 43, 60, 120
mihail (deacon), 256n142
milošević, desanka, 19
mohács, battle of, 15
mohyla, petr, 218
moldavia, 14–16, 20, 75–6, 78, 83, 86, 

115, 117, 129, 163, 193, 196–7, 
256nn138, 140; usage, 14

moldavsko, 89, 96–7, 97 fig. 3.3, 115 
fig. 3.18, 248n19, 259nn42, 48, 
260nn58, 61, 63, 261nn71, 80, 84, 
262nn98, 103, 104, 114, 119, 
263nn122, 132, 265n4

moldoviţa, 47, 49 fig. 2.26, 83, 
249–50n38, 263n127

monasteries, 78–9, 82, 86–7, 94; 
moldavian, 16, 83–4, 163, 193, 200; 
rus´, 74, 193, 197–8

mongols, 10
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monks, 86–8, 99, 140, 193, 198, 201; 
flying into paradise, 41, 60–2, 61 
fig. 2.34, 62 fig. 2.35, 107, 144, 
252n77, 253n78, 259nn41, 42

morača monastery, 40 fig. 2.15, 
249n38
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Woodward, g.r., 133
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